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The electrolytes in milk are essential as nutrients and for osmotic balance and have been well 
characterised at normal milk concentrations. When milk is concentrated by evaporation or 
reverse osmosis, the concentration of ions can easily exceed solubility limits. Hence, it seems 
necessary to deeply understand the ion partitioning in milk and milk–like solutions at various 
concentrations either at equilibrium or in a dynamic state.  
An ion speciation model was proposed to comprehensively consider principal milk components 
such as calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium, and hydrogen as the main cations, and citrate, 
phosphate, carbonate, sulphate, chloride, phosphate esters, carboxylate, and hydroxide as the 
main anions in serum milk. The dissociable side groups of amino acids in αs1–, αs2–, β–, and 
κ–casein were incorporated into the model as well as the calcium phosphate nanoclusters 
(CPN) and phosphoserine residues in the bovine casein. The saturation of potential solid salts 
such as calcium phosphate in different phases and calcium citrate were obtained. The Mean 
Spherical Approximation (MSA) method was used to calculate free–ion activity coefficients 
as it contained terms that enhanced accuracy at higher concentrations. Further, it allows the 
addition of non–electrolyte components such as lactose. This approach led to a system of over 
180 non–linear equations for equilibria, electroneutrality and conservation, that were scaled 
and then solved using Newton’s method. 
The dynamic calculation of ion speciation was also implemented using Euler’s method to solve 
differential equations for precipitation kinetics. This enabled the monitoring of pH, saturation, 
and the concentration of calcium salts formed over time. The model was first applied to the 
binary solutions of calcium chloride, sodium chloride, buffer solutions of citrate and phosphate 
with and without lactose, calcium carbonate, calcium phosphate, and calcium citrate solid 
phases, and milk serum both at equilibrium and dynamically. Moreover, the model was applied 
to milk as the main system including serum and casein proteins with and without CPN, for 
which net charge of the molecule was calculated as the means of validation. The model could 
satisfactorily predict pH and saturation of calcium solid salts in concentrated milk up to four 
times its normal concentration. 
The calcium phosphate precipitation was studied experimentally at various concentrations 
under varied and controlled pH values. The experiments were carried out at 23 ˚C with various 
concentrations of calcium and phosphate solutions without and with 9.5%w/w lactose. pH was 
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a key factor to determine the amount of calcium phosphate precipitation. Zetasizer analysis 
showed that lactose strongly influenced the calcium phosphate solution by forming 
nanoparticles with a size of about 1 nm. The role of lactose in enabling the formation of 
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ACP   Amorphous calcium phosphate 
Ala   Alanine 
Arg   Arginine 
Asn   Asparagine 
BMCSL  Boublik–Mansoori–Carnahan–Starling–Leyland 
Asp   Aspartic acid 
BSA   Bovine serum albumin 
CCP   Colloidal calcium phosphate 
CDA   Calcium–deficient apatite 
CPN   Calcium phosphate nanoclusters 
Cys   Cysteine 
DCPA   Dicalcium phosphate anhydrous 
DCPD   Dicalcium phosphate dihydrate 
DLS   Dynamic light scattering 
es   Electrostatic  
EXAFS  Extended x–ray absorption fine structure 
FTIR   Fourier–transform infrared spectroscopy 
Gln   Glutamine 
Glu   Glutamic acid 
Gly   Glycine 
HAP   Hydroxyapatite 
His   Histidine 
hs   Hard sphere  
IAP   Ion activity product 
IEP   Isoelectric point 
Ile   Isoleucine 
IM   Immunoglobulin 
Ka   Association constant 
Kac   Acidity constant 
Kd   Dissociation constant 
Ksp   Solubility product 
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Ksp,C   Thermodynamic solubility product 
Kw   water constant 
Lact   lactate 
Leu   Leucine 
Lys   Lysine 
MCP   Micellar calcium phosphate 
Met   Methionine 
MPC   Milk protein concentrate 
MSA   Mean Spherical Approximation 
NPMSA  Non–Primitive Mean Spherical Approximation 
OCP   Octacalcium phosphate 
Phe   Phenylalanine 
prec   Precipitation 
Pro   Proline 
SAXS   Small angle x–ray scattering 
SEM   Scanning electron microscope  
Ser   Serine 
SerP   Phosphoserine 
SI   Saturation index 
SMUF   Simulated milk ultrafiltrate  
TCCH   Tricalcium citrate hexahydrate 
TCCT   Tricalcium citrate tetrahydrate 
Thr   Threonine 
Trp   Tryptophan 
Tyr   Tyrosine 
UHT   Ultra high temperature 
Val   Valine 
WH   Whitlockite 
XRD   X–ray powder refraction 
α–la   α–lactalbumin  







Evaporation and reverse osmosis have been widely used to concentrate raw milk by dairy 
producers to decrease costs of transportation from farms to factories or by factories for further 
processing (Grandison and Lewis, 1996). When bovine milk is concentrated by any means of 
concentration, the activity of ions can easily exceed solubility limits leading to fouling and 
changes in the solubility of the dried milk products. Hence, saturation is of great importance 
to avoid any undesirable precipitation of the dissolution of dried milk products.  
Some of the milk minerals are soluble at concentrations below their solubility limits, although 
some of them such as calcium phosphate exceed their solubility limits at room temperature 
milk (Holt, 1997). Different phases of calcium phosphate and citrate can be formed under 
different conditions and it is suggested that casein micelles prevent their uncontrolled 
precipitation (Mekmene and Gaucheron, 2011). Hence, the ion partitioning of milk in 
presence of the casein micelles and other salts seem significant to determine the behaviour of 
casein during milk processing (Holt, 1997).   
Calcium, magnesium, sodium, and potassium ions are the primary cations, and phosphate, 
citrate, carbonate, and chloride are the main anions in milk (Davies and White, 1960; Holt, 
1997). The milk minerals distribute differently between both the serum and casein milk, i.e. 
about 70% of calcium, 50% of inorganic phosphate, 40% of magnesium, and 10% of citrate 
are partially associated to the casein micelles as undissolved ion complexes called micellar 
calcium phosphate (Holt, 1997; Mekmene et al., 2010). In milk serum, the minerals are 
present either as free ions or as ion–pairs, e.g. sodium and potassium ions have weak affinities 
with chloride, citrate, and inorganic phosphate, thus are mainly present as free ions. The 
calcium and magnesium ions form ion–pairs primarily with citrate and to a lower degree with 
the hydrogen phosphate ion. However, CaHPO4 is calculated to be supersaturated in milk 
serum but precipitation is prevented by its low activity in the serum (Walstra and Jenness, 
1984; Mekmene, Le Graet, et al., 2009). 
The ion–pairs and free ions are in a rapid and dynamic equilibrium in milk serum, while there 
is a slow and dynamic salt equilibrium between both serum and casein milk (Walstra and 
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Jenness, 1984). The alteration of ion equilibria can alter the salts distribution and ions 
concentrations in both phases of milk leading to changes in the physicochemical features of 
the casein micelles (Walstra et al., 2006). This affects the product stability during both 
processing and storage. Therefore, it is very useful to deeply understand the ion partitioning 
in milk by considering casein and serum proteins under various conditions (Gao, 2010). 
Several ion speciation models have been proposed for the ion equilibria calculation in milk 
and milk–like systems based on the ions interaction through the association constants. Wood 
et al. (1981) proposed an ion equilibria model for the calculation of milk ions concentrations. 
Since then, multiple computational models, which are useful for the improvement of relevant 
works, have been developed under various conditions by considering different components. 
Almost all of the models have used either Debye–Hückel or Davies theories to predict the 
activity coefficients of ions. The main drawback with these theories is that the activity 
coefficient of zero–charged species is ignored due to the presence of a charge parameter in 
their formulas leading to zero value for the species with zero charge.  
Nevertheless, a generalised model seems essential to predict ions activity, activity coefficient, 
and solubility for any dairy liquid even at high concentration. The Mean Spherical 
Approximation (MSA) theory can determine the activity coefficient of zero–charged values 
by incorporating a size variable as well as charge.  
Several investigations have been done on the ions equilibria calculation at equilibrium, but no 
model has been proposed for the dynamic prediction of ions partitioning in milk. The 
concentration and saturation of potential solid phases of milk can be calculated over time.  
1.2 Objectives and outcomes 
The main objective of this study was to improve the understanding of the ions speciation and 
solubility by considering almost all principal components of milk or dairy liquids, as to be 
able to model the milk partitioning especially at high concentration. To achieve this, another 
objective was to predict activity coefficients of all ions, ion–pairs, and non–electrolytes 
regardless of their charges.  
It was hoped that the outcomes of this study provide insight into the influence of the state of 
the components on the properties of milk–based liquids over a range of concentration. The 
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results might also be helpful for the prediction of fouling in reverse osmosis, mineral 
precipitation in whey processing, solubility of concentrates and dried milk products in dairy 
industry. 
1.3 Outline of thesis 
A literature review is provided in Chapter 2, including the description of principal milk 
components and ion equilibria, in which the fundamental definitions of activity, activity 
coefficient, solubility, and association constants are given. 
The proposed model is given in Chapter 3 for the calculation of ion equilibria both at 
equilibrium and dynamically. It is then applied to different systems such as the binary 
solutions of sodium chloride and calcium chloride, the buffer solutions of citrate and 
phosphate with and without lactose, the potential solid salts in milk, and milk serum. The 
experimental data from literature, water activity, and reproducing of other methods are used 
for the validation. This chapter provides the confidence to apply the model to milk in Chapter 
5. 
Chapter 4 covers the effect of lactose on the precipitation of calcium phosphate solutions 
experimentally under various and controlled pH values. Solutions of calcium chloride, sodium 
phosphate, and sodium hydroxide were mixed with no and 9.5%w/w lactose with Ca/P of 
unity, pH, and conductivity of which were measured over time to monitor the precipitation of 
solution. The particles size of solution was analysed by the Zetasizer instrument to determine 
if any nanoparticles were formed. 
In Chapter 5, the proposed model is applied to different milk–like solutions by considering 
dissociable side groups of amino acids in the serum and casein proteins. Net charge is 
calculated for the solution as a mean of validation. Calcium phosphate nanoclusters (CPN) 
and phosphoserine residues of casein were incorporated into the model. 
An overall discussion is given in Chapter 6. The conclusions and recommendation for future 





2 Literature Review 
 
2.1 Principal constituents of milk 
Milk is one of the most significant foods in human history and is a complex liquid including 
numerous components in several states of dispersion. It can be defined as the excretion of the 
mammary glands of all female mammals including humans, cows, buffaloes, goats, etc. 
(Walstra and Jenness, 1984; Fox and McSweeney, 1998; Walstra et al., 2006). The term ‘milk’ 
is sometimes used specifically for the healthy cow’s milk, which is white, opaque, and can be 
a yellowish fluid especially in summer when the cows are grazed on pasture (Spreer, 1998).  
The principal constituents of milk are water, lipids, sugar (lactose), proteins, and minerals, 
which are categorised as shown in Table 2.1. Several factors have a significant effect on the 
composition of milk such as lactation stage, nutritional, genetic and environmental conditions 
of the cow, which cause a wide change in the concentration of various minerals; however, this 
variation is partly due to contamination and analytical errors happening during collection, 
multiple processing units, and operational procedures (Flynn and Cashman, 1997). The 
concentrations of the main components, as well as minor constituents, differs widely for 
various mammals e.g. lipids, 2–55%; proteins, 1–20%; lactose, 0–10%, primarily depending 
on the energy needs and growth rates of the neonate. The fat and protein content of cow’s 
milk varies among different breeds. In contrast, the osmotic pressure of milk is much more 
constant so the total concentrations of molecules and ions are also relatively constant (Fox, 
2009). 
Table 2.1 Composition of cow’s milk (Walstra and Jenness, 1984). 
Component Average value in milk (%w/w) Approximate range (%w/w) 
Water 87.3 85.5–88.7 
Solids excluding fat 8.8 7.9–10.0 
      Lactose 4.6 3.8–5.3 
      Protein 3.25 2.4–5.5 
           Casein 2.6 2.3–4.4 
      Mineral elements 0.65 0.53–0.80 
      Organic ions 0.18 0.13–0.2 
      Others 0.14 – 




The knowledge of milk components and their influences on each other are required to 
understand physical characteristics, nutritive quality, and the several changes that can happen 
in milk (Walstra and Jenness, 1984). In addition to the major components, there are plentiful 
minor components such as minerals, vitamins, hormones, enzymes, and several compounds 
that are chemically alike in various species (Fox, 2009).  
2.1.1 Lactose 
2.1.1.1 General overview 
The primary carbohydrate of most mammals’ milk is lactose (4–O–β–D–galactopyranosyl–
D–glucose) comprising galactose and glucose bound by a β1–4 glycosidic bond. Almost all 
of mammals’ milk contains lactose, whose concentration can vary from zero to around 100 g 
L–1 depending on the mammal species, e.g. no lactose has been found in the milk of California 
sea lions and other Pacific seals (Kuhn and Low, 1949; Trucco et al., 1954; Reithel and 
Venkataraman, 1956; Walstra and Jenness, 1984; Holsinger, 1997; Walstra et al., 2006; Fox, 
2009). There are two isomers of lactose, α and β, that are equilibrated in an aqueous solution 
depending on the temperature (Spreer, 1998). 
Bovine milk contains lactose 4.6% (Renner, 1983; Holsinger, 1997), but several dairy 
products such as evaporated, condensed, and dried milk have higher quantities of lactose. 
Dried skim milk has 50–53% lactose, whereas the higher level of fat in dry whole milk reduces 
its lactose content to 36–38% (Freeley et al., 1975; Nickerson, 1978; Morrissey, 1985). 
The concentration of lactose in bovine milk is affected by various factors, among which the 
cow’s breed and health condition have the most significant impacts. The content of lactose 
reduces during lactation (Figure 2.1), although this trend is in contrast to the increase in fat 
and protein content of milk (Fox and McSweeney, 1998). 
Sugars has been commonly added to foods to improve and modify physicochemical, 
microbial, sensorial features of food like decreasing activity of water, viscosity, texture, and 
softness improvement (Fennema, 1996; Lindsay, 1996). Several researchers claimed that 
sugars could alter properties of protein such as casein hydration, thermal stability, its surface 
activity (Mora-Gutierrez et al., 1997; Mora-Gutierrez and Farrell, 2000). At high 
concentrations of lactose or other sugars, such as in sweetened condensed milk, the stability 
of casein micelles can be affected by ‘salt partitioning’. Accordingly, sugars such as lactose 
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considerably transform the ion equilibria in milk–like systems (Gao, van Leeuwen, et al., 
2010). 
 
Figure 2.1 Variations of the fat, protein, and lactose concentration in the bovine milk during 
lactation; data from Fox and McSweeney (1998). 
There are similarities between the characteristics of milk lactose and other sugars, but some 
of the properties of lactose are:  
1. Lactose has no carbonyl group in its structure unlike most sugars; hence, it is classified 
as a reducing sugar (Fox, 2009). 
2. Lactose has a molecular weight of 342.3 g mol–1, which is small enough to contribute 
to activities of water and ions.  
3. Lactose dissociates only to a very small extent in solution and thus does not produce 
a significant number of ions. 
4. The properties of two lactose isomers are quite different, e.g. optical rotation and 
solubility (Fox, 2009). 
5. Lactose can be used as a substrate for fermentation of dairy products, in which it is 
converted to lactic acid (Fox, 2009).  
2.1.1.2 Some lactose applications in food industry 
Lactose is widely used in many industries such as food and pharmaceutical industries, as an 
additive because of low cost, low sweetness, and good compatibility with other compounds. 
It has an effective role as a substrate in several fermented food products, e.g. yoghurt, but 




















yeast, as one of the essential ingredients of beer industry cannot ferment lactose. Hence, 
lactose improves mouth feel taste, and smoothness of the final product (Holsinger, 1997; 
Illanes et al., 2016).  
Other similar applications of lactose are in the dairy industry where lactose is used as an 
additive for milk, in particular, skimmed milk, buttermilk, chocolate milk etc. (Reimerdes, 
1990; Zadow, 1991). Cheese and casein whey used to be a waste substance given to farm 
animals or applied to land with water, but nowadays they are used more effectively. Lactose 
is crystallised in large quantities from concentrated and/or ultrafiltrated whey, which is 
additionally the primary source for producing different kinds of whey proteins and whey 
powders. About 400,000 tonnes crystals of lactose are produced annually (Holsinger, 1997; 
Walstra et al., 2006).  
2.1.1.3 Lactose phosphate 
Production of lactose containing products with high and consistent qualities has been a 
challenge for dairy industries where a comprehensive understanding of the production 
processing is sought in either long or short process such as double crystallisation of lactose or 
production of lactose powders from whey permeate (Zadow, 2005). Lactose phosphate was 
found as a contaminant in pharmaceutical grade lactose for the first time by Visser (1980), 
who later claimed that lactose phosphate slows down lactose crystal formation in solution 
(Visser, 1984, 1988). This impurity can strongly influence on the solubility of the component 
being crystallised preventing crystal growth. This retarding behaviour of lactose phosphate 
was originated by two factors, one of which is due to molecular resemblance of lactose 
phosphate to lactose. Another factor is that lactose phosphate acts as an anion at most of pH 
ranges except in very pH lower than 1 (Visser, 1988). 
Some research was done on lactose phosphate mainly by Visser (1980, 1984, 1988), Pigman 
and Horton (1972), and Lifran (2007). Lactose phosphate has an extra monophosphate, which 
is the only difference between lactose and lactose phosphate in terms of structure. The 
phosphate group of 90% of lactose phosphate is linked to the galactose part of the lactose 





2.1.1.4 Lactose and calcium phosphate 
Mammalian milk and milk products are able to hold calcium and phosphate ions at 
concentrations over 20 times greater than their solubility in water, thus enabling the key role 
of carrying calcium phosphate to the infants for bone growth. For over half a century it has 
been considered that lactose in milk does not influence the solubility of calcium phosphate 
(Wasserman, 1964; Guéguen and Pointillart, 2000). Lactose is known to associate with 
calcium (Herrington, 1934), and possibly enhances calcium absorption in the gut (Ghishan et 
al., 1982), but no association with calcium phosphate is known. Kezia et al. (2017) found that 
lactose increased the solubility of calcium and phosphate ions from calcium hydrogen 
phosphate dehydrate (also known as dicalcium phosphate), but they did not investigate the 
mechanism. 
Casein micelles within milk are considered the primary carrier of calcium phosphate as 
amorphous nanoclusters formed by interaction with β–casein phosphopeptide (Holt et al., 
1982; Holt et al., 1996; Holt, 2004). Lactose has not been considered to be involved at all. In 
an area closely related to this study, there has been considerable research into the chemistry 
of calcium and phosphate ions within simulated artificial body fluids (without lactose) for the 
biomimetic fabrication of bone–like materials (Posner and Betts, 1975; Dey et al., 2010; Holt 
et al., 2014; Park et al., 2017). It is thought that ions form nanoparticles, then clusters and 
solid materials but the form of the nanoparticles in these systems is still under debate (Lin and 
Chiu, 2017).  
2.1.2 Milk fat 
Milk fat is primarily composed of triacylglycerides (previous referred to as triglycerides), 
which are esters of glycerol (propanetriol), and monocarboxylic acids (fatty acids). Fat exists 
in milk as droplets, so–called milk fat globules with diameters in the range of 1–5 μm (Spreer, 
1998; El-Loly, 2011). Lipids are normally soluble in nonpolar solvents and insoluble in polar 
ones such as water. Milk fat was in the past the most valuable component of milk, hence the 
value of milk paid to farmers was based on the fat content. The milk lipids have long appealed 
to researchers who have investigated many studies on milk fat as a complex compound with 
particular features (Fox and McSweeney, 1998; Fox, 2009).  
Lipids exist in the milk of all mammals with various concentration of 2–50% depending on 
many factors such as breed, lactation stage, nutritional conditions, the animal age, health, 
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feed, and season within cows (Auldist et al., 1998; Fox and McSweeney, 1998; Mansson, 
2008; Heck et al., 2009). The highest concentration of milk fat in cows is from Jersey cows 
with nearly 5% fat, whereas the lowest one is from Holstein/Friesians cows (Fox and 
McSweeney, 1998).  
Lipids are normally categorised into two groups: neutral lipids, which are a combination of 
glycerol esters, mono–, di–, and triglycerides, comprise 98.5% of total milk lipids that are the 
main type of lipids available in all foods. Another class of lipids is polar lipids, which are a 
varied combination of esters of fatty acids, with either glycerol or other. Polar lipids mainly 
contain phosphoric acid, a nitrogen compound, or a sugar comprising about 1% of total milk 
lipids approximately; however, they have significant roles in milk by forming the membrane 
around globules of milk lipids (Fox, 2009). 
2.1.2.1 Membrane of milk fat globule 
Almost all of lipids are insoluble in aqueous solutions, but in milk, lipids are contained within 
fat globules, which are surrounded by a thin layer that is called the ‘milk fat globule 
membrane’. The membrane comprises phospholipids, lipoproteins, cerebrosides, nucleic 
acids, enzymes, trace components, and water (Fox and McSweeney, 1998; Fox, 2009).  
Natural milk fat globule membrane does not contain milk proteins, which are casein and whey 
protein; thus, the interaction between fat globules and milk protein is either weak or even 
noninteractive. In addition, no hydrophobic interaction can occur between the milk fat globule 
membrane and whey protein. Both milk fat globule membrane and casein micelles carry 
negative charges with pH of 6 preventing any interactions between ions (Volkov, 2001). But, 
Corredig and Dalgleish (1996) found that β–lactoglobulin interacts with milk fat globules at 
temperature higher than 65 ˚C when whole milk is either heated by UHT or direct steam 
injection. 
2.1.3 Milk proteins 
Proteins are made up of amino acids that are bound into different structures. Each amino acid 
has an amino (–NH2) group and a carboxyl (–COOH) group. The α–amino acids are those 
whose NH2 group is attached to the second carbon atom. Since nine amino acids cannot be 
formed by the human digestion system, they must be consumed for human sustenance. There 
is an internal transfer of a hydrogen ion from the –COOH group to the –NH2 group to leave 
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an ion with both a negative charge and a positive charge. This is called a zwitterion. The 
electrical charge of proteins is strongly dependent on the pH of the solution and the 
accessibility of the free amino or carboxyl groups (Spreer, 1998). The amino acids of bovine 
milk can be classified by their side chains as uncharged and nonpolar such as alanine, glycine, 
isoleucine, leucine, methionine, phenylalanine, proline, and tryptophan; polar side chains 
such as asparagine, cysteine, glutamine, serine, threonine, and tyrosine; and charged side 
chains such as arginine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid, histidine, and lysine. Table 2.2 shows 
the composition of various amino acids as a proportion of total protein and of casein protein 
in cow’s milk (Belitz and Grosch, 1999). 
Table 2.2 The composition of amino acids in different protein fractions (%w/w) of bovine milk 
(Walstra and Jenness, 1984; Belitz and Grosch, 1999; Mekmene et al., 2010). 
Amino acid Symbol Total protein Whole casein 
Alanine Ala 2.53 3.21 
Arginine Arg 3.02 3.83 
Asparagine Asn 3.23 4.10 
Aspartic acid Asp 2.31 2.93 
Cysteine Cys 0.19 0.24 
Glutamine Gln 8.52 10.81 
Glutamic acid Glu 9.74 12.36 
Glycine Gly 1.48 1.88 
Histidine His 2.32 2.95 
Isoleucine Ile 4.86 6.17 
Leucine Leu 7.65 9.71 
Lysine Lys 6.45 8.19 
Methionine Met 2.47 3.13 
Phenylalanine Phe 4.30 5.45 
Proline Pro 9.25 11.74 
Serine Ser 5.63 7.15 
Phosphoserine SerP 4.06 5.16 
Threonine Thr 3.57 4.53 
Tryptophan Trp 0.97 1.23 
Tyrosine Tyr 4.85 6.16 
Valine Val 5.73 7.27 
 
Milk can be transformed into a wide range of dairy products leading to it becoming a very 
important food source with proteins. Thus, in this aspect, milk proteins are likely the most 
significant components because of their particular features. Several investigations have been 
done on milk proteins since the 19th Century making them the best described among all food 
proteins (Fox and McSweeney, 2003; Huppertz et al., 2006). Milk proteins are classified into 
two categories with respect to their solubility at pH 4.6: the insoluble casein proteins 
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comprising around 80% of total milk proteins; and soluble whey proteins, which constitute 
20% of the total (Huppertz et al., 2006).  
2.1.3.1 The caseins 
The caseins are a part of phosphoproteins formed in the mammary gland as quite large 
colloidal particles so–called ‘casein micelles’. Casein micelles are mainly composed of 
thousands of casein molecules, calcium ions, inorganic phosphate ions, and citrate ions. The 
casein micelles exist as a stable colloidal dispersion in milk, and cause the turbidity of skim 
milk. They can tolerate the heat up to 100 ˚C and the pressure up to 100 MPa without losing 
their structure and stability. Casein micelle properties, which are shown in Table 2.3, have 
been widely investigated by many scientists (Swaisgood, 2003; Dalgleish, 2011; Holt et al., 
2013). 
Table 2.3 Main physico-chemical features of the casein micelles (Broyard and Gaucheron, 2015). 
Feature Typical value 
Surface area 8×10–14 m2 
Volume 2.1×10–21 m3 
Density (hydrated) 1063.2 kg m–3 
Mass 2.2×10–18 kg 
Hydration 3.7 g H2O g–1 
Molecular weight (hydrated) 1.3×109 g mol–1 
Molecular weight (dehydrated) 5×108 g mol–1 
Number of peptide chains 5×103 
Number of particles per m3 of milk 1020–1022 
Surface of micelles per m3 of milk 5×106 m2 
 
Caseins were first introduced as a homogenous element, but it was then presented as a two 
discrete parts; the calcium–sensitive caseins, which are precipitated in the presence of 
calcium, and the calcium–insensitive caseins (Ginger and Grigor, 1999). It is now known that 
casein is a combination of several individual proteins, including αs1–, αs2–, β–, κ–, and γ–
casein, each of which has quite different features (Southward, 1986; Belitz and Grosch, 1999). 
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αs1–casein is the main fraction of bovine milk protein that makes up around 38% of the whole 
casein source (Eigel et al., 1984; Fox, 2009). The B variant of αs1–casein comprises a chain 
of peptide containing 199 amino acid residues, among which 8 phosphoserine residues are 
situated in positions 43–80 attached to highly polar regions of carboxyl groups. The polarity 
of amino acid residues 100–199 is high leading to a strong linkage; however, phosphate 
groups decrease the association by making repulsive forces (Belitz and Grosch, 1999). 
αs2–casein has a dipolar structure, anionic and cationic groups of which are located at the N–
and C–terminal regions, respectively. Both αs1–and αs2–casein are phosphorylated peptides. 
In the presence of Ca2+, αs2–casein solubility is less than that of αs1–casein (Belitz and Grosch, 
1999; Broyard and Gaucheron, 2015). 
β–casein is the second most plentiful protein among all the proteins in serum milk, leading to 
the formation of colloidal aggregates in the aqueous solution with a concentration higher than 
0.5 mg mL–1 (Leclerc and Calmettes, 1997; Dickinson, 1999). β–casein is a peptide chain 
comprising 209 residues with a molar mass of 24.5 kDa. Bovine β–casein contains five 
phosphoserine residues, where all ionising positions of the molecule are located. The amino 
acid residues of β–casein are usually less hydrophobic than that of a normal globular protein 
and more than that of an unfolded protein. The charged and phosphorylated sites of β–casein 
is mostly localised at the N–terminal 21 residues, whilst the uncharged part of structure is 
mainly made up of the hydrophobic residues (Follows et al., 2011). The precipitation of the 
protein normally occur in the range of the bovine Ca2+ concentration (Belitz and Grosch, 
1999; Ginger and Grigor, 1999). 
Bovine κ–casein comprises 10% of the total casein content, and consists of 169 amino acid 
residues helping to increase the colloidal stability of αs1–, αs2–, and β–caseins by the 
formation of casein micelles. It can be mostly found on the outer surface of the micelle 
creating a hairy structure, composed of macropeptides that stretch out from the micelle. It has 
a key role in the stabilisation of the structure of casein micelles by making a hydrophilic 
coating preventing the association and the aggregation of the micelles (de Kruif, 1999; 





2.1.3.2 The serum 
The precipitation of casein occurs when the pH of milk decreases to about 4.6 at 20˚C. The 
supernatant residue is called milk whey or serum and contains 20% of the whole milk protein 
(Walstra and Jenness, 1984). It is also called as ‘diffusate phase’ by Holt et al. (1981), whereas 
micellar phase sometimes referred to ‘non–diffusible phase’. 
Unlike caseins, the whey proteins are globular and contain more organised and consistent 
structures (Ng-Kwai-Hang, 2003). They are bound to each other by disulfide crosslinks. Whey 
proteins are more sensitive to heat than casein proteins, but are less sensitive to calcium 
(Kinsella, 1984).  
β–lactoglobulin (β–lg), α–lactalbumin (α–la), bovine serum albumin (BSA), immunoglobulin 
(IM), and proteose–peptone are considered the main characterised components of the whey 
proteins. They represent more than 95% of the non–casein proteins (Ng-Kwai-Hang, 2003; 
Farrell et al., 2004). Table 2.4 shows the composition of milk serum proteins. 
Table 2.4 Composition of milk serum proteins (Walstra and Jenness, 1984). 
Protein Concentration in skimmed milk, mM 
Mass fraction in total protein, 
%w/w 
β–lactoglobulin 180 9.8 
α–lactalbumin 90 3.7 
Bovine serum albumin 6 1.2 
Immunoglobulin 4 2.1 
Miscellaneous 40 2.4 
 
β–lactoglobulin represents about 50% of the total whey protein, and 10% of the total protein 
of bovine milk (Creamer and Sawyer, 2003). The monomeric molecular weight of β–
lactoglobulin is 18,300 Da (Kinsella, 1984). It has 162 amino acids, among which 5 cysteine 
residues are able to form disulphide bonds between various positions (Ng-Kwai-Hang, 2003). 
It can also interacts with other proteins, in particular κ–casein and α–lactalbumin (Walstra 
and Jenness, 1984).  
Dimerisation of β–lactoglobulin normally occurs in the pH range 3.5–7.5 depending on the 
protein concentration, pH, temperature, and ionic strength. There are strong electrostatic 
repulsions at pH below 3.5 where the dimer dissociates; however, octamers are formed for 
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pH between 3.5–5.2. The dimer becomes stable at pH between 5.5–7.5, and unstable at pH 
above 8.0 where the aggregations of denatured proteins usually occur (Lyster, 1972). 
The second most plentiful of the whey proteins is α–lactalbumin representing 20% of the total 
whey protein and 2–5% of the total skim milk protein (Wong et al., 1996). It has a compact 
globular structure with a molecular weight of 14,175 Da and 123 amino acids. There are 4 
disulphide bonds connecting 8 cysteine residues in different positions (Kinsella, 1984; Ng-
Kwai-Hang, 2003). 
According to Zhang and Brew (2003), the stability and structure of α–lactalbumin is highly 
affected by ionic calcium (Ca2+); however, the protein becomes unstable as the pH reduces 
due to removal of ionic calcium. Besides, α–lactalbumin has other cationic binding with other 
divalent ions such as Zn2+, Mn2+, Hg2+, and Pb2+. 
Bovine serum albumin (BSA) is a polypeptide consisting of 582 amino acids with a molecular 
weight of 66,433 Da approximately. It constitutes 5% of the total bovine whey proteins 
(Walstra and Jenness, 1984; Haggarty, 2003). Bovine serum albumin contains 1 free thiol and 
17 disulphide linkages which hold the structure as a multiloop. The function of serum albumin 
is probably limited in cow’s milk but it can bind to metals and fatty acids (Fox and 
McSweeney, 1998; Ng-Kwai-Hang, 2003). 
The largest and the most heterogeneous protein of the whey proteins are immunoglobulins 
with molecular weights over 1000 kDa. They are usually 10% of the bovine whey proteins 
and are available as either monomer or light and heavy polymers of polypeptide chains, which 
are attached by disulphide linkages leading to the immunoglobulin basic structure (Walstra 
and Jenness, 1984). 
Lactoferrin and transferrin, β2–microglobulin, and proteose–peptone form a small fraction of 
the bovine whey proteins (Walstra and Jenness, 1984). 
2.1.4 Milk salts 
The term ‘minerals’ was previously used in the field of dairy science to describe milk salts; 
however, it is nowadays considered to be an incorrect word, since the minerals are not 
naturally occurring in the milk salts. The bovine milk salt fraction, which is 8–9 g L–1 of the 
total skimmed milk, contains several cations (calcium, magnesium, sodium, and potassium) 
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and anions (citrate, inorganic phosphate, chloride, carbonate, sulphate, phosphate esters, 
carboxylate, and hydroxide) (Holt, 1997). Table 2.5 indicates the composition of the bovine 
milk salts in mass and molar concentrations; however, there is a slight change in some cases 
among the species. 
Table 2.5 The composition of the bovine milk salts (Walstra and Jenness, 1984; Gaucheron, 2005). 
Milk salt Concentration mg kg–1 mmol kg–1 
Calcium (Ca) 1042–1283 26–32 
Magnesium (Mg) 97–146 4–6 
Sodium (Na) 390–643 17–28 
Potassium (K) 1212–1681 31–43 
Citrate (Cit) 1323–2080 7–11 
Inorganic phosphate (PO4) 1804–2184 19–23 
Carbonate (CO3) ~120 ~2 
Sulphate (SO4) ~96 ~1 
Chloride (Cl) 780–1205 22–34 
Phosphate esters (Glc–1–P) 418–836 2–4 
Carboxylate (RCOO) 15044–60176 1–4 
 
The macro–elements of bovine milk are dispersed into two phases referred to as diffusible 
(milk serum) and non–diffusible (casein). The serum components are potassium, sodium, and 
chloride, whereas calcium, inorganic phosphate, and magnesium strongly interact with casein 
micelles, whose structure and stability are highly affected by the milk ions. Therefore, it is 
very useful to have a good understanding of milk salts properties (Holt, 1997; Gaucheron, 
2005). Milk serum contains about 30% of the total calcium, 50% of the total inorganic 
phosphate, and 60% of the magnesium. A small quantity of calcium is also connected to α–
lactalbumin, while the remainder is associated with the casein micelles (Hiraoka et al., 1980). 
According to Gaucheron (2005), the milk salts have negligible binding to lactose.  
2.1.4.1 Preparation of milk serum 
Dialysis, ultrafiltration, ultracentrifugation, and rennet coagulation are four common methods 
for segregation of the aqueous phase of milk. It is essential to control physico–chemical 
factors such as pH and temperature during the sample preparation, as they highly affect the 
salt equilibria of the phases. The results of each method can be slightly different due to the 
type of sample preparation, e.g. the concentration of species in the ultracentrifuge supernatant 
is higher than that of ultrafiltrate. This is because the ultracentrifuge supernatant contains 
whey proteins and soluble casein that have the ability to bind calcium and magnesium ions, 
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whereas the ultrafiltrate does not have the soluble proteins (Gaucheron, 2005). The method 
of milk serum preparation can affect experimental results. 
2.1.4.2 Salt concentration and association in the milk serum 
Free ions are not the only ions of the solution, but there are various associations among the 
ions that interact with each other depending on the association constants and the solubilities 
(Holt et al., 1981; Walstra and Jenness, 1984; Holt, 1985).  
Generally, calcium is present in the serum as free calcium (Ca2+) and several complexes 
mostly with trivalent citrate (Cit3–) e.g. CaCit–, to a lesser level with mono valent and divalent 
inorganic phosphates (H2PO4–, HPO42–), and chloride (Cl–) i.e. CaCl+. The solubility of 
calcium phosphate salts is rather low. Potassium and sodium are mostly available as free ions 
in milk serum; however, there is a small affinity with citrate, inorganic phosphate, and 
chloride (Gaucheron, 2005).  
2.1.4.3 Micellar calcium phosphate and CPN 
According to Gaucheron (2005), the casein molecules contains phosphoserine residues in 
their structures. The cations can mainly bind to the casein through the phosphate groups of 
the phosphoserine residues of the casein molecules. There is a decrease in the order of cation 
binding capacity of the casein proteins as αs2– > αs1– > β– > κ–casein due to the number of 
phosphoserine groups. However, the phosphoserine residues are not the only amino acid 
group within the casein proteins, but other amino acids existing in the milk solution can be 
associated to the cations, which will be discussed in the Chapter 5 in detail. 
Multiple undissolved complexes named colloidal calcium phosphate (CCP) or micellar 
calcium phosphate (MCP) or calcium phosphate nanoclusters (CPN) constitute the salts in the 
casein micelles and include 70% of the total calcium, 30% of the total magnesium, 50% of 
the total inorganic phosphate, and 10% of the total citrate (Holt, 1997). The micellar calcium 
phosphate can have several compositions with various Ca/P ratios due to its complex physico–
chemical properties, various crystallised forms, and a very slow thermodynamic equilibrium. 
The definition of micellar calcium phosphate is quite complicated because calcium is not only 
associated with inorganic phosphate in the casein micelles, but also has a strong affinity with 
phosphoserine residues. Hence, the calcium in the micellar phase can be described as a 
combination of calcium caseinate and calcium phosphate containing organic and inorganic 
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phosphate, respectively, but the composition of each cannot be calculated individually 
because they are inseparable. However, several approaches have been used to specify the 
composition, the structure, and Ca/P ratio of the micellar calcium phosphate (Gaucheron, 
2005). 
When the calcium phosphate matrix incorporates the bound calcium and the casein ester 
phosphate, it is assumed that the ratio of Ca/P is approximately 1.5 representing the tri–
calcium phosphate (Ca3(PO4)2). Brushite (DCPD, CaHPO4.2H2O) is another proposed form 
of micellar calcium phosphate assumed as an essential part of the calcium phosphate structure. 
The analyses of X–ray absorption and infrared spectroscopy were used to verify that the 
micellar calcium phosphate structure is similar to brushite (Gaucheron, 2005).  
However, Holt (1992) suggested the dicalcium phosphate anhydrous (DCPA, CaHPO4) for 
the brushite structure by using the solubility product of the salt.  
McGann et al. (1983) and Lyster et al. (1984) proposed an amorphous structure for the 
micellar calcium phosphate by the methods of diffraction and high resolution transmission 
electron microscopy. 
A chemical formula was suggested by van Dijk (1990) representing the affinity between the 
casein and the micellar calcium phosphate containing a couple of phosphoserine residues, 4 
inorganic phosphate, and 8 divalent cations mainly calcium; however, the formula does not 
adapt to the existence of clusters with nanometre diameter.  
Micellar calcium phosphate strongly interacts with the milk serum through calcium citrate, 
calcium phosphate, and negatively charged citrate and phosphate anions at the pH of milk as 
shown in Figure 2.2. According to Gaucheron (2005), approximately one minute is needed to 














Figure 2.2 The interaction between the calcium phosphate and citrate of serum and casein micelles 
(Gaucheron, 2005). 
Calcium phosphate nanoclusters are thought to be equilibrated particles with a certain 
composition, in which a shell of casein phosphopeptides with 1.6 nm thickness surrounds a 
core of acidic and hydrated amorphous calcium phosphate (Holt et al., 2009). The 
spontaneous formation of calcium phosphate nanoclusters occurs by adding the 
phosphopeptide to amorphous calcium phosphate, which was confirmed by several 
characterisation analyses. The core of calcium phosphate nanoclusters is believed to have 
resemblance with the micellar calcium phosphate in respect to structure, solubility, and 
dynamics (Holt et al., 2009). Holt et al. (1998) prepared calcium phosphate nanoclusters using 
10 mg mL–1 of the β–casein 25–amino–acid N–terminal tryptic phosphopeptide as a stabilised 
component. The mathematical model estimated a spherical core of 355±20 units of dicalcium 
phosphate dihydrate for nanoparticles with density of 2.31 g mL–1 and radius of 2.30±0.05 
nm covered by a shell comprising 49±4 peptide chains. They also suggested that the 
phosphopeptide inhibits the growth process of calcium phosphate precipitate. 
Holt et al. (1996) tested the idea of calcium phosphate nanoclusters formation by a short 
phosphopeptide at roughly 1 mM concentration that prevent the solution from precipitating 
and lead to a stable phase of solution even for a supersaturated solution. The nanoparticles 
have been found to be stable for months. 
Holt (1997) claimed that the nanoparticles composition is very similar to that of dicalcium 
phosphate containing tiny amounts of citrate and magnesium ions with identical solubility to 
that of colloidal calcium phosphate. They also found that the nanoparticles were coated by the 
phosphopeptides, structure of which seemed to be unclear. 
Later on, the formation of nanoparticles in the preventing or reducing the precipitation of 
calcium phosphate was discussed by Holt (2004), and hence will add to the stability of calcium 
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phosphate in milk. This effect will be in addition to the role of casein in stabilising calcium 
phosphate in milk. 
More recently, Lenton et al. (2016) applied neutron diffraction and contrast–matching 
methods to identify long–range order of calcium phosphate nanoparticles within 
phosphopeptide of milk casein and osteopontin. The results confirmed the presence of 
amorphous calcium phosphate in the core of nanoparticles. 
It is thought that ions form nanoparticles, then clusters and solid materials but the form of the 
nanoparticles in these systems is still under debate (Lin and Chiu, 2017). In Chapter 4, a set 
of experiments was done regarding the unexpected role of lactose in the possible formation 
of calcium phosphate nanoparticle under varied and controlled pH and at different 
concentrations. 
2.1.4.4 Calcium phosphate solid solutions 
Calcium phosphates are formed in various amorphous and crystalline phases under different 
experimental conditions. The most frequent forms are categorised and shown in Table 2.6, in 
which some inconsistencies in the chemical formula and solubility product values were seen 
for different versions of calcium phosphate phases due to various conventions for ion activity 
product. The full description of solubility product is given in Section 2.2.5. 
The precipitation of calcium phosphate are mostly dependent on temperature, phosphate and 
calcium concentrations, pH, and considering other ions during the precipitation (Madsen and 
Thorvardarson, 1984; Madsen and Christensson, 1991). Several studies have been done on 
the precipitation of calcium phosphate salts under different conditions using mathematical 
and experimental solutions. 
Ferguson and McCarty (1971) studied the effect of magnesium and carbonate on calcium 
phosphate precipitation at the concentrations very similar to the anaerobic digestion process 
for phosphate removal from wastewater. They explored that the precipitation was highly 
influenced by magnesium and carbonate concentration, time, and pH. It was suggested that 
the optimum pH for phosphate removal was between 7.5 to 9.5. 
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Table 2.6 Calcium phosphate solid phases. 




CaHPO4.2H2O 𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎2+ × 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂42− 
2.57 × 10−7 [mol2 L–2] (Driessens and Verbeeck, 1990) 
1.87 × 10−7 [mol2 L–2] (Johnsson and Nancollas, 1992) 
2.09 × 10−7 [mol2 L–2] (Mekmene, Quillard, et al., 2009) 




CaHPO4 𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎2+ × 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂42− 1.26 × 10










4  3.16 × 10
−73 [mol14 L–14] (Driessens and Verbeeck, 1990) 
2.51 × 10−97 [mol14 L–14]* (Dorozhkin, 2014) 
Ca4(HPO4)(PO4)2.5H2O 𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎2+
4 × 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂42− × 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂43−
2  1.26 × 10−47 [mol7 L–7] (Mekmene, Quillard, et al., 2009) 
Ca4H(PO4)3.5H2O 𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎2+
4 × 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂42−










1.00 × 10−26 [mol5 L–5] (Gao, van Halsema, et al., 2010) 
1.99 × 10−33 [mol5 L–5] (pH=5) 
1.26 × 10−30 [mol5 L–5] (pH=6) 
1.99 × 10−33 [mol5 L–5] (pH=7.4) 





6 × 𝑎𝑎𝑂𝑂𝐻𝐻−2  1.58 × 10−117 [mol18 L–18] (Dorozhkin, 2014) 
Ca5(PO4)3(OH) 𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎2+
5 × 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂43−




2  3.16 × 10−26 [mol5 L–5] (Bleek and Taubert, 2013) 
Ca10(HPO4)(PO4)6 𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎2+
10 × 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂42− × 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂43−











6−𝑥𝑥  1.00 × 10−85 (Dorozhkin, 2014) 
Ca9(HPO4)(PO4)5(OH) 𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎2+
9 × 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂42− × 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂43−




Boskey and Posner (1976) showed that the hydroxyapatite precipitation could occur in a 
relatively low supersaturation without the formation of the amorphous calcium phosphate. 
pH, calcium and inorganic phosphate concentrations, ionic strength and temperature are the 
key parameters to determine the initial precipitate in respect to the hydroxyapatite formation. 
Chhettry et al. (1999) obtained the stability constants for the ion–pairs CaH2PO4+, CaHPO4˚, 
NaHPO4–, and calcium acetate (CaAc+) by the Extended Debye–Hückel equation to solve the 
relevant equilibria of apatite dissolution systems. Dicalcium phosphate dihydrate was used as 
a probe to evaluate the equilibrium constants because of quick equilibration and availability 
of its solubility product. 
Lu and Leng (2005) analysed the driving force and nucleation rate of calcium and phosphate 
formation in simulated body fluids by using theoretical crystallisation method. The results 
indicated that octacalcium phosphate has a considerable higher nucleation rate than 
hydroxyapatite (HAP) because of less stability of octacalcium phosphate in simulated body 
fluid. They also claimed that precipitation of DCPD is unlikely to occur unless calcium and 
phosphate concentrations increase to a higher value than the normal concentration in normal 
simulated body fluid. 
Pan and Darvell (2009a) investigated the titration of hydroxyapatite, octacalcium phosphate, 
tricalcium phosphate in a 100 mmol L–1 KCl solution at 37 ˚C. They claimed that DCPD 
formation occurred above pH of 4.2, under which it can be formed a metastable phase under 
particular conditions. It was stated that DCPD is less stable than HAP in an acidic environment 
where pH is below 4.2. 
Combes and Rey (2010) presented a review on fundamental formation details, physico–
chemical and structure features, and characterisation of amorphous calcium phosphate. 
Moreover, several methods were suggested to synthesise ACP for different industrial and 
biomedical applications. 
Lango et al. (2012) investigated dicalcium phosphate dihydrate and hydroxyapatite 
homogenous precipitation and seed–assisted precipitation in chloride solutions at 22 ˚C. The 
homogenous precipitation of DCPD was faster than that of the seed–assisted one due to low 
supersaturation. Calcium–deficient hydroxyapatite was formed at pH 7.6 under particular 
supersaturation by both methods, which were different in size of nanocrystalline and shape. 
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Gao, van Halsema, et al. (2010) proposed a thermodynamic model enabling ion equilibria 
prediction of freshly prepared and equilibrated simulated milk ultrafiltrate (SMUF) by 
incorporating solubility products of various calcium phosphate phases, calcium carbonate, 
calcium citrate, and magnesium phosphate solids. However, the model is unable to ascertain 
the kinetic changes for the calcium phosphate precipitation. 
Holt et al. (2014) studied the precipitation of amorphous calcium phosphate in milk ultra–
filtrate, artificial blood serum, urine, and saliva in terms of pH and osteopontin or casein 
phosphopeptide concentration. They believed that stable calcium phosphate solutions are 
undersaturated with amorphous calcium phosphate; however, they could be supersaturated 
with hydroxyapatite. A solution containing ACP nanoclusters will be stable if the saturation 
of solution is lower than one, or the sequestered ACP is not able to grow into larger solid 
particles, or there is no contact between the solution and crystalline calcium phosphate.  
Kezia et al. (2017) assessed the solubility of calcium phosphate in concentrated solutions 
containing sodium chloride, lactose, organic acids, and anions for three different temperature. 
They explored that calcium activity increases by addition of more sodium chloride leading to 
decrease in other ions concentrations due to changes in activity coefficient values. It was 
stated that lactose has less but significant effect on calcium activity due to the formation of a 
calcium salt with lactose. 
Some investigations have been conducted on the kinetics of calcium phosphate precipitation 
assuming conditions similar to milk solutions.  
Dicalcium phosphate dihydrate, amorphous calcium phosphate, octacalcium phosphate, 
hydroxyapatite were formed and grown in various conditions of pH, temperature, and 
supersaturation (van Kemenade and de Bruyn, 1987). The kinetics of precipitation was 
determined by the growth rate and relaxation curve and was validated by the Ostwald rule of 
changes. 
According to Schmidt and Both (1987), dicalcium phosphate dihydrate was obtained as the 
first solid phase formed in the calcium and phosphate solution at 25 and 50 ˚C in the pH range 
between 5.3 and 6.8. 
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Pouliot et al. (1991) studied the induction of amorphous calcium phosphate precipitation in 
cheese whey permeate using two alkalinisation methods: a simple one and the seeding 
combination, the second of which showed extensive crystallisation by dropping soluble 
calcium phosphate in the solution. 
Andritsos et al. (2002) improved the crystallisation with solution aging leading to the 
formation of amorphous calcium phosphate  followed by hydroxyapatite precipitation. 
Arifuzzaman and Rohani (2004) designed a set of experiments to monitor the effect of initial 
calcium and phosphate concentration on the formation of solid phase, pH of solution, and 
distribution of particle size over time by characterisation analyses that revealed the presence 
of dicalcium phosphate dihydrate precipitate. 
Spanos et al. (2007) and Rosmaninho et al. (2008) continued the calcium phosphate 
precipitation studies with mathematical modelling of simulated milk ultrafiltrate in which 
milk proteins was ignored. The aim of their research was to comprehend the fouling of milk 
in heat exchangers due to presence of calcium phosphate precipitation at 50–70 ˚C. 
Mekmene, Quillard, et al. (2009) dynamically investigated the effects of calcium to phosphate 
ratio and constant and drifting pH on the calcium phosphate precipitation. The 
characterisation of precipitates ascertained the presence of brushite as the main crystalline 
phase followed by the formation of calcium–deficient apatite. They concluded that pH is an 
important parameter to determine and control the precipitation process as well as the 
crystalline structure of calcium phosphate precipitation.  
Despite of all of this research, essential studies need to be done on this matter due several 
uncertainties and lack of information about the mechanism as well as the dynamic and steady 
state changes of calcium phosphate precipitation.  
2.1.4.5 Structure of casein micelles 
The large amounts of calcium phosphate and calcium citrate which are mainly bound to casein 
proteins help to form the structure of casein micelles. The micellar calcium phosphate was 
considered as the integral part of the casein micelle in all proposed models for the structure 
of the casein micelle (Gaucheron, 2005). 
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The oldest model proposed for the casein micelle molecules was presented by Waugh (1958), 
and later Schmidt (1982) assumed that the micellar calcium phosphate binds to a subunit 
structure. According to Walstra and Jenness (1984), casein micelles are composed of more 
diminutive submicelles which are bound to each other constantly by calcium phosphate bonds.  
Horne (2003) proposed the dual–binding model, in which the polymerisation of caseins occurs 
via the several interactive locations in the molecules. The phosphoserine clusters in the 
caseins are the sites where there is a possibility to interact with calcium phosphate. The 
common basis of all these models was the ability of caseins to self–assemble to form micellar 
structures even in the absence of calcium. The protein sub–micelles are bound by the micellar 
calcium phosphate, which is placed at the periphery of a small sphere (sub–micelle) with the 
radius of 9.3 nm in both sub–micelle and the dual–binding model (Horne, 2003). 
The nanocluster model, which was first presented by de Kruif and Holt (2003), was described 
as dispersion of the MCP in a homogeneous protein matrix as a nanogel. Phosphorylated 
caseins bind to the developing nanoclusters to hinder the calcification process of the 
mammary gland. The association of the protein tails with other proteins containing weak 
interactions make an almost homogeneous protein matrix. The term weak interactions 
expresses the hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonding, ion bonding, and weak 
electrostatic interactions (de Kruif and Grinberg, 2002; de Kruif et al., 2002; Mikheeva et al., 
2003). 
 
Figure 2.3 Presumptive model of casein micelles proposed after Dalgleish (2011). 
The substructure of micellar calcium phosphate is very similar to that of the calcium 
phosphate nanoclusters, which is produced when the pH of the calcium phosphate solution 
and β–casein phosphopeptide 4P (f1–25) is increased up to ~ 6.7. The determinations of the 
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peptide nanoclusters can be done by neutron and X–ray scattering showing a nanometric 
calcium phosphate core covered by approximately 49 peptides producing a shell with 
thickness of 1.6 nm (Holt et al., 1998; de Kruif and Holt, 2003; Holt, 2004). Dalgleish (2011) 
proposed a model for the structure of casein micelles that described the binding of calcium 
phosphate nanoclusters (in black dots) to casein molecules (in orange curly shape). The outer 
surface has a high concentration of κ–casein with a hairy appearance shown in Figure 2.3. 
Water channels is shown in blue in the micelle. 
2.1.5 Other milk components 
The enzymes are another category of the milk components in bovine milk that are normally 
secreted in the secretory cells, blood, leukocytes etc. The native enzymes are localised at 
various regions in the cow’s milk. A large amount of enzymes are correlated with the milk fat 
globule membrane; however, some of the enzymes are both associated with both the milk 
serum and the casein micelles. The milk enzymes do not seem to have a significant biological 
role in milk even at high concentration (Walstra et al., 2006). 
A large number of milk constituents do not belong to any of the previous milk component 
categories having a concentration of less than 100 mg kg–1 (Walstra and Jenness, 1984; 
Walstra et al., 2006).  
Carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrogen (N2), and oxygen (O2) are the gases present in the milk in a 
very low concentrations. Carbon dioxide is associated with bicarbonate anion (HCO3–) in the 
milk solution, but the carbon dioxide concentration decreases quickly when milk is 
uncovered, although exposure of milk to air causes an increase in the oxygen and nitrogen 
concentrations. Moreover, several processes can lead to removal of carbon dioxide from the 
milk such as heating and vacuum stripping (Walstra and Jenness, 1984; Walstra et al., 2006).  
Several trace components are present in the bovine milk in different proportions, among 
which zinc (Zn) is the highest one in concentration (about 3 mg kg–1) having a relatively high 
affinity with the casein micelles. Copper is another trace element causing the autoxidation of 
milk fat globules. Almost 100 μg kg–1 of iron is found in the milk fat globule membrane 
(Walstra and Jenness, 1984; Walstra et al., 2006). 
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Other trace elements of milk with less importance are manganese (Mn), molybdenum (Mo), 
selenium (Se), cobalt (Co), bromine (Br), boron (B) etc. that can be variable depending on the 
cow’s food source (Walstra and Jenness, 1984; Walstra et al., 2006).  
2.2 Ion Equilibria 
As mentioned in the previous section, milk serum contains both free ions as well as complexes 
‘ion–pairs’ that dynamically and quickly associate with each other within the aqueous phase 
of the milk. Although the associations among the salts of the milk serum and casein are 
similarly dynamic, they are relatively slow (Walstra and Jenness, 1984). The ion equilibria 
significantly affect the stability and the structure of casein micelles (Walstra, 1990; Horne, 
1998). Any changes in the ion equilibria can lead to considerable changes in the concentration 
of free ions and ion–pairs within the both phases of milk. Moreover, these alterations can 
influence the physicochemical features of the colloidal phase as well as the products stability 
in various processing operations (de La Fluente, 1998; Fox and McSweeney, 1998; Huppertz 
and Fox, 2006). Hence, it seems necessary to determine the ion equilibria precisely in various 
conditions.  
Generally, when a salt dissolves in water, the ions are available in various forms in solution, 
such as free ions, ion–pairs, or ion complexes, and undissolved species depending on the 
magnitude of association constant. Thus, in milk, several association and dissociation 
dynamic equilibria are developed with various rates depending on the activities.  
There are two approaches used to determine activity coefficients and hence ion activities: 
free–ion and ion–pair approaches.  
2.2.1 Activity based on the free–ion approach 
The free–ion approach is predicated on the partial dissociation of a salt in a solvent or in a 
mixed solution. In other words, the salt is not totally dissociated into free ions, but also forms 
compounds called ion–pairs, which must be considered in the ion equilibria calculations. For 
example, when calcium chloride salt adds to water, it dissociates into the free ions like Ca2+, 
Cl– as well as the ion–pair CaCl+. Although the free–ion approach does incorporate all ions 
into a solution including free ions and ion–pairs, it might be confusing due to the title of 
approach. This method was named free–ion approach, because all the ions from a dissolved 
salt (e.g. Na+ from NaCl) are free to associate independently from their initial counter ion. 
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The properties in a salt solution are thermodynamically specified by activities and not by 
concentrations (Walstra and Jenness, 1984). The activity of a free species in a solution (𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖) is 
defined by the mean of chemical potential depending on temperature, pressure, and salt 
composition in solution (Stokes, 1991):  
 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 = 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖° + 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ln(𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 /𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖°) (2.1) 
Here 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 is chemical potential of species i in a solution; 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖° is standard chemical potential of 
species 𝑖𝑖 in a solution; 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖° is standard activity of species i in a solution; 𝑅𝑅 is gas constant; and 
T is the absolute temperature in K. 
The standard activity is often chosen as unity. Hence, Equation (2.1) can be rearranged as 
follows (Stokes, 1991): 
 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 = 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖° + 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ln(𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖) (2.2) 
Molal activity (aim) and molal concentration (mi, moles of solute per kg of water) are generally 





, 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖 → 1 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 → 0 (2.3) 




,    𝑖𝑖 = 2,𝐶𝐶 (2.4) 
Here 𝑀𝑀1 is molar mass of water in kg mol–1. Equally we could use molarity, Ci, in mol L–1 
(or mol m–3) or mole fraction, xi. 
Similarly, there is a relationship between molar activity and molar concentration (Ci, moles 





,𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 → 1 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 → 0 (2.5) 
where yi is the molar activity coefficient of species i in a solution. The activity coefficients 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖 
and 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 should have the same value at equivalent concentrations, but they are often defined 
separately so that the basis for their calculation is clear. 
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,𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 → 1 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 → 0 (2.6) 
Here x is mole fraction; fi is the rational activity coefficient of species i based on mole fraction 
scale; aix is activity of species i based on mole fraction scale. When applied to ions some 
authors argue that it is not possible to measure the activity coefficient of a free ion, but the 
measurement of these will not concern us here. 
In food systems, it would be more applicable to employ molality scale than molarity, as it is 
quite difficult to visualise one litre of milk products such as cheese, but molar basis can be 
used for solutions (van Boekel, 2008). Moreover, the molal concentration remains constant, 
in contrast with molar scale, when temperature varies over the time (Goel, 2006). Equilibria 
between the phases occurs by definition when the chemical potentials (J mol–1) of the phases 
are equal. 
Activity can be defined from chemical potential using any concentration units. By substituting 
Equations (2.3), (2.5), and (2.6) into the Equation (2.2), chemical potential can be written in 
terms of both scales (Stokes, 1991): 
 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 = 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖(𝑚𝑚)° + 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ln (𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖) (2.7) 
 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 = 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖(𝐶𝐶)° + 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ln (𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖) (2.8) 
 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 = 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖(𝑥𝑥)° + 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ln (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖) (2.9) 
Here superscript o indicates a reference state, which can be arbitrarily chosen. The subscripts 
m, x, and C indicate concentration scales of molality (mol kg–1solvent), molarity (mol L–1), and 
mole fraction, respectively. These equations are mathematically incorrect, as they require a 
logarithm of a variable with units, but there are methods of allowing this.  
We can equate chemical potential and hence for a given solution: 
        𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖(𝑚𝑚)° + 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ln𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 = 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖(𝑥𝑥)° + 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ln𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥 = 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖(𝐶𝐶)° + 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ln𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 (2.10)  
Differentiating and dividing by RT we get  
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 𝑑𝑑 ln 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 = 𝑑𝑑 ln𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥 = 𝑑𝑑 ln 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶 (2.11)  
Now if we consider an actual change in concentration, which can be expressed 
as, Δ𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖,Δ𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖,Δ𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖. It is required Δ𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 to be equal regardless of the activity units used. Therefore, 
 ∆ ln𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 = ∆ ln𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥 = ∆ ln𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶  (2.12)  
Formally, we are considering a change from state 1 to state 2 represented by corresponding 





= � 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝑥𝑥
𝑥𝑥2
𝑥𝑥1
= � 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,𝐶𝐶
𝐶𝐶2
𝐶𝐶1
 (2.13)  
Or in other words considering concentrations 1 and 2: 
 ln𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,2𝑚𝑚 − ln 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,1𝑚𝑚 = ln𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,2𝑥𝑥 − ln𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,1𝑥𝑥 = ln𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,2𝐶𝐶 − ln𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,1𝐶𝐶  (2.14)  
Hence, the activities in different units can be easily relaxed. 
2.2.1.1 Setting the reference state for activity 
It seems essential to set a basis for activity and activity coefficient definitions, as they are 
frequently used in this thesis and thus a good definition can clarify the concept. There is no 
requirement that the reference states are the same and hence the effective definitions of 
activity might be different. The reference state can essentially be defined by deciding a basis 
for setting an activity coefficient to 1.0. Four options are suggested here for setting a reference 
state: 
Option 1. 
It can be stated that activities represent a concentration of active component i: 
 
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥 =
moles of active component i
total moles in a solution
 (2.15)  
For example for pure water 
 
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥 =
moles of active water








If, e.g. we have a mixture of water and methanol, each component is defined as having an 
activity coefficient of 1.0 when it is pure. 
This effectively defines the quantity of each active component. Molal and molar activity can 
also be expressed as 
 
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 =
moles of active component i
kgwater
 (2.17)  
 
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶 =
moles of active component i
L
 (2.18)  
It seems that this approach is normally taken for liquids and gases, for which the reference 
state for the chemical potential is pure component i at a defined pressure and temperature. 
Option 2. 
For electrolyte solutions, Lewis and Randall (1921) defined molal activity coefficient of the 
solute to be 1.0 at infinite dilution. That was because they wished it to be related to 
dissociation. At infinite dilution, an ionic molecule should be fully dissociated and hence it 
might be seen as fully active. However, the activity coefficients of many ionic molecules 
exceed 1.0 indicating they are not fully active at infinite dilution. 
This definition seems to be common on electrolyte thermodynamics. All ion–pair activity 
coefficients seem to be defined on this basis. 
Option 3. 
For non–electrolyte solutes, Williamson (1967) used the melting point of the pure solute as 
the reference condition at which the activity equals 1.0. The activities of pure solute or solute 
in equilibrium with pure solute, at other temperatures can be found using: 
 





𝑑𝑑𝑅𝑅 (2.19)  
where 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 is the mole fraction activity coefficient of the solute i in the saturated solution at 





Bressan and Mathlouthi (1994) defined the activity coefficient (as mole fraction, molar or 
molal) of the solute to be 1 at the saturation concentration at a standard temperature. In this 
thesis, all of the calculations and definitions are based on Option 1. 
2.2.1.2 Conversion of the scales 
The aim of this section is to know the relationships between different scales of concentrations 
and activities in a solution expecting to have equivalent activities in the range of possible units 
by assuming Option 1 as reference state. Table 2.7 indicates the concentration conversion 
among the molar, molal, and mole fraction scales, in which the sum over j represents the sum 
of all solutes but not water. 
Table 2.7 Concentration conversion of molar, molal, and mole fraction scales. 
 To 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 To 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 To 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 

























If the density of solution (𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠) is assumed in kg m–3, then it is needed to divide by 1000 to 
get consistent molal activity, thus kg L–1 is chosen appropriate unit of density used in Table 
2.7. Activities can also be converted to different scales as shown in Table 2.8. 
Table 2.8 Activity conversion of molar, molal, and mole fraction scales. 
 To 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 To 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 To 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥 
From 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 – 
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶(1 + ∑ 𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗𝑀𝑀𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 )
𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
 

























It is usually essential to convert free ion activity coefficients of one scale to another. For this 
reason, free ion activity and subsequently the free ion activity coefficient of the other scale 
can be obtained by multiplying the free ion activity coefficient and the concentration to get 
the free ion activity of the certain scale by using Table 2.8. 
2.2.2 Activity based on the ion–pair approach  
The ion–pair approach assumes full dissociation of a salt in a solvent. The term ion–pair is 
used here to refer to the pair of ions in the original solute, e.g. Ca2+ and Cl– from CaCl2. It is 
assumed that the ions are fully dissociated and have the same concentrations as in the solute. 
This approach assumes that ion–pairs, e.g. CaCl+, do not exist in solution. Therefore, the title 
might be a misnomer, as the title may bring the idea that the ion–pair approach assumes ion–
pairs in calculations.   
It is only possible to add an electrolyte with a chemical formula of 𝑀𝑀𝜈𝜈1𝑋𝑋𝜈𝜈2, but not an ion to 
a solution due to the electroneutrality requirement (Stokes, 1991; van Boekel, 2008) as 
follows: 
 𝜈𝜈1𝑧𝑧1 = −𝜈𝜈2𝑧𝑧2 (2.20)  
Here M and X represent cation and anion with charge number of z1 and z2; ν1 and ν2 are the 
stoichiometric number of moles of cation and anion in a one molar solution of mixed salts. 
Thus the total number of cations and anions moles in a one molar solution of mixed salts:  
 𝜈𝜈 = 𝜈𝜈1 + 𝜈𝜈2 (2.21)  
The chemical potential of the electrolyte 𝑀𝑀𝜈𝜈1𝑋𝑋𝜈𝜈2  R can be given by putting cation by 1 and 
anion by 2:  
 𝜇𝜇𝑀𝑀𝜈𝜈1𝑋𝑋𝜈𝜈2 = 𝜈𝜈1𝜇𝜇𝑀𝑀𝑧𝑧1 + 𝜈𝜈2𝜇𝜇𝑋𝑋𝑧𝑧2 = 𝜇𝜇°𝑀𝑀𝜈𝜈1𝑋𝑋𝜈𝜈2 + 𝜈𝜈1𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ln(𝑚𝑚1𝛾𝛾1) + 𝜈𝜈2𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ln(𝑚𝑚2𝛾𝛾2) (2.22)  
Here 𝜇𝜇𝑀𝑀𝜈𝜈1𝑋𝑋𝜈𝜈2
° is a combined term for the free ions. Then, it is rearranged as: 
 𝜇𝜇𝑀𝑀𝜈𝜈1𝑋𝑋𝜈𝜈2 = 𝜇𝜇°𝑀𝑀𝜈𝜈1𝑋𝑋𝜈𝜈2 + 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ln(𝑚𝑚1
𝜈𝜈1𝑚𝑚2
𝜈𝜈2)  + 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ln(𝛾𝛾1
𝜈𝜈1𝛾𝛾2
𝜈𝜈2) = 𝜇𝜇°𝑀𝑀𝜈𝜈1𝑋𝑋𝜈𝜈2 + 𝜈𝜈𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ln(𝑚𝑚± 𝛾𝛾±)) (2.23)  







𝜈𝜈, 𝛾𝛾± = (𝛾𝛾1𝜈𝜈1𝛾𝛾2𝜈𝜈2)
1
𝜈𝜈 (2.24)  
The molal activity of electrolyte 𝑀𝑀𝜈𝜈1𝑋𝑋𝜈𝜈2  is given by using Equations (2.22) and (2.24) as 




𝑚𝑚 )𝜈𝜈2 = (𝛾𝛾𝑀𝑀𝑧𝑧1)𝜈𝜈1(𝛾𝛾𝑋𝑋𝑧𝑧2)𝜈𝜈2(𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑀𝑧𝑧1)𝜈𝜈1(𝑚𝑚𝑋𝑋𝑧𝑧2)𝜈𝜈2 (2.25)  
When the electrolyte is completely dissociated into free ions: 
 𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑀𝑧𝑧1 = 𝜈𝜈1𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑀𝜈𝜈1𝑋𝑋𝜈𝜈2 ,    𝑚𝑚𝑋𝑋𝑧𝑧2 = 𝜈𝜈2𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑀𝜈𝜈1𝑋𝑋𝜈𝜈2  (2.26)  
By substituting Equation (2.26) into Equation (2.25): 
 
𝑎𝑎𝑀𝑀𝜈𝜈1𝑋𝑋𝜈𝜈2








 (2.27)  
Thus, molal activity of the electrolyte can be defined by using Equations (2.25) and (2.27) as 






 (2.28)  
The ion–pair approach has been very popular and useful for studying simple solutes in water. 
However, it is very difficult to extend it to multi–ion systems and hence is not used in this 
thesis, except when interpreting data created using this approach. 
2.2.3 Water activity 
In the food industry, the main solvent is water, thus the water activity is of great importance 
in respect to food stability (van Boekel, 2008). 
The water activity of a solution can be numerically obtained by the Gibbs–Duhem 
relationship, in which either mean ion–pair or free ion properties can be used, but both 
calculations should yield similar results if they are consistent. This will be further discussed 
in Chapter 3. 
Water activity can be expressed in terms of chemical potential. Several measurement methods 
such as osmotic measurements, electromotive force measurements, and ion selective 
electrodes can be used for estimation of activities. It is desired to ascertain how solutes can 
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influence water activity. The osmotic coefficient is a term by which nonideality of a solvent 
is specified. In other words, the osmotic coefficient can describe the deviation of the solvent 





 (2.29)  
Here 𝑀𝑀1 is molar mass of the solvent (water) in standard SI units of kg mol–1, thus avoiding 
the need for 1000 in equations; subscript k represents the electrolyte. 
2.2.4 Association and dissociation constants 
A substance in a thermodynamically closed system proceeds through a set of metastable and 
unstable intermediates to reach to the lowest level of free energy. The relative partial molal 
free energy is a term by which the composition effect of solution on the free energy of a 
substance i (𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖) is expressed in an ideal solution as (Clegg and Whitfield, 1991): 
 
𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖 = 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 − 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖° = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ln�
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖°
� (2.30)  
Chemical potentials are very useful for the determination of reactants and products 
concentrations in an equilibrated system. The overall change of the free energy (ΔG) is 
obtained from the subtraction of total reactants and products chemical potentials as:  




 (2.31)  
where n is the moles number of the components; subscripts i and j represent the reactants and 
products, respectively. 
The overall change of the free energy can be also shown by using the Equations (2.30) and 










�  (2.32)  












�  (2.33)  





  (2.34)  
The dissociation and association constants are defined for the equilibria when a salt is either 
completely or partly dissociated to its corresponding ions or the ions are associated to its salt, 
respectively. For example, by the assumption of complete dissolution of a solid salt 𝑀𝑀𝜈𝜈1𝑋𝑋𝜈𝜈2 R 
in water, we can write (van Boekel, 2008): 
 𝑀𝑀𝜈𝜈1𝑋𝑋𝜈𝜈2 → 𝜈𝜈1𝑀𝑀
𝑧𝑧1 + 𝜈𝜈2𝑋𝑋𝑧𝑧2 (2.35)  
Apart from the dissolved free ions remaining in the solution, some ion–pairs are formed in 
solution that are in a thermodynamic equilibrium with the free ions: 
 𝑀𝑀𝑧𝑧1 + 𝑋𝑋𝑧𝑧2 ↔ 𝑀𝑀𝑋𝑋(𝑧𝑧1+𝑧𝑧2) (2.36)  
Here, there is no requirement that the ion–pair is neutral. The affinity between free ions and 




 (2.37)  
Pollard (2010) defined the association constant in terms of the forward and reverse rates of 
Equation (2.36). The association and dissociation rate constants were then presumed equal at 
the equilibrium: 
 binding rate = 𝑘𝑘+𝑎𝑎𝑀𝑀𝑧𝑧1𝑎𝑎𝑋𝑋𝑧𝑧2 = 𝑘𝑘−𝑎𝑎𝑀𝑀𝑋𝑋(𝑧𝑧1+𝑧𝑧2) (2.38)  
The association constant was then expressed as the ratio of forward to the reverse rate 
constants, or in other words, as the ratio of the product activity to the reactants activities at 








 (2.39)  
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 (2.40)  
Some authors use the terms association constant and dissociation constant without following 
the definitions given here. 
The equilibrium constant of an acid/base system is defined as a dissociation constant (Atkins, 
1990). For a standard point of view, the equilibrium for a simple acid/base system is written 
as follows: 
 Unionised acid(aq) + H2O(l) ↔ Anion + 𝐻𝐻+ (2.41)  
The pH of a solution by definition is: 
 pH = − log10 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻+ (2.42)  




 (2.43)  
A large value of Kac indicates a strong acid, e.g. the value of HCl acidity constant is quite 
large, hence, most of the salt dissociates to its corresponding free ions and a very tiny amount 
of the electrolyte remains as an undissociated ion. Lactose is a good example of weak 
electrolyte, which sometimes refers to a non–electrolyte with very low value of acidity 
constant that mostly remains as the undissociated ion in the solution. 
In most of the literature, the symbol for acidity constant and association constants are the 
same. In this thesis, Kac and Ka are used for acidity constant and association constant, 
respectively to avoid confusion. The acidity association constants values cover a wide range; 
hence, it is appropriate to use the base 10 logarithm of Ka c: 
 𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 = − log10(𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐) (2.44)  
Equation (2.44) is combined with Equations (2.42) and (2.43) to give: 
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 pH = 𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 + log10
𝑎𝑎Anion
𝑎𝑎Unionised acid
 (2.45)  
which is also called Henderson–Hasselbach Equation. 




 (2.46)  
And: 
 𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑏𝑏 = − log10(𝐾𝐾𝑏𝑏) (2.47)  
Water dissociation in aqueous solutions is expressed as: 
 𝐾𝐾𝑤𝑤 = 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻+𝑎𝑎𝑂𝑂𝐻𝐻− (2.48)  
Harned and Cook (1937) proposed a relationship between dissociation constant of water and 
temperature based on experiments as: 
 𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑤𝑤 = − log10 𝐾𝐾𝑤𝑤 =
4787.3
𝑅𝑅
+ 7.1321 log10 𝑅𝑅 + 0.010365𝑅𝑅 − 22.801 (2.49)  
At 298.15 K (25°C), pKw is 13.9966 mol2 L–2 but often 14 mol2 L–2 is used. 
In some literature, the term “intrinsic association constant” was used to describe the affinity 
between the reactants and products of equilibrium and has the same definition as association 
constant. According to Cruse and Lewis (2010), intrinsic association constant represents the 
case when a ligand is univalently bound to a special site of a protein if all sites are exactly the 
same. Holt et al. (1981) used the intrinsic association constant parameter using activities and 
not concentrations, and so the intrinsic association constant depends on the activity coefficient 
models. In this thesis, it is used with the same meaning as Holt et al. (1981).  
2.2.5 Solubility  
According to Mullin (2001), the solubility of a solid substance is described as the maximum 
dissolved amount of a solid substance in a solvent (water) under certain conditions. The 
solubility product constant, Ksp , is a term by which the dissolution reaction is often described 
(Stumm and Morgan, 1996). The dissolution reaction of a solid salt can be shown as: 
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 𝑀𝑀𝜈𝜈1𝑋𝑋𝜈𝜈2(𝑠𝑠) ↔ 𝜈𝜈1𝑀𝑀
𝑧𝑧1 + 𝜈𝜈2𝑋𝑋𝑧𝑧2 (2.50)  
and the solubility product constant, 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠, equals the ion activity product (𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼) when the solid 
and ions are at equilibrium: 
 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = �𝑎𝑎𝑀𝑀
𝑧𝑧1�𝜈𝜈1�𝑎𝑎𝑋𝑋
𝑧𝑧2�𝜈𝜈2 (2.51)  
Here IAP is the product chemical activities of free ions existing in the supersaturated solution.  
The activity of the solid salt is not included in the solubility product equation, because the 
solid phase is usually presumed to be pure component with an activity of 1.0, see Section 
2.2.1.1, Option 4). This might contradict with the definitions of molar, molal, and mole 
fraction activity shown in Equations (2.3), (2.5), and (2.6). They use different reference points 
and neither of the definitions is wrong. 
Precipitation can happen when the IAP is higher than the Ksp of a particular salt in the aqueous 
phase. In contrast, dissolution occurs when the IAP is lower than the Ksp. These result in the 
supersaturation and undersaturation concepts and a driving force for either precipitation or 
dissolution. Having the knowledge of the supersaturation and undersaturation concepts is 
essential to predict precipitation or dissolution phenomena. The supersaturation ratio, Ω, is 










𝜈𝜈   (2.52)  
Here ν is the total number of participating ions in the solid formula. The term ‘Sat’ refers to 
saturation, which is defined as the ratio of IAP to Ksp. In some literature, the supersaturation 
ratio is also called the oversaturation (Mullin, 2001). Relative supersaturation is another term 
to describe the state of the supersaturated solution that is expressed as (Nielsen, 1984): 
 






− 1  (2.53)  
The supersaturation value directs the equilibrium state to proceed to either precipitation or 
dissolution. Another parameter that can be used to determine the equilibrium state is the 
saturation index (SI): 
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 𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐼 = log10
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼
𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
  (2.54)  
For a given equilibrium containing a solid phase, one of the three below situations can occur: 
• When the solution is undersaturated, i.e., the ratio of IAP is smaller than the Ksp (SI<0), 
the dissolution occurs; or 
• When the solution is saturated or in equilibrium, i.e., the ratio of IAP equals to the Ksp 
(SI=0); or 
• When the solution is supersaturated, i.e., the ratio of IAP is larger than the Ksp (SI>0), 
precipitation can occur (Kazadi Mbamba, 2016). 
Hence, the magnitude of the SI as a useful parameter can establish the state of solution, but 
metastability and particle growth in solutions cannot be determined by the SI factor (Ferguson 
and McCarty, 1971; Reddy and Wang, 1980; Marti et al., 2008). 
Nucleation is a significant process in the solid phase formation within the supersaturated 
solution that occurs as the first step of precipitate formation causing a basis for further 
precipitation to happen which is called ‘growth’ (Mullin, 2001).  
A supersaturated solution might not precipitate even if the supersaturation ratio is larger than 
one (Ω>1) due to an insufficient extent of supersaturation leading to nucleation. For this case, 
the solution containing solid phase is metastable with the supersaturation 1< Ω< Ωm where 
Ωm represents the maximum amount of supersaturation above which precipitation will always 
occur. Figure 2.4 shows the three potential phases of a sparingly salt of 𝑀𝑀𝜈𝜈1𝑋𝑋𝜈𝜈2 in a solution. 
Nucleation can occur in the metastable solutions, and its rate increases with larger 
supersaturation ratio. Temperature and pH are two significant factors affecting the 




Figure 2.4 A phase scheme of a relatively insoluble salt (Kazadi Mbamba, 2016). The brackets 
represent the molar concentration of species. 
2.2.5.1 Dynamic solubility 
The precipitation or dissolution reactions of a sparingly insoluble salt can be predicted by 
dynamic models leading to a mathematical solution, by which the solution phase transition 
can be determined over time (Kazadi Mbamba, 2016).  
Many researchers have worked on the solid formation mechanism of a solution by various 
methods (Kralj et al., 1997; Babić-Ivančić et al., 2006; Cha et al., 2013; Othman et al., 2014; 
Shen et al., 2014). Hanze et al. (2000) proposed a model to predict phosphate precipitation by 
a pseudo–equilibrium reaction, considering both precipitation and dissolution kinetic rates, in 
which the pH of solution is presumed neutral.  
Nielsen and Toft (1984) and Wiechers et al. (1975) presented a semi–empirical kinetic rate 
law for a simple reaction including precipitation with a first and nth orders influence on the 
solid phase concentration and supersaturation in the solution, respectively. The kinetic 
precipitation rate of the solid phase is shown as follows: 
  𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 = 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠  (2.55)  
where 𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 is the rate of precipitation in mol L–1 h–1; 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 is the precipitation rate constant 
in h–1; 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 is the dynamic (time–dependent) molar concentration of precipitate; n is the 
order of the solid phase reaction; and 𝜎𝜎 is the relative supersaturation determines how far the 





Supersaturated solution Ω  >1
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dynamically applied to dissolution (Kazadi Mbamba, 2016). The rate of precipitation becomes 
zero in Equation (2.55) for 𝜎𝜎<1. 
2.2.6 Activity coefficient models 
Generally, association and dissociation constants pertain to activities, and only to 
concentrations when they are at infinite dilution. The activity coefficients of species in the 
solution can be significantly less than 1.0 when the molal ionic strength of the solution is 
larger than about 0.01 mol kg–1water. Several models and experimental methods have been 
proposed for the calculation and measurement of mean ion–pair and free ion activity 
coefficient. However, it is impossible to measure the activity coefficient of individual ions 
due to the electroneutrality principle (Gao, 2010). Hence, free ion activity coefficients need 
to be inferred from measurements of the same ion in multiple solutions with different counter 
ions. 
In the following sections, various proposed models and theories are categorised based on the 
ion–pair and free ion approaches to be able to distinguish mean ion–pair and free ion activity 
coefficients. 
2.2.6.1 Mean ion–pair activity coefficients models 
As already discussed in Section 2.2.2, the mean ion–pair activity coefficient assumes a fully 
dissociated electrolyte in a solution. 
Debye–Hückel theory 
The Debye–Hückel theory is an empirical model, in which the electrostatic effects determine 
the solution deviation from non–ideality in regards to a central ion whereas other ions are 
considered as point charges. The general equation is a relationship between the mean molal 
ion–pair activity coefficient (𝛾𝛾±), charge numbers of cations and anions (z+ and z–), and the 
distance of closest approach (𝜎𝜎, [m]) as (Zemaitis et al., 1986; van Boekel, 2008): 
 





  (2.56)  






 (2.57)  
Here 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖  is the number density of component  𝑖𝑖 . The Bjerrum parameter (𝐿𝐿𝐵𝐵 , [m]) is the 






 (2.58)  
The full details of parameters with their corresponding units are shown in Table 2.9. 
Table 2.9 Full description of the Debye–Hückel parameters (van Boekel, 2008). 
The Debye–Hückel  parameter The symbol The unit in SI 
Mean molal ion-pair activity coefficient 𝛾𝛾± Dimensionless 
Charge numbers of cation and anion 𝑧𝑧+, 𝑧𝑧− Dimensionless 
Boltzmann constant 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 1.38 × 10−23 m2kg s−2K−1 
Debye screening length parameter 𝜅𝜅 m−1 







The elementary charge 𝑒𝑒0 1.602 × 10−19  coulomb 
The relative permittivity of the medium* 𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝 Dimensionless 
Absolute temperature 𝑅𝑅 K 
Bjerrum parameter 𝐿𝐿𝐵𝐵 m 
The distance of closest approach 𝜎𝜎 m 
The number of density of species 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 Number of particles m–3 
*The old name of the relative permittivity of the medium is the dielectric constant. In this thesis, the 
dielectric constant is used. 
Shilov and Lyashchenko (2015) extended a correlation between the dielectric constant and 
molar concentration of the electrolyte. However, this influence was ignored by Debye–Hückel 
theory, e.g. Tikanen and Fawcett (1996) and Buchner et al. (1999) showed the dependency of 
the dielectric constant of electrolyte with the molar concentration of sodium chloride (NaCl) 
and calcium chloride (CaCl2) solutions as: 
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 𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 = 𝜀𝜀𝑤𝑤 − 15.45𝐶𝐶 + 3.76𝐶𝐶
1.5 (2.59)  
 𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠2 = 𝜀𝜀𝑤𝑤 − 34𝐶𝐶 + 10𝐶𝐶
1.5 (2.60)  
𝜀𝜀𝑤𝑤 is dielectric constant of water which is 78.65 at 298.15 K. The density number of species 
and molar concentration of species i (𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖) can be expressed as (van Boekel, 2008): 
 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 = 103𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (2.61)  
where 𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 is Avogadro’s number (6.022 × 1023 mol−1). 
The distance of closest approach (𝜎𝜎  or in some other literature shown as 𝑑𝑑𝑅𝑅) is another 
parameter of Debye–Hückel theory representing the sum of the interacting ions effective radii. 
Kielland (1937) defined it as ‘the effective radii of the hydrated ions’ that was estimated for 
various mono–, di–, and tri–valent ions. Shannon and Prewitt (1969) have carried out research 
on the crystal radii and the effective ionic radii. According to Debye–Hückel theory, all ions 
in a particular system are presumed to have identical sizes equal to the means ion diameter 
(van Boekel, 2008).  
Debye–Hückel Limiting Law and Extended Debye–Hückel theories 
The principal Debye–Hückel theory was modified relating mean molal ion–pair activity 
coefficient to the total molal ionic strength (𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝑇𝑇) giving the Debye–Hückel Limiting Law and 
the Extended Debye–Hückel equations as shown by Equations (2.62) and (2.63), respectively 
(van Boekel, 2008): 
 log10 𝛾𝛾± = −𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻|𝑧𝑧+𝑧𝑧−|�𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝑇𝑇 (2.62)  
and 
 
log10 𝛾𝛾± = −
𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻|𝑧𝑧+𝑧𝑧−|�𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝑇𝑇
1 + 𝐵𝐵𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻𝜎𝜎�𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝑇𝑇
 (2.63)  
Lewis and Randall (1921) defined the ionic strength as a function of molal concentration and 








 (2.64)  
The subscripts m and T represent molal scale and total of ionic strength, respectively, due to 
the full dissociation of electrolyte. Equations (2.62), (2.63), and (2.64) can be similarly used 
for the molar scale, but they should be substituted with the total molar ionic strength (𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶,𝑇𝑇) 
and mean molar ion–pair activity coefficient (𝑦𝑦±). 
𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻 and 𝐵𝐵𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻 are two temperature dependent parameters of the Limiting Law and Extended 
Debye–Hückel equations that can be used for both scales: 
 
𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻 =
























2. m−1] (2.66)  
Schmidt and Both (1987) proposed an equation for the calculation of 𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻  in terms of 
temperature (˚C): 
 𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻 = 0.486 + 6.07 × 10−4𝑅𝑅 + 6.43 × 10−6𝑅𝑅2 (2.67)  
Table 2.10 indicates the values of the temperature–dependent parameters, relative 
permittivity, and Bjerrum length in terms of different temperature at 1 bar pressure (van 
Boekel, 2008). 
Table 2.10 The numerical values of the Debye–Hückel equations (van Boekel, 2008). 
Temperature (˚C) 𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝[−] 𝐿𝐿𝐵𝐵 × 109[m] 𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻 𝐵𝐵𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻 × 10−10 
0 87.74 0.696 0.491 0.325 
15 81.94 0.707 0.502 0.327 
20 80.10 0.711 0.506 0.328 
25 78.30 0.715 0.510 0.329 
30 76.54 0.719 0.515 0.330 
 
The effect of long–range Coulomb forces is demonstrated by the numerator of the Extended 
Debye–Hückel, whereas the dominator specifies the short–range interactions among the 
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species. Debye–Hückel theories should be used only when the solution is dilute with a 
maximum total molar ionic strength of 100 mmol L–1. Another drawback of these theories is 
that the finite size of species is neglected and this causes inaccuracies when the solution 
becomes concentrated (Debye and Hückel, 1923; van Boekel, 2008). 
Davies theory 
Davies (1962) proposed an empirical extension that has been extensively applied to various 
systems to predict mean molal ion–pair activity coefficient. This model is a modified version 
of Guggenheim (1926) method, that gives a better fit to experimental values even for solutions 
with higher ionic strength up to 0.5 mol kg–1water: 
 
log10 𝛾𝛾± = −𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻 �
|𝑧𝑧+𝑧𝑧−|�𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝑇𝑇
1 + �𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝑇𝑇
− 0.2 𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝑇𝑇� (2.68)  
This model has been used extensively in literature for calculation of activity coefficient 
because it is simple to use, requiring only concentrations and charge number of ions. 
Bromley’s theory 
The mean molal ion–pair activity coefficient can be accurately predicted for concentrated 











2 + 𝐵𝐵𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝑇𝑇 (2.69)  
where B is the interaction parameter, kg mol–1. Table 2.11 indicates the numerical values of 
B determined by the least squares methods for some electrolytes at 25˚C. The application of 
this model to multicomponent systems is not defined.  
Table 2.11 Numerical values of B for Bromley’s method at 25 ˚C (Bromley, 1972). 
 HCl CaCl2 NaCl H2SO4 Na2HPO4 NaH2PO4 







The Debye–Hückel theory was modified by considering the ionic strength affinity with the 
short–range forces influence in solutions. Pitzer (1973) included the kinetic effects of the hard 
core, which was not determined by the Debye–Hückel theory: 
 ln 𝛾𝛾± = |𝑧𝑧+𝑧𝑧−|𝑓𝑓𝛾𝛾 + 𝑚𝑚𝐵𝐵±
𝛾𝛾 + 𝑚𝑚2𝐶𝐶±
𝛾𝛾 (2.70)  
Here 𝑓𝑓𝛾𝛾, 𝐵𝐵±
𝛾𝛾 and 𝐶𝐶±
𝛾𝛾 are expressed by the following equations: 
 






ln�1 + 𝑏𝑏�𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝑇𝑇�� (2.71)  
 
𝐵𝐵±
𝛾𝛾 = 2𝛽𝛽0 +
2𝛽𝛽1
𝛼𝛼2𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝑇𝑇






𝜙𝜙 (2.73)  












 (2.74)  
𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝 is the dielectric constant or relative permittivity, which is dimensionless; 𝑑𝑑0 is the solvent 
density, kg L–1; the Pitzer constants of 𝛼𝛼  and b are 2 mol1/2kg1/2 and 1.2 mol1/2kg1/2, 
respectively. Other numerical values of parameters in Pitzer equation are shown in Table 2.12 
for some selected electrolytes. 
Table 2.12 The numerical constants of Pitzer equation for some electrolytes (Pitzer, 1979). 




















Meissner and Kusik (1978) defined the reduced activity coefficient to be able to use a 
computational method for calculating the mean molal ion–pair activity coefficient of a pure 




𝑧𝑧+𝑧𝑧− (2.75)  
Here Γ°is the reduced activity coefficient: 
 Γ° = �1 + 𝐵𝐵�1 + 0.1𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝑇𝑇�
𝑞𝑞 − 𝐵𝐵�Γ∗ (2.76)  
Γ∗ and B can be obtained as follows: 
 
log10 Γ∗ = −
0.5107 �𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝑇𝑇
1 + 𝐶𝐶 �𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝑇𝑇 
 (2.77)  
 𝐵𝐵 = 0.75− 0.065 𝑞𝑞 (2.78)  
in which C has an exponential relation with the total molal ionic strength. 
 𝐶𝐶 = 1 + 0.055 𝑞𝑞 exp(−0.023 𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝑇𝑇3 ) (2.79)  
Numerical values of the Meissner parameter (q) are indicated in Table 2.13 for some selected 
electrolytes: 
Table 2.13 The values of parameter q for some electrolytes at 25˚C (Meissner and Kusik, 1978). 
 CsCl HCl NaCl Na2SO4 CaCl2 NaH2PO4 
q 0.16 6.69 2.23 –0.19 2.40 –1.59 
 
None of these ion–pair methods can be easily extended to multi–ion systems in which 
dissociation of the salts is not complete. Moreover, these models are approximations in the 
activity coefficient determination. However, much of the existing data for simple solution e.g. 
Zemaitis et al. (1986) is based on one or more of these mentioned equation, so they are useful 




2.2.6.2 Free–ion activity coefficients models 
According to Gao (2010), ion–pairs and free ions activity coefficients are also essential to 
account for the calculation of the ionic strength of the multicomponent solution. For example, 
CaCl2 can exist in solution as Ca2+, Cl–, and ion–pair CaCl+. Therefore, a free ion activity 
coefficient model will help to determine activity coefficient and hence activities of all ions in 
any multicomponent solution. Below are various theories for calculation of free ion activity 
coefficient that were proposed for different systems in different scales. 
Debye–Hückel theory 
The Limiting Law (Equation 2.80) and Extended Debye–Hückel (Equation 2.81) theories can 
be applied to both cations, anions, and ion–pairs of the multicomponent solution to obtain the 
molal activity coefficient of all species (Debye and Hückel, 1923): 





;    log10 𝛾𝛾− =
−𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻𝑧𝑧−2�𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝐻𝐻
1 + 𝐵𝐵𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻𝜎𝜎�𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝐻𝐻
   (2.81)  
Although the partial molal ionic strength formula (𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝐻𝐻) is apparently identical to the Equation 
(2.64), it involves the molal concentration and charge of free ions as well as ion–pairs. 
Therefore, the subscript P represents the partial dissociation of electrolyte. 
Similarly, Debye–Hückel theories are applicable to the molarity scales. 
The Limiting Law and Extended Debye–Hückel equations give good estimation of free ion 
activity coefficient of diluted solutions, e.g. 𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶,𝐻𝐻 < 10 mM and 𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶,𝐻𝐻 < 100 mM for Limiting 
Law and Extended Debye–Hückel theories, respectively (van Boekel, 2008). 
Several authors used different numerical values for the constant parameters of Debye–Hückel, 









 (2.82)  
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where a is the closest distance approach or in other words, effective size parameter, nm; Γ is 
the partial molar ionic strength and is defined as twice the previously defined molar ionic 
strength: 
 Γ = �𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖2
𝑖𝑖
= 2𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶,𝐻𝐻 (2.83)  
Davies theory 
The Davies theory (Davies, 1962) for the mean ion–pair activity coefficient can be similarly 
used for the determination of free ion activity coefficient with larger ionic strength (𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶,𝐻𝐻 <
0.5 M) by adding a ‘salting out’ term to the Extended Debye–Hückel formula as: 
 
log10 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖 = −𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻 �
𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖2�𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝐻𝐻
1 + �𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝐻𝐻
− 0.2 𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚,𝐻𝐻� (2.84)  
The Davies equation error was generally estimated to be less than 3% and 8% for the molar 
ionic strength less than 0.1 M and 0.5 M, respectively (Butler, 1998).  
Mean Spherical Approximation theory (MSA) 
The finite size of free ions is neglected in the Debye–Hückel theory resulting in the 
overestimation of the ion–ion interaction effects. The Mean Spherical Approximation theory 
(MSA) was first proposed by Lebowitz and Percus (1966) who assumed the electrolyte as a 
group of hard spheres constituting the corresponding anions and cations. The hard spheres are 
presumed to be submerged in a dielectric continuum of solvent. This theory is considered as 
‘primitive’, because the discrete nature of the solvent molecules are neglected (Fawcett and 
Tikanen, 1996). The strength of MSA theory is to include the excluded volume of the ions, 
short and long–range interactions leading to the prediction of activity coefficient at higher 
concentrations (Taghikhani and Vera, 2000). Hence, MSA theory is of great interest for 
researchers to thermodynamically determine the properties of multicomponent electrolyte 
solutions that has been widely applied to ionic solutions and real solutions (Liu et al., 1998). 
Waisman and Lebowitz (1972) applied the MSA theory to a symmetrical electrolyte with 
identical sizes of ions. A general solution of the MSA with unequal ion size was proposed and 
is called ‘unrestricted MSA’ (Blum, 1975; Blum and Høye, 1977; Sanchez-Castro and Blum, 
1989). It was used to predict the mean activity coefficient of the electrolyte solutions (Triolo 
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et al., 1976; Triolo et al., 1977, 1978). The term ‘restricted’ is used when the ions size are 
assumed to be equal (Fawcett and Tikanen, 1996). 
The calculations of the equations are based on the molarity scale; hence, in some stage, 
conversion of molarity to molality can be necessary. The free ion molar activity coefficient is 
made up of two contributions; the electrostatic contribution, ‘es’, that correlates any 
thermodynamic property of an aqueous multicomponent solution containing hard spheres of 
charged ions in a dielectric continuum, and the excluded volume of free ions is incorporated 
into the hard sphere contribution, ‘hs’ (Vilariño and Sastre de Vicente, 1999; van Boekel, 
2008): 
 ln𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = ln𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠 + ln𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖ℎ𝑠𝑠 (2.85)  
The ion effective diameter of the species (𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖) is assumed unequal according to the unrestricted 
approach of the electrostatic contribution. The molar free ion activity coefficient of the 
electrostatic contribution is obtained as (van Boekel, 2008): 
 










� (2.86)  





 (2.87)  
The parameters of this equation are listed in the Table 2.14. 
Several variations are given in the literature for the electrostatic contribution of MSA theory 
as shown in Table 2.15. In early work, electrostatic system of units (ESU) was used. So, the 







Table 2.14 The parameters of the electrostatic contribution of the MSA (van Boekel, 2008). 
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Table 2.15 Variations in the electrostatic contribution of MSA. 
Free ion activity coefficient of the electrostatic contribution Reference 










� (van Boekel, 2008) 
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Mansoori et al. (1971) presented an equation of state for a multicomponent mixture of hard 
spheres to determine molar free ion activity coefficient of hard sphere contribution so–called 
‘Boublik–Mansoori–Carnahan–Starling–Leyland (BMCSL)’: 






















ln(1 − 𝑋𝑋3) (2.91)  
 

















ln(1 − 𝑋𝑋3) 
(2.92)  
The Percus–Yevick equation was presented for the hard sphere contribution when the ions are 
equal in size (𝜎𝜎) (Fawcett and Tikanen, 1996): 
 









 (2.93)  
When the ions size are not identical then: 
 
ln𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖ℎ𝑠𝑠 = − lnΔ +











 (2.94)  
The hard sphere term allows the equations to be used for species with zero charge numbers 
such as lactose and sucrose (van Boekel, 2008). 
Pitzer theory 
Pitzer (1980) described the mole fraction free ion activity coefficient (𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖) of a multicomponent 



































 (2.95)  
where 𝑟𝑟 is the Pitzer parameter set to 8.94 representing the closest approach term; 𝑀𝑀1 is the 
solvent (water) molecular weight, [kg mol–1]; 𝐼𝐼𝑥𝑥 is the mole fraction ionic strength: 





 (2.96)  
Non-Primitive Mean Spherical Approximation theory (NPMSA) 
Blum and Wei (1987) developed the non–primitive mean spherical approximation theory 
(NPMSA), based on which the features of an arbitrary size multicomponent mixture 
containing charged ionic hard spheres can be described by three explicit parameters; a 
screening or ion–ion interaction parameter (Γ, [nm−1]), an ion–dipole interaction parameter 
(𝐵𝐵10, [nm−2]), and a dipole–dipole interaction parameter (𝑏𝑏2, [−]). A numerical method was 
deduced to solve NPMSA equations by iteration method from a set of three algebraic and 
non–linear equations in SI scaled version (nm, Coulombs, s, g, K) to validate the accuracy of 
units (Blum and Wei, 1987; Blum et al., 1992): 
 ∑ 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖�𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖0�
2
𝑖𝑖 + 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠(𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠1)2 = 𝛼𝛼02  
�Number of particle i
nm3
 (nm2)2� + �Number of solvent (water) 
nm3
 (nm2)2� = nm  
(2.97)  
 −∑ 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖0𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖10 + 𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠1(1− 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠11) = 𝛼𝛼0𝛼𝛼2𝑖𝑖   
�Number of particle i 
nm3
 nm2nm3�+ [nm2dimensionless] = nm2  
(2.98)  
 (1 − 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠11)2 + 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠 ∑ 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖�𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖10�
2
𝑖𝑖 = 𝑦𝑦12 + 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠𝛼𝛼22  








All of the NPMSA parameters are listed in Table 2.16 accurately along with their dimensions 




Table 2.16 Parameters of NPMSA theory (Wei and Blum, 1987; Liu et al., 1998). 
Parameters available in NPMSA theory Dimension in SI 
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𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 = ∑ 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖�𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹�
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NPMSA theory is able to predict free ion activity coefficient based on the mole fraction by 
assuming the indefinite dilution as the reference state for ions (Liu et al., 1998):  
 ln𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 = 𝛽𝛽[𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖) − 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 → 0)] (2.100)  
Here 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 is free ion activity coefficient of species i in a solution in mole fraction scale; 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 is the 
chemical potential of species i; 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is the mole fraction of species i. 
The chemical potential of species i consists of two contributions for calculation: MSA and 
hard sphere contributions (Liu et al., 1998): 
 𝛽𝛽𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 = 𝛽𝛽𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐴𝐴 + 𝛽𝛽𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖ℎ𝑠𝑠 (2.101)  
An equation was proposed by Hoye and Stell (1977) to obtain chemical potential of species i 





 (2.102)  
Mansoori et al. (1971) proposed a set of equations for the determination of hard sphere 
contribution of chemical potential of species i in a mixed solution given by Equations (2.103) 
to (2.106). 
 























































               (𝐼𝐼 = 0, 1, 2, 3) (2.105)  




Another method was suggested by Liu et al. (2002) to give an equation for calculation of free 
ion activity coefficient based on the mole fraction scale on indefinite dilution as reference 
state: 
   
ln 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 = 𝛽𝛽[𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖) − 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 → 0)] + ln�
𝜌𝜌(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖)
𝜌𝜌(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 → 0)
� (2.107)  
Several inconsistencies and typographical errors were found in the formulas and units of 
NPMSA theory. The contradictions with the corresponding references are shown in Table 
2.17. Hence, it was very difficult to obtain a consistent set of variable of NPMSA with any 
certainty to solve free ion activity coefficients of species in the multicomponent solutions in 
this thesis. 
A best guess of the algebraic parameters was made to enable a comparison between the 
NPMSA parameters shown in Table 2.16 and values given by Wei and Blum (1987). The 
resulting variables for sodium chloride are shown in Figure 2.5. 𝑏𝑏2 had the best fit, while Γ 
and B10 were significantly different. 
Based on the incomplete dissociation of an electrolyte in a solvent, the NaCl solution in water 
contains free ions and ion pairs (Na+, Cl–, NaCl˚), which have ionic diameters of 0.19 and 
0.365 nm (Wei and Blum, 1987) for free sodium and chloride, and 0.365 nm for NaCl˚. The 
electric dipole moment of water was assumed to be 2.21 Debye, which is equivalent to 0.699 
g0.5nm2.5s−1. It is clear from Figure 2.5 that this simulation was not successful. More details 
on the simulation are shown in Appendix 1. 
Therefore, NPMSA was rejected and MSA theory was used to calculate the free ion activity 








Table 2.17 The inconsistencies of the Non–Primitive Mean Spherical Approximation theory 
(NPMSA). 
Parameter Inconsistency SI unit Reference 
𝛼𝛼02 
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Figure 2.5 NPMSA explicit parameters for different molar concentrations of NaCl. The ‘+’ symbol 
represents some spots of the simulated results by Wei and Blum (1987). 
2.2.7 Ion speciation models 
Ion speciation models that determine the ionic equilibria as well as the ions interaction of milk 
and milk–like solutions, have been extensively studied since the 1980s (Holt et al., 1981). 
Wood et al. (1981) proposed a computational model for the ion equilibria between the milk 
components by neglecting the presence of milk proteins, magnesium, and phosphate esters. 
The model was then extended by Lyster (1981) who assumed the supersaturation of calcium 
and magnesium phosphate salts at different temperature and pH ranges. The presence of 
magnesium ions was included in the model.  
Holt et al. (1981) developed a comprehensive model, into which almost all of the milk serum 
components were incorporated except milk proteins. Additionally, they calculated free 
calcium and magnesium ions concentrations theoretically that were in good agreement with 












































 Wei and Blum, 1987
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the corresponding experiments. They solved conservation, dissociation equilibria, and activity 
coefficients by using the Debye–Hückel equation. They calculated the total molar 
concentration of serum milk phase, and later Holt (2004) determined the composition of milk 
components by including milk proteins. The intrinsic association constants were obtained 
from Smith and Martell (1976a) and were extrapolated for dilute solutions. 
These effective models have been applied to various dairy and biological systems by several 
researchers for many years to ascertain the ion interactions between the salts and to understand 
the physicochemical features of casein micelles. 
van Kemenade and de Bruyn (1987) investigated the formation of various calcium phosphate 
compounds in terms of different pH values and initial supersaturation. Then, they studied the 
effect of temperature on solubility isotherms of octacalcium phosphate and DCPD. The 
concentration of all ions and complexes were computed by the model of Holt et al. (1981). 
Kent et al. (1998) examined the calcium partitioning in sows’ milk and studied the 
relationships between the free and diffusible calcium and citrate ions by using the model 
proposed by Holt and Muir (1979). 
Chhettry et al. (1999) attempted to solve the relevant equilibria of apatite dissolution systems 
by assuming a probe phase and find out a set of mathematical parameters for the evaluation 
of the apatite metastable equilibrium solubility. A probe phase was used to assess the 
equilibrium constants, which were essential to examine the solubility behaviour of the 
apatites. Therefore, dicalcium phosphate dihydrate was selected as it is equilibrated quickly, 
and the numerical value for its solubility product is well defined in phosphate solutions. 
Le Graët and Gaucheron (1999) determined the molar concentration of calcium, magnesium, 
inorganic phosphate, citrate, and chloride during casein micelle acidification in the pH range 
of 1.5–6.7. They used the computation model of Holt et al. (1981) to calculate the mineral 
contents of the milk ultrafiltrates.    
Lu and Leng (2005) analysed the free energy, nucleation rate, and driving force of calcium 
phosphate precipitation in simulated body fluid. They obtained the molar activities of species 
mathematically by solving a set of mass balances, ion equilibria, and supersaturation 
equilibria using the model of Holt et al. (1981). 
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Nonetheless, the main weakness of these models is that the micellar calcium phosphate as 
well as the ion–pairs bound to casein were not included as a part of the casein micelles. Hence, 
more developments were required to predict the ion equilibria in milk and milk–like systems. 
Holt (2004) proposed an equilibrium thermodynamic model for determination of the ion 
interactions in milk by assuming the micellar calcium phosphate in the form of CPN, for 
which an empirical formula was generalised to obtain the molar ratios of calcium, magnesium, 
inorganic phosphate, and citrate in association with a casein phosphorylated sequence, or 
phosphate centre. This model was capable of predicting ion equilibria in both aqueous and 
colloidal phases of milk and the simulated results were in reasonable agreement with the 
experimental data of White and Davies (1963). However, more expansions are essential to 
confirm the accuracy of the model under various conditions (Gao, 2010).  
Mekmene, Le Graet, et al. (2009) developed the model of Holt et al. (1981) to improve the 
understanding of salt equilibria in both milk serum and casein and mineral–enriched milk 
(with CaCl2, NaCl, Na3Citrate, and Na2HPO4) by taking into account the cations (calcium, 
magnesium, sodium, and potassium) and casein molecules in the colloidal phase as well as 
the inorganic calcium phosphate solubility. However, the simulated results were based on the 
constant pH value of 6.75, and other pH values were not considered in the model. Moreover, 
the different types of casein were not considered, and only the total casein was included in 
the model.  
Mekmene et al. (2010) extended the model of Mekmene, Le Graet, et al. (2009) to predict the 
salt partitioning in milk for a wide range of pH values upon acidification. However, other 
components such as sulphate and carbonate were not integrated in the model. According to 
Gao (2010), the existence of magnesium citrate in the colloidal phase of milk was an incorrect 
assumption of the model.  
Rice et al. (2010) presented a model to describe the calcium, phosphate, and citrate equilibria 
as a function of pH and temperature which was solved using ‘an iterative approach’. 
Saturation ratios of different calcium phosphate solids were assumed in the model such as 
hydroxyapatite and octacalcium phosphate, however, the kinetics effects and supersaturated 
solutions in a metastable state were neglected. The non–electrolyte species was assumed to 
have an activity of unity. 
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Gao, van Halsema, et al. (2010) developed an ion speciation model, by which the ion 
composition of SMUF was calculated at thermodynamic equilibrium. Supersaturation of 
some solids were included in the model such as different calcium phosphate phases, calcium 
citrate, calcium phosphate, and calcium carbonate, and magnesium phosphate. Experiments 
were performed under different conditions with SMUF as well as SMUF with CaCl2 and 
Na2HPO4 in the 4.8–7.4 pH range. They also proposed another model, by which the salt 
equilibria of freshly prepared SMUF were described, i.e. in the presence of no solid. The 
AESolve program was used to compute the salt equilibria by incorporating the main 
components of milk, however, the limitation of this model is that the lactose and proteins were 
excluded in the calculations.  
Gao, van Leeuwen, et al. (2010) applied the MSA theory to milk–like solutions containing 
calcium chloride, potassium chloride, and potassium citrate as well as to SMUF and skim 
milk to understand pH and activity of free calcium (Ca2+) in presence of disaccharides. For 
this purpose, the experiments were carried out in a multicomponent solution comprising the 
corresponding species with various sucrose concentrations.  
Mekmene and Gaucheron (2011) investigated the association of calcium to species such as 
phosphoserine, caseinophosphopeptide, β–casein, caseinate, citrate, and pyrophosphate using 
a non–linear least squares model that enables fitting with the experimental data. 
More recently, Bijl et al. (2018) improved the models of Holt (2004) and Little and Holt 
(2004) by assuming a reaction between all individual or grouped phosphorylated residues of 
a casein molecule and a calcium phosphate nanocluster. In other words, either the 
phosphorylated residues bind to a calcium phosphate nanocluster or there is no affinity 
between them. There is no affinity between κ–casein and the calcium phosphate, because this 
protein has no strong binding site either to bind or to sequester the calcium phosphate.  
Little information is currently available regarding the salt equilibria in concentrated milk 
solutions by assuming all proteins in both casein and serum, whether it is time–dependent or 
not. Lactose has not been assumed in the salt partitioning calculations due to applying activity 
coefficient models that only incorporate charged ions. Therefore, activity coefficient and 




3 The Mathematical Model and its Applications 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Despite all the models given in Chapter 2, a mathematical model is still necessary to predict 
ion partitioning in milk and dairy liquids under various conditions. The aim of this chapter is 
to mathematically propose a comprehensive model to be able to accurately describe 
association, activity, and solubility of ions in any dairy liquid up to high concentrations. The 
previous works had generally identified the ion equilibria of various systems only for a low 
to medium concentrations by using either the Debye–Hückel or Davies theories and by 
incorporating phosphoserine and carboxylic residues of casein molecules (Mekmene, Le 
Graet, et al., 2009; Mekmene et al., 2010). The Mean Spherical Approximation (MSA) 
method was used to calculate free ion activity coefficients as it contained terms that enhanced 
accuracy at higher concentrations for ionic strengths beyond 1 mol L–1 (Rice et al., 2010), e.g. 
when milk is concentrated by evaporation or reverse osmosis. Further, it allows the addition 
of non–electrolyte components such as lactose. Lactose is of great importance as a sidestream 
product in dairy industry, thus, better understanding of association, kinetic precipitation, and 
interaction with salts seems useful to avoid any precipitation with lactose and whey proteins 
(Garcia et al., 2018). 
3.2 Gibbs–Duhem equation  
The Gibbs–Duhem relationship is an appropriate approach to obtain a numerical method for 
the calculation of water activity from ion activities to validate the activity coefficient results 
given by the MSA with literature. This is then to be applied using both ion–pair, and free–ion 
approaches to determine water activity, which must be independent of the approach used to 
calculate it. Hence, it should be possible to numerically compare different equations for free– 
ion and ion–pair activity coefficients.  
3.2.1 Theory 
The Gibbs–Duhem relationship can be applied to a mixture of c-1 species, i, in solvent 1 
(normally water) at constant temperature and pressure. 
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 𝑛𝑛1𝑑𝑑𝜇𝜇1 + � 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖=2,𝑐𝑐
= 0 (3.1) 
Here n represents the number of moles of a substance and 𝜇𝜇 is the chemical potential which 
is a function of temperature, pressure and composition. From this, an expression is required 
for water activity, 𝑎𝑎1, in terms of the molal concentration of dissociated ions with their activity 
coefficients. It is useful to use molality scale, which is defined earlier in Chapter 2. Therefore, 
from the definition of molality and Equation (3.1): 
 𝑑𝑑𝜇𝜇1 + 𝑀𝑀1 � 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖=2,𝑐𝑐
= 0 (3.2) 
From the corresponding equations of chemical potential in Chapter 2, Equation (2.2): 
 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑ln𝑎𝑎1 + 𝑀𝑀1𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 � 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑 ln 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖=2,𝑐𝑐
= 0 (3.3) 
removing RT: 
 𝑑𝑑ln𝑎𝑎1 + 𝑀𝑀1 � 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑 ln 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖=2,𝑐𝑐
= 0 (3.4) 
With an ion–pair approach in mind having 𝜈𝜈1 cations M and 𝜈𝜈2 anions X, 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 was considered 
as the molality of ion 𝑖𝑖 when 𝑀𝑀𝜈𝜈1𝑋𝑋𝜈𝜈2 is fully dissociated, so 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 in this section has a different 
meaning to that in the free–ion approach section. 
 𝑑𝑑ln𝑎𝑎1 + 𝑀𝑀1(𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑 ln 𝛾𝛾𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑀 + 𝑚𝑚𝑋𝑋𝑑𝑑 ln 𝛾𝛾𝑋𝑋𝑚𝑚𝑋𝑋) = 0 (3.5) 
by rearranging the Equation (3.5):  
 𝑑𝑑ln𝑎𝑎1 + 𝑀𝑀1(𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑 ln 𝛾𝛾𝑀𝑀 + 𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑 ln𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑀 +𝑚𝑚𝑋𝑋𝑑𝑑 ln 𝛾𝛾𝑋𝑋 + 𝑚𝑚𝑋𝑋𝑑𝑑 ln𝑚𝑚𝑋𝑋) = 0 (3.6) 
by substituting the molal concentration of the undissociated electrolyte, m, into Equation 
(3.6): 
  𝑑𝑑ln𝑎𝑎1 + 𝑀𝑀1(𝜈𝜈1𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 ln 𝛾𝛾𝑀𝑀 + 𝜈𝜈1𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 ln𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑀 + 𝜈𝜈2𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 ln 𝛾𝛾𝑋𝑋 + 𝜈𝜈2𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 ln𝑚𝑚𝑋𝑋) = 0 (3.7) 
and using some of the rules below: 
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 𝑑𝑑ln𝑎𝑎1 + 𝑀𝑀1�𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 ln 𝛾𝛾𝑀𝑀
𝜈𝜈1 + 𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 ln 𝛾𝛾𝑋𝑋
𝜈𝜈2 + 𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 ln𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑀
𝜈𝜈1 + 𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 ln𝑚𝑚𝑋𝑋
𝜈𝜈2� = 0 (3.8) 
which can be rewritten as: 
 𝑑𝑑ln𝑎𝑎1 + 𝑀𝑀1�𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 ln(𝛾𝛾𝑀𝑀
𝜈𝜈1𝛾𝛾𝑋𝑋
𝜈𝜈2) + 𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 ln(𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑀
𝜈𝜈1𝑚𝑚𝑋𝑋
𝜈𝜈2)� = 0 (3.9) 
By substituting mean molality and mean molal activity coefficient into the Equation (3.9), 
and by considering total moles of ions: 
  𝑑𝑑ln𝑎𝑎1 + 𝜈𝜈𝑀𝑀1(𝑚𝑚 𝑑𝑑 ln(𝛾𝛾±𝑚𝑚±)) = 0 (3.10)  
Equation (3.10) was integrated from zero concentration up to a solution concentration C. It 
might or might not be useful to separate the integral: 
 ln𝑎𝑎1 = −𝜈𝜈𝑀𝑀1 ∫ 𝑚𝑚 𝑑𝑑 ln(𝑚𝑚±)
𝐶𝐶
𝐶𝐶=0 −𝜈𝜈𝑀𝑀1 ∫ 𝑚𝑚 𝑑𝑑 ln(𝛾𝛾±)
𝐶𝐶
𝐶𝐶=0   (3.11)  
Hence, Equation (3.11) can be rearranged as follows: 
 
ln𝑎𝑎1 = −𝜈𝜈𝑀𝑀1� 𝑚𝑚 𝑑𝑑 ln(𝑚𝑚±𝛾𝛾±)
𝐶𝐶
𝐶𝐶=0
 (3.12)  
Thus, water activity of solution can be determined by having mean molality and mean molal 
ion–pair activity coefficient of an electrolyte, by accounting complete dissociation of an 
electrolyte in a solution for the ion–pair approach. 
The Gibbs–Duhem equation can also be applied for a partially dissociated electrolyte in a 
solution for the purpose of free–ion approach. Equation (3.4) was integrated from zero 
concentration up to a solution concentration C, noting that the water activity at zero 
concentration is 1.0. Here C was intentionally used to avoid confusion between molal 
concentrations, mi, on the integration path, with the integration limit. Following the earlier 
outline of conversions, C could have any units that could be converted as required. 
 








 (3.13)  
At this point (or its equivalent), Guggenheim (1967), Stokes (1991) and others were forced to 
assume a form for the relationship between 𝛾𝛾 and m, so that an analytical integration could 
follow. In this work, it is useful to proceed without such restrictions by allowing a numerical 
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solution to be used. Hence, Equation (3.13) is a sufficient description of the calculation of 
water activity for the free–ion approach, either numerically or analytically. 
Nevertheless, several other validations were used depending on the solutions and their 
conditions that will be discussed in detail for each particular system. These calculations were 
also done for dynamic conditions, i.e. for time dependent to see the changes of ion partitioning 
over time.  
3.2.2 Implementation of algorithm 
Equation (3.13) can be applied to different systems for calculation of water activity as a 
method of validation for activity coefficient quantities. Below are the required steps toward 
the water activity calculation: 
– An array of concentration from zero to the concentration of interest was defined. 
– The molar activity coefficients were calculated at each concentration by the MSA 
theory using molar concentration, size, and charge of each species. The MSA theory 
was described in detail in Chapter 2. 
– The molar activity of each species including cations, anions, and ion–pairs was 
calculated by using their corresponding molar activity coefficient and concentration. 
–  Molar activity was converted to molal activity for all components using the formula 
given in Chapter 2, Table 2.8, from that the molal activity coefficient was obtained. 
– Molal activity coefficient and molal concentration were substituted into Equation 
(3.13).  
– The cumulative trapezoidal numerical integration (cumtrapz) in MATLAB was used 
to compute the approximate integral for water activity calculation. 
Hence, water activity could be solved theoretically for either ion–pair or free–ion approach in 
a multicomponent solution. Figure 3.1 indicates the water activities of sodium chloride, 
calcium chloride, and sulphuric acid solutions as a function of molal electrolyte concentration 
that were solved for both the ion–pair (Equation (3.12) (Zemaitis et al., 1986)) and the free–
ion approach (Equation (3.13)). The simulated results for both approaches were in a good 
agreement with experimental data used from Robinson and Stokes (1959). The Gibbs–Duhem 
equation with the MSA theory was likely able to predict water activity for even high 
concentrations, e.g. 6 M of the electrolyte solution. Less experimental data are available for 
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water activity of binary and multicomponent solutions in literature. Therefore, these systems 
were used as the examples for water activity calculation. 
 
Figure 3.1 Water activity of sodium chloride, calcium chloride, and sulphuric acid solutions at 25 ˚C 
by both the ion–pair and free–ion approaches. 
Water activity of both approaches yielded similar results representing the consistency of them. 
Stokes (1991) used Equation (3.14) to calculate water activity as a function of osmotic 
coefficient, values of which were experimentally obtained by Robinson and Stokes (1959) to 





 (3.14)  
Here 𝑎𝑎1 is water activity, mol kg–1water; 𝜙𝜙 is osmotic coefficient, [–]; 𝑀𝑀1 is molar mass of 
water, kg mol–1; 𝜈𝜈𝑖𝑖 is the number of ions in solution from each molecule of solute (assuming 
complete dissociation), [–]; 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 is the molal concentration of the electrolyte, mol kg–1water.  
3.3 Ion speciation model 
The model was based on the simultaneous calculations of equilibrium, conservation, and 
electroneutrality equations. Generally, the components, which can include cations, anions, 
lactose, and proteins available in milk, were clearly incorporated into each system mostly 
based on their molar activity. 





























Free-ion approach by MSA
Robinson and Stokes, 1959
Ion-pair approach by MSA
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3.3.1 Set of equations 
The components are assumed to be in a thermodynamic equilibrium with each other through 
intrinsic association constants that lead to the formation of species such as free ions and ion–
pairs. An example of thermodynamic equilibrium was given in Chapter 2, Equation (2.37). A 
full list of available cations, anions, and ion–pairs is shown in Table 3.1 along with the 
corresponding intrinsic association constants, which are only for the temperature range 
between 20–25 ˚C. The set of equations were assembled first for the steady state condition.  
Duplicate components were dropped from the set of components to ensure the number of 
equations and variables are equal, e.g. H2Cit– acts both as anion and as ion–pair in a system 
containing citrate, therefore, it is only considered as an anion in the set of calculations, and 
was not included in the set of ion–pairs.  
In Table 3.1 for milk serum, there are 5 cations, 15 anions, and 75 ion–pairs, and of these 7 
ion–pairs are already in the list of anions, and the concentration of H2O is determined 
independently. Thus, there are 5+15+75–7–1=87 concentration variables. Table 3.1 provides 
74 equilibria in the form of Equation (2.37). 
The hydrogen ion and hydroxide ion equilibrium was constructed as another essential 





 (3.15)  
where 𝐾𝐾𝑤𝑤  is water association constant which can be used from Table 3.1. Molar water 
activity was ascertained as follows; 
 
𝑎𝑎𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 =
𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − ∑ 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑀𝑀𝑊𝑊𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
 (3.16)  
Here 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is the density of solution, [kg L−1], which was set as the density of a NaCl solution 
for the simulations in this thesis due to insufficient data for density of multicomponent 
systems that was calculated according to the Appendix 2; 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 is the total molar concentration 
of the species, [mol L−1]; 𝑀𝑀𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖 and 𝑀𝑀𝑊𝑊𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 are the molecular weight of species and water 
[kg mol−1], respectively. 
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Table 3.1 Intrinsic association constant between the principal ions of milk serum at 25 ˚C (Holt et al., 1981; Mekmene, Le Graet, et al., 2009; Mekmene et al., 
2010). 
 Ca2+ Mg2+ Na+ K+ H+ 
Ion–pair Ka, mol–1 L Ion–pair Ka, mol–1 L Ion–pair Ka, mol–1 L Ion–pair Ka, mol–1 L Ion–pair Ka, mol–1 L 
H2Cit– CaH2Cit+ 28 MgH2Cit+ 15 NaH2Cit 1 KH2Cit 1 H3Cit 1380 
HCit2– CaHCit 876 MgHCit 402 NaHCit– 10 KHCit– 10 H2Cit– 6×104 
Cit3– CaCit– 1.65×105 MgCit– 1.11×105 NaCit2– 20 KCit2– 16 HCit2– 2.57×106 
H2PO4– CaH2PO4+ 11 MgH2PO4+ 12 NaH2PO4 1 KH2PO4 1 H3PO4 200 
HPO42– CaHPO4 642 MgHPO4 838 NaHPO4– 17 KHPO4– 13 H2PO4– 2.87×107 
PO43– CaPO4– 2.88×106 MgPO4– 8.35×104 NaPO42– 100 KPO42– 100 HPO42– 2.47×1012 
HCO3– CaHCO3+ 23 MgHCO3+ 19 NaHCO3 1 KHCO3 1 H2CO3 2.25×106 
CO32– CaCO3 1.4×103 MgCO3 758 NaCO3– 10 KCO3– 10 HCO3– 2.13×1010 
HSO4– CaHSO4+ 10 MgHSO4+ 10 NaHSO4 1 KHSO4 1 H2SO4 1×10-8d 
SO42– CaSO4 204 MgSO4 170 NaSO4– 5 KSO4– 7 HSO4– 98 
Cl– CaCl+ 9.4 MgCl+ 5.6 NaCl 0.9 KCl 1 HCl 1×10-9.3 
Glc–1–PH– CaGlc–1–PH+ 10 MgGlc–1–PH+ 10 NaGlc–1–PH 1 KGlc–1–PH 1 Glc–1–PH2 1×10-10 
Glc–1–P2– CaGlc–1–P 316 MgGlc–1–P 295 NaGlc–1–P– 7 KGlc–1–P– 5 Glc–1–PH– 3.19×106 
RCOO– CaRCOO+ 15 MgRCOO+ 19 NaRCOO 0.7 KRCOO 0.7 RCOOH 5.71×104 
OH– CaOH+ 25.11a MgOH+ 162.18a NaOH 0.2b KOH 0.2b H2O Kwc 





Electroneutrality provides another equation to describe the need for the identical numbers of 
equations and species: 
 �𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖
= 0 (3.17)  
The total concentration of each group of species was required to equal the specified total. It 
was constructed as a sum of all corresponding free ions and ion–pairs for each species 
providing the mass balance equations for Ca, Mg, Na, K, citrate, phosphate, carbonate, 
sulphate, chloride, phosphate esters, and carboxylate giving 11 equations. 
Hence, there were 74+1+1+11=87 equations, which matched the number of variables. 
Steady state calculations of ion–equilibria were implemented by the total amount of each 
species as an initial guess to enable covering a wide range of concentration and subsequently 
pH values. A concentration ratio was defined to mathematically make up various initial 
concentrations of cations, anions, and ion–pairs from dilute to concentrated ones. 
Mathematical addition of NaOH/HCl to the multicomponent solution enabled the pH to be 
indirectly adjusted. 
3.3.2 Activity coefficient and dielectric constant 
The molar activity of each species was calculated by the multiplication of molar concentration 
and molar–based activity coefficient calculated by the MSA theory that was described in 
detail in Chapter 2.  
The relative permittivity of water was another variable for calculation of Bjerrum distance in 
the set of MSA equations. 
Equation (3.18), which was given by Tikanen and Fawcett (1996) and Buchner et al. (1999), 
was used to determine the relative permittivity of water for sodium chloride solution and was 
compared with the experimental data presented by Mollerup and Breil (2015) that was shown 
in Figure 3.2.  
 𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 = 78.65− 15.45𝐶𝐶 + 3.76𝐶𝐶
1.5 





Here 𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠  is the relative permittivity of water for the NaCl solution; [–]; A, B, and D 
represent the coefficients for the equation; 𝐶𝐶 is molar concentration of electrolyte. 
Figure 3.2a shows that the parameter values given by the literature were not provided a match 
with the experimental data for the NaCl solution, but a much better fit was obtained with the 
numerical values of 15.8, 2.0, and 1.7 for A, B, and D coefficients, respectively.  
  
Figure 3.2 The dielectric constant as a function of a) sodium chloride and b) calcium chloride molar 
concentration for various coefficients of the Equations (3.18) and (3.19). The solid curves are from 
the Equations (3.18) and (3.19) given by Tikanen and Fawcett (1996) using A=15.45, B=3.76, and 
D=1.5 for sodium chloride solution, and A=34, B=10, D=1.5 for calcium chloride solution. The 
symbol ‘∗’ represents the experimental data from and Mollerup and Breil (2015). The dash lines 
represent the best fit with the experimental data. 
Similarly, Tikanen and Fawcett (1996) and Buchner et al. (1999) proposed an equation for 
the dielectric constant of water in a calcium chloride solution as a function of molar 
concentration of electrolyte: 
 𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠2 = 78.65 − 34𝐶𝐶 + 10𝐶𝐶
1.5 
𝜀𝜀𝑝𝑝𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠2 = 78.65 − 𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶 + 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶
𝐷𝐷 
(3.19)  
The CaCl2 data were also fitted using the same equation giving the numerical values of 
A=14.7, B=1.2, D=1.9. 
For simple binary solutions such as calcium chloride, the free calcium and chloride ion 
concentrations were substituted for the electrolyte concentration in the water dielectric 
constant formula, but for multicomponent solutions, the two main cation and anion of that 












































system were used for this purpose. Due to lack of sufficient equations for water dielectric 
constant in various solutions, Equation (3.18) was assumed for both binary and 
multicomponent solutions in this thesis with A=15.45, B=3.76, D=1.5 as found for NaCl. 
3.3.3 CaCl2 solution as an example 
Calcium chloride solution is used as an example for the ion equilibria calculation. The solution 
contains 7 species: Ca2+, Cl–, hydrogen, and hydroxide ions as free ions, and ion–pairs CaCl+, 
HCl, and CaOH+. They are relaxed according to the Equations (3.20) to (3.23) with the 
corresponding intrinsic association constant (Ka, [mol−1L]): 
 
𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎1 =




























 (3.23)  
The brackets represent the molar concentration of species; 𝑦𝑦 is the molar free–ion activity 
coefficient, which was obtained by the MSA theory and was discussed in detail in Chapter 2. 
Charge number, size, and molar concentration of each component were required to substitute 
in the MSA theory enabling molar activity coefficient calculation. Table 3.2 shows the size 
of each species used in the MSA theory in nanometres. The component sizes for milk system 
are given in Appendix 3. 
Table 3.2 Numerical values of size for each component in calcium chloride solution. 
 Cl– OH– Ca2+ H+ CaCl+ CaOH+ HCl 
Size, nm 0.365 0.28 0.8 0.226 0.5 0.5 0.4 
 
Equation (3.19) was used as the water dielectric constant formula, for which the fitted 
coefficients A=14.7, B=1.2, D=1.9 were used. 
The mass balance for total calcium, and total chloride were written as follows: 
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 [𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎]𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 = [𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎2+] + [𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑+] + [𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻+] (3.24)  
 [𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑]𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 = [𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑−] + [𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑+] + [𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑] (3.25)  
The electroneutrality was constructed according to the following equation: 
 2 [𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎2+] + [𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑+] + [𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻+] + [𝐻𝐻+] − [𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑−] − [𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻−] = 0 (3.26)  
There are seven equations, (3.20) to (3.26), equally the number of species. 
The proposed model is capable of predicting ion association in any aqueous solution 
regardless of any charge or size of the components. This means lactose can be incorporated 
into the ion partitioning calculation of solutions. In later sections, lactose was also treated as 
an individual species that can affect the solution.     
3.3.4 Solving using Newton’s method 
The equations form a non–linear system, which can be solved using Newton’s method. 
Newton’s method uses the iteration scheme as follows: 
 𝐱𝐱𝑘𝑘+1 = 𝐱𝐱𝑘𝑘 − 𝐉𝐉−1𝐟𝐟(𝐱𝐱𝑘𝑘),      𝑘𝑘 = 0, 1, … (3.27)  
The vector x0 is the initial guess and J is the Jacobian matrix of the vector function f(x). The 
functions must be in the form of f(x)=0.  
In this work, the Jacobian matrix was obtained numerically as given in Appendix 4. The 
variables in x and the functions varied greatly in scale. It was found that using units of 
μmol L– 1 gave a satisfactory range for x. Each of the functions was scaled, by dividing the 
entire function by a power of 10, so that extreme function values were avoided. The solution 
obtained at any iteration was constrained by upper and lower bounds, which were set to 
maintain the solution in a physically feasible space. 
The simulations were implemented in MATLAB R2013b and R2017a which unexpectedly 
returned slightly different results for the solution of J Δx=–f using the syntax Δx =–J\f. 
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The MATLAB language programming is a user–friendly software that enables using purpose– 
written programs, which could be controlled and manipulated by the user. The MATLAB 
programs for the Newton’s and Jacobian functions are shown in Appendix 4.  
The initial guess for each component was equal to the total concentration of the corresponding 
species in the solution. Then, the previous mathematical solution was used as the next initial 
guess when Newton’s method was used again for a similar concentration, e.g. when producing 
a graph. For some systems, it was found necessary to refine the initial guesses to smaller 
values. 
3.4 Extra equations for precipitation 
Solid precipitates were incorporated into the calculation by considering the ion activity 
product (IAP) and solubility product (Ksp) of the solid phase, which were mostly available in 
literature. Concentration of potential solid phase was obtained using Euler’s method, by which 
the level of precipitation was ascertained for each time step as follows: 
  
𝐶𝐶precipitate(𝑠𝑠)(𝑖𝑖+1) = 𝐶𝐶precipitate(𝑠𝑠)(𝑖𝑖) +
 𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶(𝑠𝑠)(𝑖𝑖)
𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆
.Δ𝑆𝑆 (3.28)  
Here 𝐶𝐶precipitate(𝑠𝑠)(𝑖𝑖+1) is molar concentration of potential solid phase at the time step 𝑖𝑖 + 1; 
𝐶𝐶precipitate(𝑠𝑠)(𝑖𝑖) is molar concentration of potential solid phase at the time step 𝑖𝑖; Δ𝑆𝑆 is time 
step, [min]; 𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶(𝑠𝑠)(𝑖𝑖)
𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶
 is the rate of solid phase concentration over time, [mol L–1 min–1], which 









 (3.29)  
  𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶precipitation(𝑠𝑠)(𝑖𝑖)
𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆
= 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐  𝐶𝐶precipitate(𝑠𝑠)(𝑖𝑖)  𝜎𝜎
𝑠𝑠;       𝜎𝜎 = 𝑆𝑆at 
1
𝜈𝜈 − 1 (3.30)  
  𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶dissolution(𝑠𝑠)(𝑖𝑖)
𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆
= 𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝐶𝐶precipitate(𝑠𝑠)(𝑖𝑖)  𝜎𝜎 (3.31)  
Here n is the solid phase reaction order; 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 and 𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 are precipitation and dissolution rate 
constants of solid phase that are unlikely available in literature. ‘Sat’ represents saturation as 
defined in Section 2.2.5. 
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Precipitation and dissolution equations were constructed for each potential solid component 
and were recalculated for each time step. Small time steps gave accurate results. Initial 
concentration of each precipitate was normally assumed to be 0.02 μmol L–1 as nucleation 
kinetics were not included. 
For instance, the precipitation of dicalcium phosphate dihydrate (DCPD, CaHPO4.2H2O) is a 
common phenomenon in the milk liquids that results from supersaturation of calcium and 
phosphate ions (Pouliot et al., 1991). The saturation equilibrium of dicalcium phosphate 
dihydrate can be written as: 









The dynamic simulation of calcium phosphate solution was implemented for time 
incorporation by applying Euler’s method, by which the level of precipitation was ascertained 
for each time step using the following equation: 
 
𝐶𝐶DCPD(𝑠𝑠)(𝑖𝑖+1) = 𝐶𝐶DCPD(𝑠𝑠)(𝑖𝑖) +
 𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶DCPD(𝑠𝑠)(𝑖𝑖)
𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆
.Δ𝑆𝑆 (3.33)  
The precipitation and dissolution rate constants were chosen 0.25 and 0.0001 min–1, 
respectively with the precipitation reaction order of 2. 
3.5 Application of the model to sodium chloride and calcium chloride solutions  
Sodium chloride and calcium chloride solutions were used to validate the model by assuming 
both ion–pair and free–ion approaches, because they are significant components of milk and 
a large amount of accurate experimental data is available in literature. 
3.5.1 Ion–pair approach 
Although the ion–pair approach ignores free complexes and interactions between free ions, 
several activity coefficient models were presented in literature to determine the mean activity 
coefficient. The base ten logarithms of the mean molar ion–pair activity coefficients of 
sodium chloride and calcium chloride solutions were plotted as a function of molar ionic 
strength at 25 ˚C (Figure 3.3). 
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The MSA theory performs better than the other theories to fit with the experimental data for 
the ion–pair approach for the both solutions. Many researchers have used Davies theory to 
calculate ion partitioning for obtaining mean and free ion activity coefficients in various 
systems, but the MSA theory shows better agreement with the experimental data particularly 
for higher concentrations of the electrolyte. Figure 3.3 also shows that the Debye–Hückel 
theory is only valid for lower sodium chloride concentrations when the total molar ionic 
strength is lower than 0.3 mol L–1. 
  
Figure 3.3 Mean molar ion–pair activity coefficient of NaCl and CaCl2 solutions at 25 ˚C. The 
experimental data were taken from van Boekel (2008). 
Figure 3.4 indicates a direct correlation between the effective ion size parameter (𝜎𝜎) and the 
mean ion–pair activity coefficient of sodium chloride solution (y±). 0.5 nm was selected as 
the optimum size for the sodium and chloride ion for Figure 3.4 which is slightly larger than 
Kielland (1937) suggested. However, the effective size parameter for free calcium was 
assumed 0.6 nm according to Kielland (1937). The effect of size parameters of the free sodium 
(Na+), free chloride (Cl–), and free calcium (Ca2+) ions were identical. The size of free 
hydrogen (H+) and hydroxide (OH–) ions seemed to have no effect on the mean ion–pair 
activity coefficient of both sodium chloride and calcium chloride solutions. 











































Figure 3.4 Mean ion–pair activity coefficient of NaCl solution for different ion size of Na+ and Cl– 
by the MSA theory; the ‘×’ symbol refers to experimental data taken from van Boekel (2008). 
3.5.2 Free–ion approach 
The free–ion approach will be required when considering milk solutions with many different 
ions and ion–pairs. Therefore, it was also used for the simulation of both calcium chloride and 
sodium chloride solutions. Figure 3.5 shows the natural logarithm of free ion activity 
coefficient of sodium chloride solution and calcium chloride showing that the MSA theory 
fits best to predict free ion activity coefficients over the range of concentrations. To obtain 
these results, the size of following ions were adjusted: Na+ to 0.51, Cl– to 0.44 nm, Ca2+ to 
0.8 nm. 
The Davies theory is unable to individually predict the molar activity coefficient for the free 
ions due to lack of a parameter that can differentiate the cation from the anion activity 
coefficients, whereas the MSA theory can distinguish the free ion activity coefficients by 
adjusting the effective size parameter leading to the different numerical values for the free ion 
activity coefficient in a particular system. 






















Figure 3.5 The natural logarithm of molar free–ion activity coefficient as a function of molar 
concentration of NaCl and CaCl2. 
Figure 3.5 was drawn up to the maximum solubility of the electrolytes where they remain 
soluble in this range. The MATLAB scripts for sodium chloride solution is detailed in 
Appendix 5. 
From Sections 3.2–3.5, it can be concluded that: 
1. The MSA theory could satisfactorily predict molar activity coefficient of any free ions 
of an assumed solution up to high concentration, and enabled better fitting with the 
experimental data in compared with the other theories. 
2. Water activity of both approaches was in a good agreement with the corresponding 
experimental data as a means of validation.  
3. As there is no similar relationship for the correlation between the dielectric constant 
and the molar concentration of various electrolytes and multicomponent solutions in 
literature, Equation (3.18) was applied to the simulation of all models in this study. 
3.6 Application of the model to buffer systems 
Buffer solutions are derived from weak acids and bases along with their conjugate bases and 
acids with the intrinsic association constants close to the neutral pH, i.e. the effective buffer 
solution should normally have pH=pKa±1.5, and subsequently strong electrolytes with pKa 
values either larger or smaller than the range that called ‘non–buffer ions’ (Constable, 1997). 
Buffer solutions such as citrate and phosphate were modelled, not only because of the 
containing significant ions in milk, but also they are appropriate examples with available 
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titration data in literature. Additionally, lactose was incorporated experimentally and 
mathematically into the citrate buffer, for which the MSA theory and not Davies theory was 
believed to predict the non–electrolyte activity coefficient. 
3.6.1 Citrate and phosphate buffer solutions 
Citrate buffer was prepared by mixing 0.1 mol L–1 citric acid monohydrate (H3Cit.H2O) and 
0.1 mol L–1 trisodium citrate dihydrate (Na3Cit.2H2O) to get 0.1 L of 0.1 mol L–1 citrate buffer 
as shown by Table 3.3 (Promega, n.d). 
The table did not cover the whole range of pH values, i.e. for pH lower than 3.0 and larger 
than 6.2. Therefore, more experiments were carried out to extend the range. 
Table 3.3 The experimental recipe for preparing the citrate buffer (Promega, n.d). 
pH of the buffer Volume of the citric acid solution, [mL] 
Volume of the sodium citrate 
solution, [mL] 
3.0 82.0 18.0 
3.2 77.5 22.5 
3.4 73.0 27.0 
3.6 68.5 31.5 
3.8 63.5 36.5 
4.0 59.0 41.0 
4.2 54.0 46.0 
4.4 49.5 50.5 
4.6 44.5 55.5 
4.8 40.0 60.0 
5.0 35.0 65.0 
5.2 30.5 69.5 
5.4 25.5 74.5 
5.6 21.0 79.0 
5.8 16.0 84.0 
6.0 11.5 88.5 
6.2 8.0 92.0 
 
3.6.1.1 Method of preparation 
2.1014 g (equivalent to 0.1 mol L–1) of citric acid monohydrate (C6H8O7.H2O or H3Cit. H2O) 
(AnalaR, VWR International Ltd. Poole, England) with molecular weight of 210.14 g mol–1 
was weighed in a 25 mL beaker. The dry citric acid was transferred to a 100 mL glass 
volumetric flask by slightly dissolving with ultrapure Milli–Q water (Merk Millipore, 18.2 
MΩ cm at 25 ˚C). The flask was then filled with water to 100 mL. 
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2.9410 g (equivalent to 0.1 mol L–1) of trisodium citrate dihydrate (C6H5Na3O7.2H2O or 
Na3Cit.2H2O) (Merck, Germany) with molecular weight of 294.10 g mol–1 was weighed by 
the balance and made up to 0.1 mol L–1 like the afore–mentioned procedure for the citric acid 
solution.  
One mL of the citric acid solution was drawn up by a clean and dry 1±0.007 mL glass pipette 
and was thrown away to be able to have 99 mL of the citric acid solution. The same volume 
was drawn up from the sodium citrate solution and was then added to the citric acid solution 
to make up 0.1 mol L–1 citrate buffer. Other volumes of the solutions were made up similarly 
to for low and high pH values, i.e. 97, 92, and 85 mL of citric acid solutions with 
corresponding 3, 8, and 15 mL of sodium citrate solutions. The other experiments were based 
on the Table 3.3. 
pH of solutions was measured by a CyberScan pH 310 pH/mV meter (Eutech, Germany) that 
was equipped with an automatic temperature control probe and an Eutech pH probe with a 
capability of measuring to two decimal places. Calibration was carried out every day before 
the measurements to avoid any experimental errors for the pH meter using three standard 
buffer solutions with pH values of 4, 7, and 10. The uncertainty was estimated to be ±0.02. 
3.6.1.2 Results and analysis of data 
The experimental data from literature and those carried out in this study were compared with 
the simulated ones in terms of ratio of total sodium to citric acid and pH value, as shown in 
Figure 3.6a. The intrinsic association constants of ions given by Holt et al. (1981) were used. 
However, small changes were made to the Ka of hydrogen citrate and citrate in equilibrium 
with free hydrogen ions. The pH values seem to be sensitive to the intrinsic association 
constants of hydrogen citrate and citrate with hydrogen ion leading to the formation of 
dihydrogen and hydrogen citrates. The constants, 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎1  and 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎2 , (as defined below) were 
changed from 6.00 × 104  to 7.9 × 104 and from 2.57 × 106  to 6.9 × 106  mol–1 L, 
respectively, to be able to get better fitting with the experimental data. The Ka values of other 
species remained unchanged in the simulation. 
 𝐻𝐻2𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑆𝑆−
𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎1�� 𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑆𝑆2− + 𝐻𝐻+         𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎1 =
𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻2𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶−
𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶2−𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻+




𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎2�� 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑆𝑆3− + 𝐻𝐻+           𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎2 =
𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶2−
𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶3−𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻+
 (3.35)  
  
Figure 3.6 (a) The ratio of total sodium to total citrate for citrate buffer as a function of pH. 
The solid curve and ‘×’ symbol respectively represent this study and experimental data from 
Promega (n.d). (b) The sensitivity of pH to 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎1and 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎2values with the experimental pH. 
To test the sensitivity of the pH to 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎1and 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎2, the values of 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎1and 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎2were increased by 




. pH was more sensitive to 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎1 in the pH range of 3–6, whereas 
it was sensitive to 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎2  at pH values greater than 4.5 as shown by Figure 3.7. The larger 
quantity of 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎2 caused less citrate (Cit
3–) and hydrogen ions in the solution and hence caused 
higher pH, whereas a lower value of 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎1led to release of hydrogen citrate (HCit
2–) and more 
hydrogen ion according to Equations (3.34) and (3.35). The citrate ion was the dominant 
species in higher pH values, while dihydrogen citrate and hydrogen citrate ions were produced 
in more acidic environments. The intrinsic association constant for other species did not 
significantly influence the ion interactions due to their very small values compared with 
𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎1and 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎2values. 





















































   
Figure 3.7 The effect of 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎1and 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎2on pH of citrate buffer solution and the comparison with the 
experimental data. 
Similarly, the phosphate buffer system was mathematically simulated and was compared with 
the experimental data presented by Promega (n.d), in which various ratios of disodium 
hydrogen phosphate dihydrate (Na2HPO4.2H2O) and sodium dihydrogen phosphate 
monohydrate (NaH2PO4.H2O) were experimentally made up and mixed to prepare 0.1 mol 
L– 1 phosphate buffer solution. Disodium hydrogen phosphate dihydrate produces only one 
hydrogen ion in the solution, whereas sodium dihydrogen phosphate monohydrate is able to 
release two hydrogen ions. 
The pH of the phosphate buffer solution is shown as a function of total sodium to total 
phosphate ratio in Figure 3.8a. No adjustment was made to the intrinsic association constants 
of the phosphate buffer solution. Figure 3.8b indicates that the dihydrogen phosphate ion was 
the most abundant phosphate species across the pH range 4–6, where hydrogen phosphate ion 
started to form and then became the most plentiful species in the pH range of about 7–8. The 
simulated results were very similar to simulated data points from Rice et al. (2010). 







































































Figure 3.8 (a) Total sodium to phosphate ratio vs pH of phosphate buffer solution; (b) Relative 
concentration of dihydrogen phosphate and hydrogen phosphate ions. 
3.6.2 Citrate buffer with lactose solution 
The ion equilibria of citrate buffer were simulated and experimentally studied with two 
different concentrations of lactose to determine the effect of milk sugar on the ions interaction: 
45 g L–1 and 250 g L–1, that are roughly equal to, and five times, the lactose concentration in 
milk, respectively.  
Citric acid and sodium citrate solutions were made up of 0.1 mol L–1 in a 100 mL glass 
volumetric flask, each of which was prepared similarly to the recipe for the preparation of 
citrate buffer without lactose solution that was described in the previous section. Solutions 
were made up with citric acid, sodium citrate, and monohydrate lactose (C12H22O11.H2O) 
(BDH Chemicals Ltd., Poole, England) with molecular weight of 360.312 g mol–1. The final 
concentrations of lactose were 0, 45, and 250 g L–1. A range of pH values were obtained by 
varying the volumes of 0.1 mol L–1 citric acid and sodium citrate added.  
Lactose was assumed theoretically as a non–electrolyte in the simulation with zero charge 
number and effective size parameter of 0.455 nm (Isaad and Perwuelz, 2010). pH was 
mathematically calculated for 45 g L–1 and 250 g L–1 as shown in Figure 3.9a. 






























































Figure 3.9 (a) The total sodium concentration versus pH of citrate buffer solution with and without 
lactose; (b) The relative concentration of citrate ions using MSA theory. 
The model was fitted with the experimental data for no lactose, 45 g L–1 lactose, and 250 g 
L– 1 lactose solutions as shown in Figure 3.9a indicating no significant change between the 
pH of the buffer solution with and without lactose. Figure 3.9b shows that there is a little 
change in the concentrations of different ions. The activity coefficients of the species were 
obtained by the Extended Debye–Hückel theory, in which the effective size parameter was 
assumed 0.9 nm for H+, 0.5 nm for Cit3–, and 0.4 nm for the monovalent ions (Holt et al., 
1981), and then compared with the corresponding data calculated by the MSA theory for the 
citrate buffer solution with 250 g L–1 lactose.  
H2Cit– was the most abundant citrate species across the pH range 2–4. Following this, HCit2– 
was the most plentiful species in the pH range of about 4–6, after which Cit3– became the 
most prevalent species when citric acid had the lowest concentration in the buffer solution. 
The arrows in Figure 3.9b represent the corresponding pKa values of citrate ions.  
Since lactose did not show notable influence on the equilibria of the buffer solution, the molar 
activity coefficients of citrate species were obtained for the solution containing no lactose and 
250 g L–1 lactose and are shown in Figure 3.10a and b. This confirms that the molar activity 
coefficients of citrate species in the 250 g L–1 lactose solution are higher than in solutions 
without lactose, demonstrating the strength of MSA theory to predict activity coefficient of 
solutions containing the non–electrolyte. In contrast, Davies theory shows similar results for 
the buffer solution with and without lactose. The differences predicted by the MSA theory are 
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because of the hard sphere term enabling determination of molar activity coefficient of species 
containing both electrolyte and non–electrolyte for any concentration.   
  
Figure 3.10 (a) Molar activity coefficient of citrate ions in the buffer solutions with no lactose; (b) 
Molar activity coefficient of citrate ions in the citrate buffer solution with 250 g L–1 lactose by the 
MSA and Davies theories. 
Figure 3.11 shows that the hard sphere contribution of the MSA theory for the citrate buffer 
solution containing 250 g L–1 lactose is approximately 20% larger than that without lactose. 
Davies theory was unable to predict activity coefficient of lactose due to terms that only 
incorporate ionic strength. 
 
Figure 3.11 Hard sphere contribution of the MSA theory for citrate buffer solutions with and 
without lactose. 
From this section, it can be concluded that: 
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1. The proposed model using MSA theory could satisfactorily predict ion equilibria of 
citrate buffer with and without lactose, as well as the phosphate buffer lactose. 
2. The interactions between hydrogen citrate, citrate ions, and hydrogen were more likely 
to affect the ion equilibria rather than other species in the citrate buffer solution, the 
intrinsic association constants of which were adjusted to get better fitting with the 
corresponding experimental data. 
3. The results showed that lactose had a marginal effect on the ion equilibria of citrate 
buffer solution, but significantly affected the activity coefficients through its effect on 
the hard sphere contribution of all ions. 
3.7 Application of the model to solid phase systems 
Supersaturated solutions can exist as metastable and unstable phases. They occur in many 
scientific fields such as biology, industrial processes, and material sciences (Brečević and 
Füredi-Milhofer, 1972; Söhnel and Mullin, 1982; Brečević et al., 1986; Brečević and Nielsen, 
1989).  
During evaporation or reverse osmosis of milk, the concentration of ions can easily exceed 
the solubility limits. This leads to heterogeneous precipitation of milk minerals on evaporator 
surfaces or reverse osmosis membranes, which reduces the operating time of the equipment 
before cleaning is required (Kezia et al., 2017).  
Several investigations have been done on the ion equilibria in dairy liquids by incorporating 
solid phases, which are mainly calcium phosphate (CaHPO4), calcium carbonate (CaCO3), 
calcium citrate (Ca3Cit2) (Mekmene, Quillard, et al., 2009; Gao, van Halsema, et al., 2010; 
Kazadi Mbamba, 2016; Kezia et al., 2017; Garcia et al., 2018). However, most of these studies 
focused on the solubility of solid phase and did not provide investigation of high concentration 
of electrolytes by either considering steady state condition or dynamically. In this thesis, the 
proposed model was applied individually to calcium carbonate, calcium phosphate, and 
calcium citrate solutions along with lactose. The MSA theory was used to determine activity 
coefficients of species by both assuming time dependent and equilibrium conditions, because 
it is believed that, the MSA theory is better able to predict activity coefficients at high 
concentrations of species. 
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3.7.1 Calcium carbonate solution 
Calcium carbonate is one of the most significant minerals, which can be found in nature 
abundantly (Njegić-Džakula et al., 2010). Various metastable phases of calcium carbonate 
can be formed during a spontaneous precipitation such as calcite, aragonite, and vaterite, 
among which calcite is the most stable type at ordinary conditions with low solubility 
(Brečević and Nielsen, 1989). Calcium carbonate can exist as hexahydrate, monohydrate, or 
amorphous (Brooks et al., 1950). In milk, apart from calcium phosphate as the main 
precipitating component with low solubility, calcium carbonate is another potential insoluble 
salt in the serum phase of skimmed milk with an approximate concentration of 0.014 mM 
(Walstra and Jenness, 1984).  
3.7.1.1 Steady state study  
The ion equilibria of calcium carbonate solution were determined mathematically and 
experimentally when hydrochloric acid (HCl) was incorporated into the system to maintain 
the pH values of the solutions without disturbing the equilibria. The available data in literature 
was not sufficient, so several experiments were implemented to measure pH values of calcium 
carbonate and hydrochloric acid mixtures.  
0.01 g (equivalent to 1 mmol L–1) of anhydrous calcium carbonate (CaCO3) (AnalaR 
Normapur, VWR PROLABO, Belgium) with molecular weight of 100.09 g mol–1 was 
weighed and transferred to a clean and dry 100 mL glass volumetric flask.  
One mL of 1.0 mol L–1 hydrochloric acid solution was drawn up by a clean and dry 1±0.007 
mL glass pipette and was then added to the volumetric flask containing calcium carbonate. 
The flask was filled up with fresh and ultrapure Milli–Q water to be able to prepare a solution 
with 1.0 mmol L–1 calcium carbonate and 10 mmol L–1 hydrochloric acid. Similarly, several 
calcium carbonate solutions were made up with 10 mmol L–1 hydrochloric acid, and pH was 
measured.  
The results were then compared with other experimental data available in literature that are 
shown in Figure 3.12. The experimental data of this study were closest to the data presented 
by Reardon and Langmuir (1974); however, more deviation was observed for higher 
concentration of calcium carbonate solution when the system became complicated with more 
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ion interaction. The solutions were supersaturated in respect to calcium carbonate, and no sign 
of precipitation was observed by either eye or shining a laser pointer through the solution. 
 
Figure 3.12 Experimental pH values investigated in this study and compared with Nakayama 
(1968), Reardon and Langmuir (1974), and Smith and Martell (1976b). 
Calcium carbonate solution was simulated by the proposed model. Figure 3.13 shows the pH 
of different concentrations of calcium carbonate for various numerical values of the intrinsic 
association constant, which was adjusted to 9 × 109from 2.13 × 1010 mol–1 L given by Holt 
et al. (1981). This adjustment was made according to the Equation (3.36) for the equilibrium 
between hydrogen and carbonate ions (CO32–) to get better fitting with the corresponding 
experimental data. Intrinsic association constants of other species remained unchanged in the 
simulation and were used from Table 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.13 Adjustment of the intrinsic association constant to the corresponding experimental data. 
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 𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3− ↔ 𝐻𝐻+ + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶32−         𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎 =
𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂3−
𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻+𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂32−
 (3.36)  
A lower intrinsic association constant than the original value represents high dissociation and 
thus higher concentration of hydrogen and carbonate ions. Therefore, a lower pH was obtained 
lower for a particular total concentration of calcium carbonate solution. Figure 3.14 shows the 
relative concentration of each individual calcium or carbonate ion. 
 
Figure 3.14 Simulated distribution of calcium and carbonate species in supersaturated aqueous 
calcium carbonate solution. 
Free calcium remained at a relative concentration above 99% below pH 8.5, after which it 
started to drop corresponding to the formation of free carbonate ions, and the calcium 
carbonate ion–pair. This simulation did not calculate precipitation dynamics so the predicted 
concentration of CaCO3(aq) is likely to exceed the solubility limit. 
Molar activity coefficients of the free carbonate and calcium were calculated by both the MSA 
and Davies methods as shown in Figure 3.15. The hydrogen carbonate activity coefficient 
obtained from the MSA is much higher than that calculated by Davies theory. This difference 
is more likely to be observed at concentrations above 100 mmol L–1 of calcium carbonate 
solution where the MSA theory is more likely capable for prediction of activity coefficients 
than Davies theory. 































Figure 3.15 Molar activity coefficient of free a) carbonate and b) calcium species in the calcium 
carbonate solution. 
3.7.1.2 Dynamic study 
The proposed model in this study was applied dynamically to the calcium carbonate system 
to determine ion equilibria and parameters changing over time. Precipitation of calcium 
carbonate was investigated mathematically and experimentally by Kazadi Mbamba (2016) to 
develop an approach for wastewater applications, and data from this work were used as a 
validation for the current study. 
The dynamic simulation of calcium carbonate solution was implemented over time by 
applying Euler’s method as outlined in Section 3.4. 




= 𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂3(𝑠𝑠)(𝑖𝑖)  𝜎𝜎
𝑠𝑠;       𝜎𝜎 = 𝑆𝑆at 
1
𝜈𝜈 − 1 (3.37)  
where the solid phase reaction order (n) and precipitation rate constant (𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐) were chosen 
to be 2 and 0.0025 min–1, respectively (Kazadi Mbamba, 2016). 𝜎𝜎  is the relative 
supersaturation which was calculated according to the saturation parameter that was 







 (3.38)  



























































The solubility product was obtained 10–8.48 mol2 L–2. 
Kazadi Mbamba (2016) prepared the carbonate solution by mixing 1.96 mM CaCl2, 4.95 mM 
NaHCO3, and then added 2.6 mM NaOH with flowrate of 2.5 mL min–1. The calculated data 
were fitted to the titration experiment results by Kazadi Mbamba (2016). Figure 3.16 shows 
that when the solid phase of calcium carbonate starts to form, there is a slight drop in pH and 
a drastic decrease in the total soluble calcium concentration that indicates the precipitation of 
calcium carbonate after about 80 minutes, clearly not as pH continues to change. 
  
  
Figure 3.16 Dynamic simulation of calcium carbonate solution fitted with the corresponding 
experimental data of Kazadi Mbamba (2016) that is shown by the ‘*’ symbol. 
 
Figure 3.16 was plotted after adjusting the numerical values of the solubility product and 
intrinsic association constant for better fitting to the experimental data. The solubility product 
was altered from 10–8.48 to 10–9.2 mol2 L–2 signifying higher saturation and saturation index, 
and thus bringing forward the precipitation. Similarly, an increase in the association constant 













































































between free calcium and hydrogen carbonate (𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎1) from 1.4×10
3 to 9.0×103 mol–1 L leads to 
lower level of free ions, thus higher quantities of saturation according to the Equation (3.39). 
 
𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3(𝑎𝑎𝑞𝑞) ↔ 𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎
2+ + 𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3−       𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎1 =
𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂3(𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎)
𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎2+  𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂3−
 (3.39)  
The intrinsic association constant between hydrogen and carbonate ions (𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎2 ) (Equation 
(3.40)) was roughly doubled from 2.13 × 1010 to 4.5 × 1010 mol–1 L, resulting in lower pH 
values in the very early stage of reaction for the purpose of better fitting. 
 𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3− ↔ 𝐻𝐻+ + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶32−       𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎2 =
𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂3−
𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻+  𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂32−
 (3.40)  
The Runge–Kutta fourth–order method was also employed in the dynamic simulation of 
calcium carbonate, as this method has higher accuracy than Euler’s method. 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎1 and 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎2 were 
kept the same with the Runge–Kutta method. The solubility product of calcium carbonate was 
the only parameter that was altered from 10–8.48 to 10–8.722 mol L–1 showing less saturation in 
the very early stage of the dissolution as shown in Figure 3.17b compared to Figure 3.16b. In 
addition, the decrease in pH was matched better with the experimental data when the 
precipitation started to occur at about 80 minutes. However, this method did not influence on 
the kinetics of formed precipitates and could only bring forward the total calcium 
concentration. 
3.7.2 Calcium phosphate solution 
Calcium phosphate precipitation has been studied extensively in various research areas such 
as medical, biological, and environmental sciences for analysing kidney stones, accumulation 
of calcium salts in the body, mechanically stabilising bone and teeth, and extraction of 
phosphate components from wastewater (Joko, 1984; Nicollas et al., 1989; Raynaud et al., 
2002; Bleek and Taubert, 2013). In milk, calcium is bound with inorganic phosphate forming 
a sparingly soluble calcium phosphate that is stabilised by the micellar organic phosphate so–





Figure 3.17 Dynamic simulation of calcium carbonate using Runge–Kutta method fitted with the 
corresponding experimental data of Kazadi Mbamba (2016) that is shown by the ‘*’ symbol. 
Investigations of calcium phosphate solubility are complicated and continuing due to 
incongruent mechanisms throughout the equilibria (Miyazaki et al., 2009; Pan and Darvell, 
2009a, 2009b). A large number of investigations has been done on the solubility of calcium 
phosphate, but less data are available for the speciation of ions in a wide range of pH and for 
high concentration of the solution either at equilibrium or dynamically. The aim of this section 
is to evaluate how changes in pH and ions activity can affect the speciation and the 
precipitation of the solution.  
3.7.2.1 Controlling pH by NaOH in steady state study 
The speciation of calcium phosphate system was determined by the model, to which the MSA 
theory was applied for calculation of activity coefficient of ions. The saturation of dicalcium 
phosphate dihydrate was calculated using the solubility product of 2.07×10–7 mol2 L–2, which 









































































was taken from Mekmene, Quillard, et al. (2009). The simulation was implemented for 
calcium and phosphate speciation in which pH was controlled mathematically by adding 
sodium hydroxide to the solution. Typical results for phosphate and calcium relative 
concentrations are shown in Figure 3.18 with 2 mM concentrations for calcium and phosphate 
compounds. These calculations were done with the assumption that all products remain as 
stable ion–pairs in solution and do not precipitate. 
  
Figure 3.18 Simulated relative concentrations of 2 mM; a) phosphate ions and b) calcium ions and 
other components in water with pH adjustment by NaOH. The symbols ‘×’, ‘+’, and ‘*’ represent 
some points of simulated data from Rice et al. (2010). 
Figure 3.18 shows the simulated phosphate and calcium species in a calcium phosphate 
system that was compared with the predicted data from Rice et al. (2010). They used the 
Davies model to calculate activity coefficients and hence it was not expected that identical 
results would be obtained. Dihydrogen phosphate ion (H2PO4–) was the most plentiful species 
in the pH range of 4–7, while hydrogen phosphate ion started to increase from pH of 5. The 
contribution of other species was low to be incorporated into Figure 3.18.  
The graphs of dihydrogen phosphate and hydrogen phosphate ions intersected each other at 
pH about 7 representing the pKa numerical value between those species approximately. The 
intrinsic association constants were from Table 3.1 without altering any values.  
From the calculation of ion speciation and activities, one can obtain the ion activity product 
and hence the saturation as shown in Figure 3.19. The concentration of both Ca2+ and PO43– 
in milk serum are about 10 mM (Walstra et al., 2006). If no other ions were present, which 
would reduce the ion activities, then 10 mM Ca2+ and PO43– would be about 25 times the 
saturation limit at a typical pH of 6.7. 



























































Figure 3.19 indicates the saturation for lower concentrations of Ca and PO4 started from the 
pH about 4 where no NaOH had been added. Precipitation was predicted to start occurring 
from pH about 5 for the 10 mM Ca and PO4 concentrations, but the 5 mM and 3 mM solutions 
might start to precipitate at pH higher than 5. The highest saturations are predicted to occur 
at pH about 7.5 for all three solutions, where hydrogen phosphate are likely at its maximum 
in the solution.  
 
Figure 3.19 Saturation of CaHPO4 at different molar concentration of Ca2+ and PO43–. 
The MSA and Davies theories were employed to calculate free calcium activity coefficient 
for 3 and 20 mM concentrations of Ca2+ and PO43– as shown in Figure 3.20. The ionic strength 
values of marked points are provided in Table 3.4 to explicitly indicate the distinction between 
the two different points. The ionic strength, which appears directly in the Davies equation, 
but indirectly through 𝜍𝜍 in the MSA equation, was defined earlier in Chapter 2. 
Table 3.4 Numerical values of ionic strength at four marked points shown in Figure 3.20 at 3 and 20 
mM concentrations of Ca2+ and PO43–. 
 Ca2+ and PO43– concentrations, mM 
 3 20 
NaOH, mM 3.2 6.2 20 40 
Ionic strength term for MSA, 𝜍𝜍 6.05×1014 –3.57×1014 2.85×1015 –2.22×1015 
Ionic strength, I 0.014 0.010 0.08 0.06 
 
Generally, addition of NaOH increases the total concentration of added ions, but it changes 
the speciation and hence can reduce the ionic strength, and increase activity coefficients. 























Figure 3.20 Activity coefficient of Ca2+ by the MSA and Davies theories in a Ca2+, PO43–, and Na+ 
solution. 
Figure 3.20 shows that the activity coefficients hit a low point at 20 mM NaOH for 20 mM 
Ca2+ and PO43– concentration corresponding to a high concentration of free calcium and 
sodium ions. This causes a strong positive contributions to the ionic strength term ‘𝜍𝜍’ which 
causes the electrostatic contribution to activity coefficient ‘yes’ in the MSA theory to have a 
lower value. In contrast, chloride and aqueous ion–pair calcium phosphate (𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶4(𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎)
− ) made 
strong negative contributions at 40 mM NaOH concentration but with a lower ionic strength, 
because the ions exist as an ion–pair with lower charge. The ionic strength term represents 
the effect of either positive or negative contributions of ion–pairs for the Davies theory. 
Similarly, the ionic strength values was higher for the 3 mM Ca2+ and PO43– concentration at 
3.2 mM NaOH for both approaches leading to lower yes and hence lower activity coefficient. 
The term ‘𝜍𝜍’ for the MSA theory and ionic strength for Davies theory was calculated for the 
four minimum and maximum points indicated in Figure 3.20 and Table 3.4. There is a stronger 
positive contribution to 𝜍𝜍 and ionic strength for 20 mM Ca2+ and PO43– concentration at 20 
mM NaOH than that of 3 mM Ca2+ and PO43– concentration at 3.2 mM NaOH. Hence, the 
low point of 20 mM of Ca2+ and PO43– concentration had lower value of Ca2+ activity 
coefficient.  
Similarly, stronger negative contributions of chloride ion for 3 mM Ca2+ and PO43– 
concentration at 6.2 mM NaOH than that of 20 mM Ca2+ and PO43– concentration at 40 mM 
NaOH represent higher Ca2+ activity coefficient value. Generally, lower concentrations of 
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Ca2+ and PO43– need less NaOH to get to the low point where there has strong positive 
contribution to 𝜍𝜍. This example shows some of the complexity in this system. 
3.7.2.2 Dynamic study by continuously adding NaOH 
Dynamic simulations of calcium phosphate solution were also performed to monitor the 
change over time. To obtain more data for validation, an experiment was also carried out in 
which the pH was monitored after a solution of 6 mM CaCl2 and NaH2PO4 was created.  
Arifuzzaman and Rohani (2004) tested a set of experiments to obtain pH of calcium phosphate 
over time. 6 mM CaCl2 and 6 mM NaH2PO4 were assumed as initial concentrations with 
continuous addition of NaOH at a flowrate of 6.4 mL min–1. Due to their short time scale, 
similar experiments were needed to a cover wider time scale. 
0.882 g calcium chloride dihydrate (CaCl2.2H2O) (99.0 –105.0% UNIVAR, Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, Australia) with molecular weight of 147.008 g mol–1 was transferred to a clean and 
dry 500 mL volumetric flask and then filled up with Milli–Q water until to the limit line of 
the flask. Similarly, 0.828 g sodium dihydrogen phosphate monohydrate (NaH2PO4.H2O) 
(99.0 –102.0 % AnalaR Normapur, VWR Chemicals, Poole, England) with molecular weight 
of 137.99 g mol–1 was made up in a 500 mL volumetric flask. The prepared solutions were 
mixed up together to get 6 mM concentration of CaCl2 and NaH2PO4 in a 2L beaker that was 
then covered by a cling wrap to avoid any carbon dioxide dissolution from air. In the 
meantime, 2 L of 0.01 mol L–1 NaOH (97.0% Proanalys AR ACS LabServ, Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, Australia) with molecular weight of 39.997 g mol–1 solution was prepared. The 
sodium hydroxide solution was added gradually to the mixed solution to increase pH using a 
peristaltic pump at a flowrate of 6.4 mL min–1. 
The proposed model in this study was applied dynamically to the calcium phosphate system 
to determine ion equilibria and parameters changing over time. Precipitation of calcium 
phosphate was investigated experimentally to ascertain the effect of initial calcium and 
phosphate concentration on the formation of precipitate phase. The dynamic modelling of 
calcium phosphate solution was simulated similarly to that of calcium carbonate system that 
was described in Section 3.7.1.2. 
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The progression of the simulated precipitation over time is shown for 6 mM concentrations 
of Ca and PO4 in Figure 3.21a. The Ka value given by Holt et al. (1981) was used for the 
equilibrium between H+ and HPO42– according to Equation (3.41): 
 𝐻𝐻2𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶4− ↔ 𝐻𝐻+ + 𝐻𝐻𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶42−       𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎1 =
𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻2𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂4−
𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻+  𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂42−
 (3.41)  
However, that was altered from 2.84×107 suggested by Holt et al. (1981) to 2.29×107 mol–1 L 
to get better fitting particularly in the area where pH is increasing in the time range between 
20 to 40 minutes, after which the solution pH started to drop signifying the formation of 
precipitate as shown in Figure 3.21b. This was also observed experimentally by observation 
of turbidity after 10 minutes. Interestingly, Mekmene et al. (2010) used a Ka value of 1.0×107 
mol–1 L which is even lower. The decrease in Ka leads to higher activity of H+ and hence 
lower pH for a specific time that was desired to get better agreement with the corresponding 
experimental data. Arifuzzaman and Rohani (2004) analysed the crystal in the precipitate 
phase using XRD, FTIR, and SEM revealing the presence of brushite (DCPD, CaHPO4.2H2O) 
as the most possible type of calcium phosphate in the solid phase solution.  
  
Figure 3.21 Dynamic pH changes for a 6 mM CaCl2 and NaH2PO4 solution; a) No adjustment was 
made on Ka b) Ka between H+ and HPO42– was adjusted to 2.29×107 mol–1 L. 
At pH less than about 6.7, H2PO4– is the most abundant form of phosphate in solution. When 
it reaches the saturation level with Ca2+ it forms CaHPO4 releasing a proton and lowering the 
pH. One could also state this as when an HPO42– ion precipitates with Ca2+, an H2PO4– ion 
dissociates to HPO42– releasing a proton.  
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3.7.2.3 Effect of pH and Ca/P ratio in the dynamic study  
Another investigation was done by Mekmene, Quillard, et al. (2009) on the time response of 
calcium phosphate solutions to determine the effect of pH and calcium to phosphate ratio on 
the calcium phosphate precipitates. A model of this study was compared with their results and 
is shown in Figure 3.22. They used NaH2PO4 and CaCl2 to combine 20 mM PO43– with Ca2+ 
at Ca/P ratios of 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0. Mekmene, Quillard, et al. (2009) described the irregularity 
of slow decrease due to the formation of an intermediate phase. DCPD was found to be the 
most possible crystalline in the precipitates according to the characterisation analyses such as 
XRD, FTIR, and SEM. Therefore, DCPD was assumed as the solid phase in the mathematical 
solution, but another solid phase was needed to justify the first decrease of pH over time, 
which might be dicalcium phosphate anhydrous (DCPA) in this thesis.  
  
Figure 3.22 A comparison of simulations with experimental data from Mekmene, Quillard, et al. 
(2009) a) pH development of calcium phosphate; b) DCPD and DCPA concentrations over time for 
1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 calcium to phosphate molar ratios with initial 20 mM phosphate. 
Mekmene, Quillard, et al. (2009) proposed that both DCPD and DCPA were formed. The 
model was modified to allow precipitation of both and the subsequent dissolution of either. 
DCPA is more soluble than DCPD and both were assumed to have the same IAP 
(𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎2+𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂42−). However, by setting the precipitation rate constant for DCPA higher than 
DCPD, it was possible to simulate precipitate of DCPA. 
The Ksp of DCPD was set to 2.09 × 10−7mol2 L–2 from Mekmene, Quillard, et al. (2009) and 
the Ksp of DCPA was adjusted to 4.0 × 10−7mol2 L–2. The precipitation rate constants were 
set at 0.255 and 0.9 min–1 for DCPA and DCPD respectively, with n=2 for both. The 
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dissolution rate constant was set to 5 min–1 for DCPA. Figure 3.22a shows that these 
parameters enabled the data of Mekmene, Quillard, et al. (2009) to be fitted well. Figure 3.22b 
shows the simulated concentrations of the precipitates. These results were obtained by 
assuming that DCPA can form less soluble DCPD, but the results neither disprove nor prove 
a mechanism. Consequently, DCPA seemed to have a higher solubility but faster precipitation 
than DCPD.  
pH was considered as the main variable that indicated the precipitation of calcium phosphate 
leading to the release of H+ and removal of HPO42–, and thus decrease in pH. The pH reduced 
very quickly after an initial lag signifying the calcium phosphate precipitation in a 
supersaturated solution. After that, an irregular slow decrease occurred for all three ratios 
followed by another decrease in pH values at about 40 to 60 minutes, after which the solution 
reached equilibrium. 
3.7.2.4 Effect of lactose in the dynamic study  
Lactose was incorporated into the mathematical simulation to dynamically identify its 
influence on the pH and activity coefficient for the calcium phosphate system. In this section, 
lactose was individually added to the mathematical solution with 0.147 and 0.817 mol L–1 
(Walstra et al., 2006), which are respectively one–fold and 5.5 times bovine milk lactose 
concentration (4.5%w/w, 25%w/w) in a solution with 20 mM PO4 concentration and Ca/P of 
1 (Figure 3.23a). Other calcium to phosphate ratios indicated similar results and thus only one 
ratio has been shown in this thesis. 
Lactose caused a slight decrease in pH over time for all ratios of calcium phosphate solution. 
This is because lactose altered the solution speciation by changes in activity coefficient of 
species predicted by the MSA theory. For instance, when lactose is added to a solution 
containing many species, it will increase the activity coefficient of species such as H+, and 
subsequently this will increase activity and hence solubility leading to decrease in pH that is 
also confirmed by Figure 3.23b. Consequently, the activities of Ca2+ and HPO42– ions increase 





Figure 3.23 a) pH development and b) activity coefficient of Ca2+ of calcium phosphate solution 
over the time with no, 4.5% w/w, and 25% w/w lactose for Ca/P=1. 
In Chapter 4, full details of the role of lactose in the calcium phosphate solubility will be 
investigated experimentally with varied and controlled pH and at different concentration. 
The MSA and Davies theories were both used to dynamically monitor activity coefficient 
alterations shown in Figure 3.23b. Ca2+ was used as an example although other species had 
similar results. The time range for Figure 3.23b was shorter to be able to see the slight increase 
of Ca2+ activity coefficient at about 10 minutes.  
Figure 3.23b indicates that the activity coefficients of higher concentration lactose solutions 
obtained using the MSA theory were higher than those with less or no lactose. This is because 
zero–charge species are incorporated into the hard sphere contribution leading to give 
different results for different lactose concentrations. Conversely, Davies theory ignores the 
contribution of zero–charge species automatically as it calculates the activity coefficient based 
on the ionic strength of solution, and hence it is not capable of predicting the effect of sugars 
on activity coefficients. 
There is a similar logic for the decrease and increase in the activity coefficient value to those 
of Figure 3.20 as shown in Figure 3.23b, i.e. strong positive contribution to the ionic strength 
causes lower electrostatic contribution and vice versa.  
3.7.3 Calcium citrate solution 
Citrate has a significant content in milk and dairy products (Garnsworthy et al., 2006). The 
affinity between citrate and calcium is relatively high in milk serum (Holt et al., 1981; Holt, 
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1992; Little and Holt, 2004), in which about 65% of calcium and 28% of magnesium are 
bound to citrate as aqueous calcium citrate (CaCit–) and aqueous magnesium citrate (MgCit– ). 
Free citrate ions including HCit2– and Cit3– constitute the rest of this fraction (Mekmene et 
al., 2010). 10% of the citrate is associated with the casein micelles at natural pH as calcium 
citrate (Ca3Cit2) and magnesium citrate (Mg3Cit2) (Davies and White, 1960; Gaucheron et al., 
1996), or as CPN (see Section 2.1.4.3). 
Addition of phosphate to calcium citrate solutions may cause precipitation as sparingly 
soluble calcium salts (Kubantseva et al., 2004; Vavrusova et al., 2013; Vavrusova and 
Skibsted, 2016). Precipitation of calcium citrate and phosphate salts leads to fouling 
increasing the need for cleaning (Jeurnink and Brinkman, 1994; Jeurnink et al., 1996). The 
solubility of sparingly soluble calcium citrate salt has been extensively studied by several 
researchers for various systems (Vavrusova and Skibsted, 2016; Vavrusova et al., 2017; 
Garcia et al., 2018; Vavrusova et al., 2018). Less study has been done on the speciation of 
ions in a wide range of pH and for high solution concentrations either at equilibrium or 
dynamically, or on the solubility of calcium citrate in milk–like systems. The aim of this 
section is to evaluate how changes in pH and ions activity can affect the speciation and the 
precipitation of the solution.  
3.7.3.1 Controlling pH by NaOH at equilibrium 
The speciation of calcium and citrate in solution was calculated at equilibrium using the MSA 
theory to determine activity coefficients. Moreover, the saturation of tricalcium citrate 
tetrahydrate (Ca3Cit2.4H2O, TCCT) and tricalcium citrate hexahydrate (Ca3Cit2.6H2O, 
TCCH) were calculated with the solubility products of 2.29×10–18 and 2.10×10–17 mol5 L–5 
(Gao, van Halsema, et al., 2010; Vavrusova and Skibsted, 2016).  
Vavrusova and Skibsted (2016) defined two types of solubility product, one of which was the 
so–called ‘thermodynamic solubility product’ (Ksp) based on the activity of species and is 
generally valid at room temperature, whereas the other definition was according to the molar 
concentrations of species: 
  𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎2+
3  𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶3−
2  (3.42)  
  𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = [𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎2+]3[𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑆𝑆3−]2 (3.43)  
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The Equation (3.42) was used in this thesis. Typical results for citrate and calcium are shown 
in Figure 3.24 in a system of 2 mM CaCl2, 2 mM KH2Cit, and 10 mM KCl. These calculations 
were done with the assumption that all products remained as single ion–pairs in solution. The 
contribution of species with less than 1% was not included. pH was controlled by adding 
NaOH from zero to about 15 mM concentration, or 10 mM hydrochloric acid for the lower 
range of pH.  
  
Figure 3.24 a) Citrate and b) calcium simulated distributions at 10 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2 and 
KH2Cit in water; symbols show some of the simulated points calculated by Rice et al. (2010). 
As seen in Figure 3.24a, there is an expected change in speciation from H3Cit to H2Cit– then 
HCit2–, but above pH 5.1, the ion–pair CaCit– becomes the most abundant species. Similarly, 
CaCit– is the most plentiful of the Ca ions at pH values above 5.1. This is because of high 
affinity between free calcium and citrate ions according to Table 3.1. 
An adjustment was made on the intrinsic association constant between the Ca2+ and HCit2– 
from 876 to 1500 mol–1 L signifying higher concentration of CaHCit that enables a better 
fitting with other simulations. Moreover, the Ka value (8.0×104 mol–1 L) between Ca2+ and 
Cit3– suggested by Mekmene et al. (2010) was used instead of 1.65×105 mol–1 L (Table 3.1) 
leading to a lower concentration of CaCit– and hence improved the fitting. 
Figure 3.25a and b show that the saturation of tricalcium citrate tetrahydrate and tricalcium 
citrate hexahydrate remained below 1 for the 2 and 5 mM CaCl2 and KH2Cit solutions. But 
the saturations start to grow gently from pH about 4 because of Cit3– release in the solution, 
and then reached a peak at about pH 6 due to high association between free calcium and citrate 

























































leading to high concentration of ion–pair calcium citrate, and then slightly drop due to 
decrease in free calcium and citrate ions.  
These simulated results were in good agreement with the simulated results presented by Rice 
et al. (2010). The concentration of both Ca2+ and Cit3– in milk serum are about 10 mM (Holt, 
1997). If no other ions were present, which would reduce the ions activities, then 10 mM Ca2+ 
and Cit3– would be about 1.6 and 0.17 times the saturation limit in presence of TCCT and 
TCCH at a typical pH of 6.7, respectively. Consequently, the system was predicted to be 
supersaturated in respect to calcium citrate tetrahydrate. 
As shown by Figure 3.25, the saturation of TCCT is always higher than that of TCCH. This 
is because of the larger solubility product of TCCH than that of TCCT signifying higher 
solubility and hence less saturation of TCCH. 
  
Figure 3.25 a) Saturation of tricalcium citrate tetrahydrate and b) tricalcium citrate hexahydrate at 
different molar concentrations of CaCl2 and KH2Cit, with 10 mM KCl. The y–axes scales of graphs 
are different. 
3.7.3.2 Addition of phosphate to steady state study of calcium citrate 
In another study, 2 mM potassium hydrogen phosphate (KH2PO4) was incorporated into the 
simulation of calcium citrate based on Rice et al. (2010). Figure 3.26a shows the predicted 
distribution of free ions in the phosphate–citrate system in which the solubility product of 
DCPD was assumed to be 2.07×10–7 mol2 L–2. Generally, the calcium citrate system with 
phosphate was similar to the system without phosphate. Small quantities of calcium phosphate 
species were formed at pH above 6 where the concentrations of hydrogen phosphate and 
citrate started to increase.  






















































Figure 3.26 a) Simulated distribution of calcium in 10 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 2 mM KH2Cit, and 2 
mM KH2PO4; b) Saturation of DCPD and TCCT for both 10 mM KCl, 5 mM CaCl2, 5 mM KH2Cit, 
5 mM KH2PO4 and 10 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 2 mM KH2Cit, 2 mM KH2PO4. The symbols express 
some of simulated points calculated by Rice et al. (2010). 
Saturations of DCPD and TCCT were compared for 2 and 5 mM concentrations as shown in 
Figure 3.26b according to the Equations (3.44) and (3.45). Although the Ksp of DCPD is larger 
than that of TCCT, it does not necessarily mean less saturation of DCPD as the ion activity 
product equations are different. It can be seen that the hydrogen phosphate concentration is 




= 2.07 × 10−7 mol2L–2 (3.44)  
 





= 2.29 × 10−18 mol5L–5 (3.45)  
Generally, the presence of citrate decreases the saturation of DCPD in a solution containing 
calcium phosphate (Hignett and Brabson, 1961). This can be seen clearly by comparing Figure 
3.19 and 3.26b, in both of which the saturation of DCPD is plotted as a function of pH for 5 
mM calcium and phosphate solutions. The one containing citrate (Figure 3.26b) had a 
maximum of about 2, whereas the peak point of saturation reached 12 in Figure 3.19. 
Mekmene et al. (2012) investigated the effect of some additives such as citrate in a milk–like 
solutions containing calcium phosphate. They claimed that the saturation of solutions were 
reduced by addition of citrate due to sequestration of free calcium. Similarly, Vavrusova et 
al. (2017) claimed that excess sodium citrate drops the Ca2+ ion concentration because of 
strong affinity between Ca2+ and Cit3– leading to higher calcium citrate solubility, and hence, 
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Ca2+ concentration is controlled by Cit3– concentration. Both figures confirm that the level of 
free calcium was lower when citrate was present. 
3.7.3.3 Addition of lactate to equilibrium of calcium citrate and phosphate 
Calcium lactate (CaLact2) is another salt available in dairy products such as Cheddar cheese 
that may precipitate under certain conditions (Dybing et al., 1988). For instance, sodium 
gluconate was used as an additive to Cheddar cheese to prevent calcium lactate precipitation 
(Ramachandan et al., 2006; Phadungath and Metzger, 2011). Several works have been done 
on the solubility of solutions composed of calcium lactate with other salts at different 
temperatures (Vavrusova et al., 2013; Vavrusova et al., 2014; Vavrusova and Skibsted, 2014).  
Despite these, no study has been done on the speciation of lactate in a solution constituting of 
citrate and phosphate. Therefore, the MSA theory was employed to simulate a solution 
containing 10 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 2 mM KH2Cit, 2 mM KH2PO4, and 2 mM lactic acid, 
the pH of which was controlled continuously by NaOH addition. Apart from DCPD, TCCT, 
and TCCH saturations, calcium lactate saturation was incorporated into the simulation as an 
individual species with solubility product of 5.8×10–3 mol3 L–3 according to Vavrusova et al. 





 (3.46)  
The intrinsic association constants of lactate (Lact–) and other cations in the system were used 
according to Table 3.5, but other Ka values remained the same as in previous systems. 
Table 3.5 Intrinsic association constants (mol–1 L) between lactate (Lact–) and principal cations in the 
simulation. 
 Ca2+ Na+ K+ H+ 
Ion–pair Ka Ion–pair Ka Ion–pair Ka Ion–pair Ka 
Lact– CaLact+ 15a NaLact 2b KLact 2b HLact 7.14×103c 
a (Jackson, 2004), b assumed values according to the other components ratios, c (Kubantseva and Hartel, 2002). 
Typical results for calcium are shown in Figure 3.27a and for lactate in Figure 3.27b. Similar 
to previous equilibrium systems, calculations were done with the assumption that all products 
remained as single ion–pairs in solution without precipitation. The species with a contribution 
of less than 1% are CaH2PO4+, CaHPO4, CaH2Cit+, CaLact+, and KLact. Among the ion–pairs 
in the solution, Lact– is higher than the others for almost the entire pH range, following by the 
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ion–pairs CaCit– and CaPO4–. The high concentration of lactic acid (HLact) in the acidic part 
of graph is due to high affinity between Lact– and H+. 
  
Figure 3.27 Predicted distribution of a) calcium and b) lactate and compounds in a solution 
containing 10 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 2 mM KH2Cit, 2 mM KH2PO4, and 2 mM lactic acid. 
The addition of lactate does not lower considerably the concentration of calcium species. This 
is because of the low value of association constant between free calcium and lactate leading 
to release of Ca2+ and Lact– ions. The association constants between free calcium and Cit3– 
and PO43– are quite large, hence, calcium complexes are not affected greatly by the presence 
of lactate.  
Similar to previous citrate and citrate–phosphate systems, addition of lactate decreased the 
DCPD saturation in a solution of calcium citrate–phosphate due to the sequestration of free 
calcium. Hence, DCPD seems to precipitate first among the other salts, e.g., calcium citrate 
and calcium lactate, according to the saturation graphs. However, this cannot be generalised 
as the mechanism of precipitation determines the order of solid phase formation and the 
subsequent rate of growth (Nancollas, 1992).  
The simulation can be used to estimate the amount of lactic acid required to acidify milk from 
its natural pH of 6.7 to the lowest possible pH of milk where the isoelectric point (IEP) of 
casein is 4.6 according to Walstra et al. (2006) (Figure 3.28). The pH value at which the 
average net charge of protein is equivalent to zero, is termed as isoelectric point at which the 
protein has the least solubility (Southward, 1998; Salis et al., 2011). Casein proteins 
precipitates around the pH of 4.6 at which casein proteins have no net charge leading to milk 
coagulation. In bovine milk, the casein micelles are stable at pH of about 6.7 because of 
negative net charge (Walstra et al., 2006).  
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Figure 3.28 The required amounts of lactic acid needed to change the pH of a solution of milk 
electrolytes from pH 6.7. 
Hence, in this study, calcium and potassium as cations, and chloride, citrate, and phosphate 
as anions were incorporated into the simulations with the same salt concentrations of milk: 
Ca (29 mM) (Mekmene, Le Graet, et al., 2009), K (38.3 mM), Cl (30.4 mM), Cit (9.5 mM) , 
PO4 (20.6 mM) (Holt, 2004). Figure 3.28 shows that no lactic acid was required to reach to 
natural pH, and 23 mM was the amount of lactic acid required to get a pH of 4.6. Therefore, 
an addition of 23 mM of lactic acid would cause this pH change. However, only the main 
electrolyte constituents of milk were included in the model and the role of other components 
such as sodium, sulphate, carbonate, lactose, and proteins were neglected.  
3.7.3.4 Effect of lactose on calcium, potassium, chloride, and citrate solution 
Another simulation, in which the MSA theory was used to calculate activity coefficient and 
subsequently Ca2+ molar activity and pH, was implemented with various lactose contents in 
a multicomponent solution comprising CaCl2, KCl, and K3Cit. The reason for choosing this 
mixture is that similar work has been done on this system theoretically and experimentally 
with sucrose rather than lactose. Therefore, results of Gao, van Leeuwen, et al. (2010) were 
reproduced as an appropriate validation for this study with 5 mM CaCl2, 55 mM KCl, and 4 
mM K3Cit throughout the range of sucrose.  
In this study, the association between calcium, potassium, and the sugars were considered 
despite of their tiny values, although Gao, van Leeuwen, et al. (2010) presumed only the 
affinity between sugars and hydrogen ion. Another adjustment was the ionic size which was 










Lactic acid concentration, mmol/L
pH
← pH=6.7
← pH=4.6 at 23 mM lactic acid
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used from the data of Gao, van Leeuwen, et al. (2010) and Isaad and Perwuelz (2010), for 
sucrose (0.7 nm) and lactose (0.454 nm), respectively, although no value was found for the 
size of corresponding ion–pairs, therefore, they were estimated relatively close to those sugar 
sizes, i.e. 0.6 nm for sucrose and 0.4 nm for lactose ion–pairs. 
Figures 3.29a, b, and d show that pH, Ca2+ activity, and molar activity coefficients calculated 
by the MSA theory were in good agreement with the literature results for sucrose solutions. 
However, sucrose was allowed to dissociate in the solution as an anion (Sucrose–) that 
interacted with the cations such as calcium, potassium (K+), and hydrogen by their 
corresponding association constants. Stearn (1931) proposed intrinsic association constants 
between H+ and sugars including sucrose and lactose which are 5.00×1012 and 1.31×1012 
mol– 1 L, respectively according to Equations (3.47) and (3.48). 𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟𝐻𝐻𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒  represents 
undissociated sucrose. In addition, the saturation of TCCT was included in the calculation and 
was shown in Figure 3.29c. 
 𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟𝐻𝐻𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒 ↔ 𝐻𝐻+ + 𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟𝐻𝐻𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒 −     𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎 =
𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝
𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻+𝑎𝑎𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝− 
 (3.47)  
 𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒 ↔ 𝐻𝐻+ + 𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒−     𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎 =
𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝
𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻+𝑎𝑎𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝− 
 (3.48)  
Since the association constant of sucrose is larger than that of lactose, less HSucrose 
dissociated to the H+ and sucrose– than HLactose to its corresponding free ions. Hence, the 
pH of sucrose solutions was higher than that of lactose. On the other hand, the association 
constant for sucrose– and lactose– were adjusted to 500 and 2000 for Ca2+, 100, and 2200 
mol– 1 L for K+, respectively to be able to get better fitting in pH graph leading to higher Ca2+ 
activity in sucrose solution that than of lactose (Equations (3.49) and (3.50)). Hence, the 
saturation of TCCT in sucrose solutions was higher than that of lactose solutions because 
higher activity of Ca2+. 
 𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒 ↔ 𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎2+ + 𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒−     𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎 =
𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝
𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎2+𝑎𝑎𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝− 
= 2000 (3.49)  
 𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒 ↔ 𝐾𝐾+ + 𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒−          𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎 =
𝑎𝑎𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝
𝑎𝑎𝐾𝐾+𝑎𝑎𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝− 




The variation in Ca2+ activity and pH became larger between simulated and experimental data 
at higher concentrations of sugars. This is probably because of the non–ideality of highly 
concentrated solutions for which the MSA theory still has some uncertainty. Nonetheless, the 
MSA theory is likely capable of activity coefficient prediction for high concentrations of 
sugars in a multicomponent solution. 
  
  
Figure 3.29 Effect of sucrose on a) pH, b) Ca2+ molar activity, c) TCCT saturation and d) predicted 
molar activity coefficient of Ca2+ and H+ by the MSA theory in a multicomponent system containing 
5 mM CaCl2, 55 mM KCl, and 4 mM K3Cit. The solid and dash curves represent this study based on 
the simulation. × and × symbols indicate experimental data from Gao, van Leeuwen, et al. (2010) 
and data based on the calculation, respectively. 
3.7.3.5 Dynamic study of calcium citrate system 
In a study, Garcia et al. (2018) measured pH over time to dynamically investigate precipitation 
of amorphous calcium citrate (ACP) for 0.1 mol L–1 equimolar binary solutions of aqueous 
calcium chloride with sodium dihydrogen phosphate (NaH2PO4), trisodium citrate (Na3Cit), 



























































































or disodium hydrogen citrate (Na2HCit). This system was simulated using the MSA theory 
with the precipitation and dissolution rate constants set to 0.01 and 4×10–4 min–1 for TCCT 
and to 0.2 and 0.5 min–1 for TCCH, respectively to reasonably match the experimental data. 
Figure 3.30 shows the pH of binary solutions over time for three aforementioned species, in 
all of which precipitation was recognisable from the change in pH trend, although it initiated 
differently for each solution depending on the ions interaction.  
 
Figure 3.30 pH of solutions of 0.1 mol L–1 CaCl2 with Na3Cit, Na2HCit, or NaH2PO4. The curves 
and × symbols represent simulation from this study and experimental data from Garcia et al. (2018). 
Dynamic simulation of calcium citrate solutions were performed to determine the solubility 
and precipitates over time in multicomponent solutions containing 30 mM CaCl2, 20 mM 
NaH2PO4, and 9.5 mM KH2Cit with 0, 4.5, and 25%w/w lactose contents. The reason for 
choosing this composition is that no similar work has been done dynamically on the calcium 
citrate and phosphate system by assuming potential precipitate phases. Therefore, 
concentrations close to milk were selected with various levels of lactose. The pH of solution 
was controlled by continuous addition of sodium hydroxide for each time step. Similar to the 
previous simulations, Euler’s method was employed together with the equilibrium 
calculations for each presumed solid phase species (DCPD, DCPA, TCCT, and TCCH) along 
with their solubility products. Lactose was also incorporated into the system and was allowed 
to dissociate to form an anion with a single negative charge (lactose–) that is in association 
with the other cations in the system.  























Figure 3.31 Dynamic simulation of precipitation in a multicomponent solution comprising CaCl2, 
NaH2PO4, and KH2Cit with 0, 4.5, and 25%w/w lactose. a) pH changes; b) DCPD; c) DCPA; d) 
TCCT; and e) molar activity coefficient of Ca2+ over the time. 
 














































































































↑ The MSA theory, 25%w/w lactose
↓ The MSA theory, 4.5%w/w lactose





Figure 3.31 shows the changes in pH, DCPD, DCPA, TCCT, and molar activity coefficient 
over time for the solution containing no lactose, 4.5, and 25%w/w lactose. Figure 3.31a, b, c, 
and d indicate that the parameters were unlikely affected by the addition of lactose. However, 
a slight difference between highest content of lactose (25%w/w) with the two other fractions 
(0 and 4.5%w/w) is observed from the graphs. The principal change is evident in Figure 3.31e, 
for which molar activity coefficient of Ca2+ was calculated by the MSA and Davies theories. 
The MSA theory could satisfactorily distinguish the distinct between various lactose contents 
because of the hard sphere contribution in the formula.   
The initial pH drop in Figure 3.31a indicates the formation of the first solid phase in the first 
5 minutes of the reaction followed by a second pH drop representing TCCT formation at about 
50 minutes. DCPD and TCCT were predicted to remain insoluble in the solution, while DCPA 
dissolved as seen in Figure 3.31c. TCCH and all other solids were given a low initial 
concentration to avoid modelling primary nucleation. The trends of precipitate concentrations, 
pH, and activity coefficient are highly dependent on the precipitation and dissolution rates, 
for which no reliable source could be found. Therefore, they were adjusted to a set of values, 
for which results of Garcia et al. (2018) were reproduced (Figure 3.30). 
From this section, it can be concluded that: 
1. The proposed model is adequately able to predict salt partitioning and speciation of 
ion–pairs in a solution containing solid phase by calculating the saturation of calcium 
salts as an individual species in the set of ions. 
2. Kinetics of precipitation calcium salts including calcium carbonate, phosphate, and 
citrate were predicted satisfactorily by the proposed model. However, more 
experimental data is required to determine the precipitation and dissolution 
mechanisms and their rates as well as crystallisation of various forms of calcium salts 
by taking account of lactose.  
3. Calcium phosphate is thermodynamically the most stable solid phase (Elliot, 1994) 
that is formed in the mixed solutions under certain concentrations, following by the 
calcium citrate but with lower stability possibly due to the smaller value of  solubility 
product and subsequently lower solubility. During sudden precipitation, some 
intermediate solid phases may be formed but dissolution may occur later. 
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3.8 Application of the model to milk serum 
The electrolytes in milk are essential as nutrients and for osmotic balance and have been well 
characterised at normal milk concentrations. When milk, whey, whey permeate or milk 
protein concentrates are concentrated by evaporation or reverse osmosis, the concentration of 
ions particularly calcium phosphate can easily exceed solubility limits. This leads to 
heterogeneous fouling of salts on the evaporators’ surfaces or reverse osmosis membranes, 
causing a serious reduction in performance and thus gradual depreciation of equipment in 
dairy industry (Kezia et al., 2017).  
Several investigations have been carried out on the ion equilibria and interactions of milk 
serum under various conditions by assuming different solid phases in milk that were discussed 
earlier in this chapter. However, less study has been done on ion association, activity, and 
solubility in concentrated bovine milk. The aim in this section is to develop a robust method 
for predicting the state of minerals in any dairy serum (without proteins) up to high 
concentrations. The MSA method was used to calculate free–ion activity coefficients as it 
contained terms that enhanced accuracy at higher concentrations. The role of proteins in milk 
will be thoroughly investigated in Chapter 5.  
3.8.1 Equilibrium study of milk serum 
The proposed model was used in order to calculate the ion partitioning of milk serum, in 
which lactose and saturations of potential solid phase species such as brushite, monetite 
(DCPA), octacalcium phosphate (OCP), whitlockite (WH), hydroxyapatite (HAP), calcium–
deficient apatite (CDA), calcium carbonate (calcite), tricalcium citrate tetrahydrate, and 
magnesium phosphate (Mg3(PO4)2) were calculated. The following species were included in 
the model: calcium, magnesium, sodium, and potassium as cations; citrate, phosphate, 
carbonate, sulphate, chloride, phosphate esters, and carboxylate as anions. Lactose was 
included in the system as an individual species but the presence of milk proteins was ignored 
here and is dealt with separately in Chapter 5. The components were presumed to be 
equilibrated by their corresponding intrinsic association constants for ion–pairs and by 
solubility products for solid phase species. Table 3.1 shows the intrinsic association constants 
for the serum milk ions and Table 3.6 shows the solubility products of solid phases. These 
were presented first by Holt et al. (1981) and then modified by Mekmene, Le Graet, et al. 
(2009) and Mekmene et al. (2010). 
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Table 3.6 Solubility products of solid phase components (Driessens and Verbeeck, 1990; Mekmene, 
Quillard, et al., 2009; Gao, van Halsema, et al., 2010). 
Chemicals Chemical formula Solubility product IAP 
DCPD CaHPO4.2H2O 2.09×10–7 mol2 L–2 𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎2+ × 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂42− 
DCPA CaHPO4 4.00×10–7 mol2 L–2 𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎2+ × 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂42− 




HAP Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 1.58×10–117 mol18 L–18 𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎2+
10 × 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂43−
6 × 𝑎𝑎𝑂𝑂𝐻𝐻−2  
CDA Ca9(HPO4)(PO4)5(OH) 7.94×10–86 mol16 L–16 𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎2+
9 × 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂42− × 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂43−
5 × 𝑎𝑎𝑂𝑂𝐻𝐻− 
WH Ca10(HPO4)(PO4)6 1.99×10–82 mol17 L–17 𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎2+
10 × 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂42− × 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂43−
6  
Calcite CaCO3 4.8×10–9 mol2 L–2 𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎2+ × 𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂32− 
Magnesium 
phosphate Mg3(PO4)2 1.0×10
–24 mol5 L–5 𝑎𝑎𝑀𝑀𝑔𝑔2+
3 × 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂43−
2  




The total concentration of each component in milk serum (Table 3.7) was used to determine 
initial guesses of ion equilibria in milk serum. 
Table 3.7 The total concentration of each principal constituent in milk serum (Holt, 1997). 
Anions Total concentration, mM 
            Citrate 9.368 
            Inorganic phosphate 12.394 
            Carbonate 0.448 
            Sulphate 1.205 
            Chloride 32.300 
            Carboxylate 3.110 
            Phosphate esters 2.592 
Cations  
            Calcium 10.184 
            Magnesium 3.407 
            Sodium 22.006 




Figure 3.32 shows the saturation of potential precipitates in a milk–like solution, for which a 
wide range of concentration was assumed without precipitation. Figure 3.32a and b indicate 
the role of lactose on the saturation of calcium salts. Magnesium salts were not significantly 
affected by the addition of lactose, and thus they were not included in these graphs. Lactose 
has a significant effect on saturation of calcium phosphate particularly DCPD and DCPA and 
less effect on the other solid phases, when milk serum is concentrated up to 50% solids. This 
was also confirmed by Herrington (1934) who stated that lactose associates with calcium and 
increase supersaturation of solution with respect to calcium salt compounds.  
  
Figure 3.32 Saturation of solid phase calcium salts with a) no lactose; b) 25% lactose. The ‘○’ 
indicates points corresponding to the normal electrolyte concentrations of serum (121.4 mM). See 
Table 3.6 for calcium phosphate abbreviations. 
3.8.2 Dynamic study of milk serum 
The kinetics of change in salt equilibria in milk and milk–like systems have been less 
investigated. More recently, Gao, van Halsema, et al. (2010) proposed a theoretical model for 
the ion partitioning prediction of freshly prepared SMUF, for which a kinetics study was 
investigated to ascertain the change of solubility product over time using the AESolve 
program.  
Despite this study and those that were previously described in Chapter 2, further research is 
required to clarify the change in ion equilibria as well as the formation of potential precipitates 
over time. Milk ions and solid phase salts were incorporated into the dynamic system. The 
intrinsic association constants and solubility products were used from Tables 3.1 and 3.6.  






































Figure 3.33 illustrates the simulated dynamic change on salt equilibria of milk serum when 
the solution has 0, 4.5%w/w, and 25%w/w lactose, showing that higher contents of lactose 
cause formation of higher concentrations of DCPD and DCPA (Figure 3.33c), and an earlier 
drop in pH (Figure 3.33a). DCPD is known to be the dominant precipitate formed in the 
solution, whose saturation and concentration was higher than other solid salts as confirmed 
by van Kemenade and de Bruyn (1987). Gao, van Halsema, et al. (2010) claimed that DCPD 
precipitate was the main reason for the pH drop in SMUF over time.  
  
  
Figure 3.33 Influence of lactose addition on a) pH; b) saturation of potential solid phase species 
with no lactose in the solution; c) dominant solid phase concentrations; and d) molar activity 
coefficient of Ca2+ over time in a simulation containing milk serum components. The legend from 
Figure 3.33a corresponds also to Figure 3.33c. 
Gao, van Halsema, et al. (2010) predicted the precipitation of calcium salts such as DCPD, 
OCP, and DCPA to a higher degree, and less quantities of CDA from milk serum. Mg3(PO4)2, 



































































































↑ The MSA thoery, 25%w/w lactose
↓ The MSA thoery, 4.5%w/w lactose
↑ The MSA thoery, No lactose
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CaCO3, and WH remained soluble in the solution and the saturation of hydroxyapatite (HAP) 
was close to zero (Gao, van Halsema, et al., 2010). 
In milk serum, the ions are either free or in association as ion–pairs according to their 
association constants. As shown in Figure 3.34, about 70% of total soluble calcium was 
associated with the calcium citrate, and 20% was present as free calcium, which were in a 
good agreement with the mineral distribution calculated by Mekmene, Le Graet, et al. (2009) 
for a milk serum solution. The reason for low concentration of calcium phosphate was its low 
solubility. Other calcium salts constituted the remaining 10% of total soluble calcium. 
Nonetheless, these values dropped over time due to formation of calcium solid phase salts 
that are mainly DCPD, OCP, and DCPA with a total concentration of about 3 mM. However, 
the milk serum is supersaturated in respect to calcium phosphate salts, and hence no 
precipitation should be predicted. The time scale here is quite fast, but in a study by Howell 
(1998), fouling in the whey permeate occurred over days showing that fouling content did not 
change much over few days. 
The soluble calcium phosphates had lower concentration than soluble calcium citrates, 
remaining mainly as ion–pairs with total concentration of 5.70 mM as indicated in Table 3.8, 
while calcium phosphates appeared mostly as calcium solid phases. 
 
Figure 3.34 The simulated dynamic change of total calcium species over time in the milk serum 
solution. 
Table 3.8 shows the simulated soluble and insoluble calcium species in the milk serum 
solution after 500 minutes. 





























The precipitation and dissolution rate constants of the solid phase salts were estimated to get 
results as discussed in the earlier sections on precipitation in previously reported systems. The 
rate constant values are provided in Appendix 6. The DCPD rate constants were used to guess 
for other rate constants of potential salts. E.g. DCPA might have higher solubility and hence 
precipitation than DCPD leading to have large precipitation rate constants. Further, DCPA 
dissolves in the solution implying higher dissolution rate constant than DCPD.  
Table 3.8 The calcium ion–pairs and precipitates at 500 minutes. 












0.002 DCPA 10–82 
CaCO3 7.91×10–6 
CaHSO4+ 1.01×10–7 
0.03 HAP 1.24×10–6 
CaSO4 0.03 






CaRCOO+ 0.02 0.02 
CaOH+ 2.26×10–7 2.3×10–7 
CaCO3 10–33 
Ca2+ 1.04 1.04 
Total soluble calcium 7.10 Total insoluble calcium 3.08 
 
In another similar dynamic simulation of milk serum, initial concentrations were doubled to 
check the effect on the ion equilibria of milk serum. Other parameters remained unchanged 
as it is desirable to see only the effect of concentrations. The higher concentration of species 
caused a higher initial pH and subsequently higher pH after 500 minutes, leading to double 
the saturation over time for all potential salts. The DCPD concentration was seen to be 
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relatively high among the other solid phase species with about 8 mM, followed by the DCPA 




Figure 3.35 Effect of double the normal concentration of milk serum on a) pH; b) saturation; and c) 
concentrations of potential solid phase salts. 
3.9 Conclusions 
The simulation method was able to predict speciation and precipitation in a range of solutions, 
some of which were validated using experimental data. The model gave satisfactory results 
for various aqueous solution, in the sense that there was a good match of the shape and values 
of the graphs between the results of this study and other works either experimentally or by 
simulation.  







































































Adjustments of association constants were sometimes necessary to get better fitting with 
corresponding experimental and simulated data in literature because there are many different 
values for each association constant. 
The Mean Spherical Approximation (MSA) method was used to calculate free–ion activity 
coefficients as it contained terms that enhanced accuracy at higher concentrations. Further, it 
allows the addition of zero–charge component such as lactose, whereas the other models like 
Davies theory or Extended Debye–Hückel contain the charge term in their formula leading to 
activity coefficient of unity for zero–charge species. The MSA theory is capable of making 
distinction between activity coefficient of a solution comprising sugar by incorporating size 
and concentrations related terms as the main strength of this method. 
The results were in reasonable agreement with those presented by the literature from either 
experiments or other simulations. This shows that the assumptions made are quite accurate 
for calculations of salt partitioning in various systems, and can be applied to various milk–
like systems as long as the initial concentrations are well defined and determined. However, 
more validation with complex milk solutions is desirable. The intrinsic association constants 
and solubility products were assumed in the temperature range of 20–25 ˚C. More research is 
required to identify the constants for other temperatures to be able to expand this model for 
other milk–like solutions and possibly in cheese making process where heat treatment and 
other temperature–related factors are inevitable (Mekmene, Le Graet, et al., 2009).  
No sufficient data are available for the precipitation and dissolution rate constants of 
precipitates in milk, and hence investigations seem necessary for the calculations of those 








4 Experimental Aspects of Calcium Phosphate Precipitation 
 
4.1 Introduction 
The aim of this chapter was to investigate the effect of lactose on the solubility of calcium 
phosphate with varied and controlled pH and at different concentrations. Different 
concentrations of calcium chloride, sodium phosphate, sodium hydroxide with and without 
lactose were mixed, and pH and conductivity were measured to follow the precipitation of 
calcium phosphate over the time. This system was used because it is one the simplest to mimic 
milk. Moreover, calcium phosphate can precipitate as the principal salt available in milk. The 
outcomes of this study will show a possible role of lactose in stabilising calcium phosphate 
solutions possibly by formation of calcium phosphate nanoparticles. 
Doherty and Wright (2004) studied the effect of sugars on various calcium salts in a calcium 
oxalate (CaC2O4) solution in presence of sucrose. In other research, Besic (1985) speculated 
that sucrose influences calcium and phosphate solubility in teeth. 
The experiment work was begun with research into the effect of milk minerals on “fouling” 
of reverse osmosis membranes used for concentration of milk (Tew, 2015) and then the effect 
of ion activities on solubility of calcium phosphate in milk in Chapter 3. Preliminary 
experiments of the model solutions containing CaCl2, NaH2PO4, and NaOH showed an 
unexpected absence of precipitation when lactose was added. Although similar results have 
been obtained using simulated body fluids (Oyane et al., 2002), no work with lactose in the 
calcium phosphate system has been found. Little data are available from literature for 
validation in this thesis. Therefore, a few experiments were carried out to gain more data for 
comparison. 
4.2 Materials and methods 
4.2.1 Chemicals and reagents 
Fresh stock solution of 1 mol L–1 calcium chloride dihydrate (CaCl2.2H2O, Thermo Fischer 
Scientific, Australia), 1 mol L–1 sodium dihydrogen phosphate monohydrate (NaH2PO4.H2O, 
AnalaR, VWR International Ltd., Poole, England), and 1 mol L–1 sodium hydroxide (NaOH, 
LabServ, Australia) were prepared.  
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14.7 g (equivalent to 1 mol L–1) CaCl2.2H2O was weighed into a 100 mL volumetric flask and 
was made up to 100 mL with Milli–Q water.  
Likewise, stock solutions of sodium phosphate and sodium hydroxide were prepared 
individually in 100 mL volumetric flasks. Dilute stock solutions of sodium hydroxide with 
0.5 and 0.02 mol L–1 were also prepared.  
Stock solutions were made up a day before the experiments to ensure that their temperatures 
were fully equilibrated to the laboratory temperature. 
Generally, solutions of lactose monohydrate (C12H22O11.H2O, AnalaR, Poole, England) with 
a concentration of 9.5%w/w lactose were made up in 100 mL volumetric flasks a day before 
for experiments containing lactose. However, due to three different recipes for mixing 
solutions containing lactose, full descriptions on the preparation will be given at each related 
section. 
All of the experiments were carried out at room temperature, which was about 23 ˚C, but the 
temperature was recorded throughout the runs over time to ensure no heat was produced that 
might affect the results. 
4.2.2 Analytical instruments 
4.2.2.1 pH meter 
The pH of solutions was measured by a CyberScan pH 510 pH/mV meter (Eutech, Germany) 
with an Eutech pH probe that was equipped with an automatic temperature compensation. 
Another CyberScan pH 310 pH/mV meter (Eutech, Germany) was also used when the pH of 
two solutions needed to be adjusted simultaneously before mixing. The pH meters were 
calibrated to ±0.02 of standard buffer pH values. 
4.2.2.2 Conductivity meter 
The electrical conductivity meter of solutions were measured with a Lab 960 conductivity 
meter that was equipped with a Lab LF413T standard conductivity cell (Schott, Germany) 
with a resolution of ±1 μS cm–1. The conductivity meter was set to a linear temperature 
compensation with an accuracy of ±0.5% and a temperature coefficient of 1.754% K–1. The 
probe was rinsed with Milli–Q water before and after each measurement. 
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4.2.2.3 Dynamic Light Scattering 
Dynamic light scattering (DLS, Zetasizer, Model Nano Series, Malvern Instruments, 
Worcestershire, United Kingdom) was used to determine size distribution of particles in the 
mixed solutions. Three runs were defined in the software, in which water was chosen as a 
dispersant with the refractive index of 1.333 and absorption of zero. Temperature and 
equilibration time were set to 23 ˚C and 90 minutes, respectively. Standard operating 
procedures were followed. 
4.2.3 Solution preparations 
In this section, binary solutions of CaCl2, NaH2PO4, and lactose were individually tested, 
because in initial experiments (without argon), it was found that the pH of ingredient 
solutions, especially CaCl2, fluctuated rapidly within minutes when magnetically stirred and 
exposed to air. Hence, ternary solutions of CaCl2, NaH2PO4, and lactose with NaOH were 
also prepared to improve pH and conductivity stabilisation over time. This enabled the 
estimation of the right concentration of each solution before mixing to obtain the desirable 
initial and stable pH values after mixing.  
4.2.3.1 Preparation of binary solutions of CaCl2 and NaH2PO4 
Six mL (equivalent to 0.06 mol L–1) of the calcium chloride stock solution was drawn up by 
a clean and dry 5±0.015 mL glass pipette and 1 mL by a 1±0.007 mL glass pipette. They were 
transferred to a clean and dry 100 mL volumetric flask, which was filled up with milli–Q 
water to 100 mL. The calcium chloride solution was shaken gently and was transferred to a 
250 mL glass beaker, into which probes of analytical instruments were placed to measure pH, 
conductivity, and temperature over time. 60 mM NaH2PO4 solution was made up similar to 
the preparation of 60 mM CaCl2 solution. 
4.2.3.2 Preparation of binary solution of lactose 




The lactose solution was incubated at 40 ̊ C with orbital shaking at 140 rpm for approximately 
4 hours to ensure complete dissolution of lactose. It was then stored at laboratory temperature 
(23 ˚C) to equilibrate. 
4.2.3.3 Preparation of ternary solutions of CaCl2 or NaH2PO4 or lactose with NaOH 
Ternary solutions of CaCl2 or NaH2PO4 or lactose with NaOH were made up very similar to 
the preparation of corresponding binary solutions, but a certain amount of NaOH was added 
to 100 mL of flask. For example, identically, 6 mL (equivalent to 0.06 mol L–1) of the CaCl2 
stock solution was drawn up and transferred to a 100 mL volumetric flask, to which 2 mL 
(equivalent to 1 mM) of the 0.05 M NaOH stock solution was added. The solution was then 
filled up with Milli–Q water and was poured to a container for pH and conductivity 
measurements. 
Smaller quantities of NaOH were drawn up by micropipettes in the range of 20–100, or 200–
1000 μL, both of which were calibrated before each set of experiment to ensure the accuracy 
of taken volume by weighting Milli–Q water on the balance. 
Similarly, ternary solutions of lactose and NaOH solutions were made up in the same way but 
a different amount of NaOH was added. 
4.2.3.4 Preparation of mixed solutions 
For each mixed solution, solutions of both CaCl2 and NaH2PO4 (unmixed) were prepared in 
a 100 mL volumetric flask with various concentrations, and sodium hydroxide was added to 
achieve a desired pH value in a similar way of ternary solution preparations. Once both 
solutions reached to a stable and same pH values, they were mixed. 
For mixed solutions containing lactose, two 9.5%w/w lactose solutions with NaOH were 
prepared in an identical method to the preparation of ternary solutions. One lactose solution 
was used for preparation of calcium chloride solution and the other one for sodium phosphate 
solution. 
4.2.3.5 Experimental operation conditions 
Five modes of operation were tested to determine how the experimental conditions would 
affect the pH and conductivity of the solutions: 
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1. The solution was poured to a beaker which is exposed to open air; 
2. The container was sealed by a lid to avoid CO2 absorption from air; 
3. The container was open to air placed on magnetic stirrer while bubbling air in; 
4. The container was placed on a magnetic stirrer while flowing argon into the headspace; 
5. The container was placed on a magnetic stirrer while bubbling argon into the solution 
as shown in Figure 4.1. 
Holes were drilled in the lid of container for gas and probes as shown in Figure 4.1. 
Instruments grade argon gas was bubbled at 40 cm3 min–1 to the bottom of each solution to 
strip and prevent absorption of any carbon dioxide which strongly influenced pH. pH, 
conductivity, and temperature were measured and recorded over time while argon was 
bubbling in. Samples were taken from time to time for the particle size analysis using the DLS 
instrument to identify the possible formation of nanoparticles.  
 
Figure 4.1 The experimental set–up for the majority of experiments. 
4.3 Results and discussion 
4.3.1 CaCl2 solution 
A binary solution of CaCl2 was exposed to air to monitor how pH and conductivity are 
affected dynamically. Figure 4.2a shows the values of pH and conductivity of 60 mM CaCl2 
solution which was exposed to air. The drop in pH and conductivity clearly implies absorption 




Figure 4.2 pH and conductivity changes of 60 mM CaCl2 solution over the time while open to air. 
It was believed that gaseous CO2 enters the aqueous phase of a solution to achieve 
thermodynamic equilibrium with atmosphere: 
 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2(𝑔𝑔)
𝐾𝐾𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2�⎯� 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2(𝑎𝑎𝑞𝑞) (4.1) 
where 𝐾𝐾𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2 is the solubility coefficient of CO2 in the aqueous phase of solution, dissolution 
of which is about 0.038 mol L–1 bar–1. 
 �𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2(𝑎𝑎𝑞𝑞)� = 𝐾𝐾𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2 (4.2) 
Here [𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2(𝑎𝑎𝑞𝑞)] is the molar concentration of CO2 in the aqueous phase; 𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2 is the partial 
pressure of CO2 on the surface solution, [bar]. 
The dissolved carbon dioxide thermodynamically interacts with water forming carbonic acid, 
which may lose up two protons according to the following equilibria with three different 
intrinsic association constants (Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001; Wikipedia, n.d): 
 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2(𝑎𝑎𝑞𝑞) + 𝐻𝐻2𝐶𝐶(𝑠𝑠) ↔ 𝐻𝐻2𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3(𝑎𝑎𝑞𝑞)         𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎1 =
𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻2𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂3
𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2
= 1.7 × 10−3[−] (4.3) 
 𝐻𝐻2𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3 ↔ 𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3– + 𝐻𝐻+                         𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎2 =
𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻2𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂3
𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂3−𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻+
= 4 × 103 [mol−1 L] (4.4) 


































 𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3– ↔𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶32− + 𝐻𝐻+                            𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎3 =
𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂3−
𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂32−𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻+
= 2.13 × 1010 [mol−1 L] (4.5) 
The 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎2 value is inconsistent and far lower than that of the 2.25 × 10
6 mol–1 L presented by 
Holt et al. (1981). Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow (2001) used the ratio 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎2
𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎1






= 2.35 × 106 (4.6) 
The transmission of gaseous to aqueous CO2 then to carbonic acid leads the solution to release 
up to two hydrogen ions and subsequently drop in pH. 
These equilibria were used to simulate influence of CO2 absorption on pH values of CaCl2 
solution. Calcium, bicarbonate (HCO3–), carbonate (CO32–), hydrogen, hydroxide ions were 
incorporated into the model with identical corresponding intrinsic associations given in 
Chapter 3 (Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001).  
Figure 4.3 illustrates the pH drop in 60 mM CaCl2 solution as a function of CO2 concentration 
as the result of simulation. This clearly shows that pH reduces rapidly at very low CO2 
concentrations and then drops slowly for higher concentration. According to Figure 4.2, the 
initial pH value was 6.4 for the experimental measurement of CaCl2 solution that is equivalent 
to absorption of about 4 ppm CO2 from air into the solution. This is possibly because there 
was a little delay in pH measurement due to pouring the solution and adjusting analytical 
probes in the beaker.  
 
Figure 4.3 pH of 60 mM CaCl2 solution when it was assumed to be exposed to air. 














4.3.1.1 Ternary solution of CaCl2 with NaOH 
Since it was noticed that measuring pH of CaCl2 in a beaker exposed to air was not a reliable 
operational method, titration of the solution with NaOH was tested to see how it could help 
to stabilise the solution. Titration results with NaOH were inconsistent as shown in Figure 
4.4, and clearly showed absorption of CO2 during a lunch break. The equilibrium pH of CaCl2 
before the addition of NaOH was less than 5.5. Hence, NaOH alone is not sufficient to 
stabilise the pH. Therefore, other operational conditions needed to be carried out on CaCl2 
solution to minimise pH fluctuations over time, one of which would probably be covering the 
beaker solution to avoid entering carbon dioxide into the solution. The other conditions were 
described separately in Section 4.2.3.5. 
 
Figure 4.4 Titration of 60 mM CaCl2 solution with NaOH while stirred and open to air. 
The experiment was carried out by the first four modes of operation, in which the CaCl2 
solution was exposed to air in an open beaker, was sealed with a lid, was open to air while air 
bubbling in, and was treated with argon gas bubbling in the headspace as shown in Figure 4.5. 
The solution was more stable when it was sealed with a lid on indicating less absorption of 
carbon dioxide. It was expected that bubbling air in the solution could obtain a consistent 
equilibrium with atmosphere carbon dioxide, but the data for pH and conductivity could not 
prove that. However, the solution became consistent after about 20 minutes by purging argon 
in the headspace while it was sealed with a lid. 
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Figure 4.5 pH and conductivity of 60 mM CaCl2 solutions under four different experimental 
operations. 
Subsequently, bubbling argon in the aqueous phase along with the addition of NaOH was 
found the most effective operational condition in comparison with the others. Figure 4.6a 
shows the pH of CaCl2 solutions with different concentrations of NaOH operating under 
bubbling argon. When argon was bubbled through the solution, the pH values were about 1.5 
units higher and more repeatable between experiments than those exposed to air. It clearly 
shows that NaOH and bubbling argon could effectively improve pH stabilisation over time 
especially for higher amounts of NaOH. Thus, it seems that CaCl2 solution with lower 
quantities of NaOH could be harder to control due to potential absorption of carbon dioxide 
into the solution as the pH gets closer to natural milk pH.  
Figure 4.6b indicates the titration results of CaCl2 solution with NaOH, which is more 
consistent than those exposed to air. Figure 4.6 helped to determine the required amount of 
NaOH to get the desired initial pH value before mixing solutions. 
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Figure 4.6 pH of 60 mM CaCl2 solution with bubbled argon a) over time; and b) as a function of 
various NaOH added in mM. 
4.3.2 NaH2PO4 solution 
Solutions of sodium phosphate were much more stable even without NaOH addition or 
bubbling argon. This is because the solution has naturally low pH hence addition of carbonic 
acid is not able to reduce pH anymore. 
Similarly, pH and conductivity of NaH2PO4 solutions were measured by addition of NaOH 
and argon gas bubbling in to avoid any CO2 absorption. Figure 4.7a shows the pH and 
conductivity of 60 mM NaH2PO4 solution when pH was adjusted to 7.5 by adding NaOH in 
the middle of the experiment. First, 10 mM NaOH was added to the solution giving pH of 
about 6.1, then about 47.1 mM was added to reach to adjusted pH but it was a bit higher than 
expected. 45 mM NaOH gave closer stable pH values but a bit lower than the adjusted one. 
Therefore, 9 mM more was added to the solution giving pH about 7.5. Figure 4.7b indicates 
the measured conductivity, which corresponds to the pH change data for the three sodium 
phosphate solutions. This shows that solutions containing more NaOH are likely more 
conductive, this is because the solution contains more charged species. 






































Figure 4.7 a) pH and b) conductivity of 60 mM NaH2PO4 solution titrated with NaOH while argon 
gas bubbled in the aqueous phase. 
4.3.3 Lactose solution 
Binary solutions of lactose in water with 2.5, 5, and 7.5%w/w lactose were tested in open 
beakers exposed to air and a 9.5%w/w solution was tested with argon bubbling into the 
solution. The resulting pH and conductivity are shown in Figure 4.8. During the experiments, 
conductivity, and especially pH values were unstable for those solutions exposed to air, so the 
mean value of each measurement was recorded each minute. However, more improvement 
was observed once the solution was sealed with a lid with argon bubbling. This is probably 
because of less carbon dioxide absorbed in the solution. The 9.5%w/w solution will have been 
more stable because of its lower pH. 
  
Figure 4.8 a) pH and b) conductivity of lactose solutions with 2.5, 5, 7.5, and 9.5%w/w contents 
when they are either exposed to air or sealed while argon gas purging in. 
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Hence, the titration of lactose with NaOH seemed necessary with bubbling argon gas to 
stabilise pH values. Figure 4.9a shows the titration of 9.5%w/w lactose with different 
concentrations of NaOH to see how much base is needed to obtain the adjusted pH. Moreover, 
consistent and stable results were observed for each solution of lactose with NaOH over time. 
  
Figure 4.9 Titration of 9.5%w/w lactose solutions with argon bubbling a) with various NaOH 
concentrations, and b) by different lactose sources. 
During pH adjustment, it was noticed that adjustment of lactose solutions required more 
NaOH than expected. Lactose can dissociate a very small amount in solution with a 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 given 
by Stearn (1931) of 7.6×10–13 mol–1 L. Using this acidity constant one can calculate that a 
9.5% solution has an expected pH of 6.33. Once 3 mmol/L of NaOH has been added the pH 
is expected to tend to about 11.5 but the pH reached only 10.2 in the experiments as shown in 
Figure 4.9b. The test was repeated using three different samples of lactose from Sigma–
Aldrich, AR, and AnalaR, though is possible that all samples had the same origin. The 
possibility of the presence of lactose phosphate was considered as this would have the effect 
of lowering the pH and would interact with NaOH more than lactose (Lifran, 2007).  
4.3.4 Mixed solutions 
Solutions of CaCl2 and NaH2PO4 with a 1:1 ratio of Ca/P were prepared individually for the 
mixed solutions either with or without lactose but with NaOH based on the preparation 
method given in Section 4.2.3.4.  
Concentrations after mixing of 3.5, 5, and 10 mM Ca and PO4 with the adjusted initial pH of 
about 6.5 were tested and shown in Figure 4.10 along with their corresponding DLS analysis 







































results as a function of particle size. Samples were taken for analysis as soon as the previous 
run of Zetasizer was completed to ensure each part of the graph was analysed by the Zetasizer.  
Differences were seen for 5 mM solutions with and without lactose at pH about 6.5 (Figure 
4.10c). In this figure, it can be seen that precipitation, as indicated by the pH drop, is not 
instantaneous. This is explained by the rate of precipitation being proportional to the area of 
precipitated particles already in the system. The solution with lactose delayed precipitation 
even though it was at a slightly higher pH and hence less stable. Similarly, for 3.5 mM (Figure 
5a) with almost identical pH in both solutions, the presence of lactose increased the stability 
of the solution. No precipitation was observed even after 200 minutes. Figure 4.10e illustrates 
the pH change over time for 10 mM solution, in which both solutions with 9.5 and 19.95%w/w 
lactose had a slightly lower initial pH, even though the ternary solution pH values were 
stabilised at about 6.5, but it immediately dropped. This is probably because of higher 
saturation of the solution so the stabilisation by lactose was insufficient.  
By comparing Figures 4.10a, c, and e, it can be concluded that lower contents of CaCl2 and 
NaH2PO4 are more stable and thus the precipitation occurs at a later time with a small drop in 
pH. 
The most striking difference between solutions with and without lactose was shown by the 
Zetasizer response as seen in Figure 4.10b, d, and f. Mixtures with 9.5% w/w lactose at a pH 
about 6.5 showed a peak at a particle diameter close to 1 nm. Mixtures without lactose did not 
show this peak. The same peak was observed in a sample with lactose that had been kept for 
3 days before particle size measurement, indicating that the particles were stable. Samples of 
lactose only did not show any peaks so it was concluded that the peak is from a reaction 











Figure 4.10 pH changes and DLS analysis, indicating precipitation, for a, b) 3.5 mM; c, d) 5 mM; 
and e, f) 10 mM CaCl2 and NaH2PO4 with 9.5%w/w and without lactose with adjusted initial pH of 
about 6.5. 
In another experiment with 2.5 mM of CaCl2 and NaH2PO4 without lactose, no precipitation 
was detected either by eye, by shining a laser pointer through the solution, even though a 
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small peak is seen at about 103 nm in Figure 4.11b. pH remained relatively constant for about 
1 hour indicating the absence of precipitation. 
  
Figure 4.11 a) pH changes, and b) DLS analysis of 2.5 mM CaCl2 and NaH2PO4 without lactose. 
The initial pH of solutions was adjusted to about 5.5 by adding less NaOH for the solution 
with 10 mM concentration to see if any precipitation occurred in the solution. At lower pH 
values, solutions with 10 mM no sign of precipitation was seen either with or without lactose 
at pH 5.2 as shown in Figure 4.12a and b. These results are consistent with the lower saturation 
at lower pH that was simulated previously in Figure 3.19 in Chapter 3. Hence, the amount of 
NaOH or the pH is a factor affecting the formation of nanoparticles in the mixed solutions. 
Figure 4.12c indicates that precipitation started immediately for the 20 mM solution without 
lactose and within 3 minutes for the solution with lactose. 
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Figure 4.12 pH changes and DLS analysis, for a, b) 10 mM; c, d) 20 mM; CaCl2 and NaH2PO4 with 
9.5%w/w and without lactose with adjusted initial pH of about 5.5. 
Similar nm size particles have been found in simulated body fluids by Oyane et al. (2002) 
using 2.5 mM Ca2+ and 1.0 mM HPO42– at pH 7.4 and by Onuma and Ito (1998). Kellermeier 
et al. (2012) found stable clusters in a calcium carbonate silica system. A number of structures 
have been proposed. A popular one has been the Posner cluster (Posner and Betts, 1975), 
Ca9(PO4)6, which has a theoretical diameter of 0.95 nm. Lin and Chiu (2017) simulated 
possible structures for calcium phosphate clusters with sizes of about 1 nm and obtained some 
alternative structures with lower energies than the Posner cluster. 
Without a known composition, it was not possible to include the nanoparticles into the model. 
Hence, simulation of the pH change was not possible. 
The results shown in Figure 4.10 are the key results of this chapter. When lactose is added to 
the calcium phosphate system with concentrations similar to those found in bovine milk, 
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nanoparticles are formed. The formation of these seems to prevent or reduce the precipitation 
of calcium phosphate and hence will add to the stability of calcium phosphate in milk. This 
effect will be in addition to the role of casein in stabilising calcium phosphate in milk as 
discussed by Holt (2004). Lactose will act in the milk serum (outside of the casein micelles) 
so might have a role in stabilising the fraction in the serum. 
There are many uncertainties in these experiments and the mechanism for the increased 
stabilisation is unclear. It is reasonably certain that when lactose is present, nanoparticles of 
about 1 nm are formed, while solutions containing no lactose formed precipitates with larger 
particles size. 
There is no evidence at this stage of the composition or structure of these particles. Given the 
unexpected titration curve of lactose, it is possible that there is a significant amount of lactose 
phosphate or other substance in the lactose, and that this forms part of the nanoparticle. If 
lactose does not make up part of the nanoparticle, there are other mechanisms for interactions. 
The presence of lactose will increase the solution viscosity and possibly reduce the rate of 
normal precipitation. Disaccharides like sucrose, maltose, and lactose typically are hydrated 
by about five water molecules in solution, which reduces the water activity, hence affecting 
calcium and phosphate ion interaction. Little and Holt (2004) showed that β–casein 
phosphopeptide in milk will stabilise casein phosphate nanoparticles, but did not speculate on 
a structure. Likewise Oyane et al. (2002) who measured 1 nm calcium phosphate particles did 
not discuss their structure. Lin and Chiu (2017) showed that the structures have not yet been 
confirmed. 
In this preliminary work, the Ca/P ratio used as 1:1, but the Posner cluster has a ratio of 1.5:1. 
Little and Holt (2004) suggested a lower limit of 1.15 for Ca/P in a CPN solution containing 
5 mg β–casein in a buffer solution of 30 mM Ca(NO3)2, 5 mM Mg(NO3)2, 20 mM KH2PO4, 
26 mM KNO3, and 1.5 mM NaN3. It is expected that a ratio closer to 1.5 will increase stability 
so some future experiments are recommended with this ratio. 
The nanoparticles have been found to be stable for at least 3 days, but this duration needs to 
be extended and tested for a range of conditions. Oyane et al. (2002) showed stability for 7 
days in simulated body fluids.  
Lactose is the first sugar found to form nanoparticles with calcium phosphate, but the effect 
of other sugars like disaccharides and monosaccharides are unknown monosaccharides are 
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unknown which are useful to be tested to see how they can influence the solubility of calcium 
phosphate solution.  
4.4 Conclusions 
Binary solutions of calcium chloride and sodium phosphate as well as corresponding ternary 
solutions with lactose were stabilised by designing an effective experimental set–up to reach 
the desired initial pH value before mixing them together and to prevent any carbon dioxide 
absorption from the air which strongly affected the pH of ingredient solutions especially 
calcium chloride. Given the experimental results, it was found that purging argon in the 
solution and sealing the container could satisfactorily minimise carbon dioxide absorption 
from air into the solutions. 
The experimental results clearly showed the formation of a 1 nm nanoparticle in solutions of 
lactose and calcium and phosphate ions. Lactose was found to prevent or slow down the 
precipitation of calcium phosphate, probably as calcium dihydrogen phosphate. The structure 
of the nanoparticle is not known and, based on current research in this area, might be difficult 
to determine. The effects of many of the conditions such as concentration, ion ratios, pH, 
lactose concentration, and time need to be tested. The effects of lactose in this ideal system 
indicate that it might have a role for the stabilisation of calcium phosphate in milk that might 











 5 Development of the Model to Bovine Milk  
 
5.1 Introduction 
Fundamental research has been conducted on the calculations of salt equilibria in milk serum 
and simulated milk ultrafiltrate (SMUF) without proteins (Holt et al., 1981; Lyster, 1981; 
Wood et al., 1981; Gao, van Halsema, et al., 2010) and fewer studies have been done on salt 
partitioning of milk by incorporating phosphoserine residues of casein molecule (Holt, 2004; 
Little and Holt, 2004; Mekmene, Le Graet, et al., 2009; Mekmene et al., 2010). More recently, 
Bijl et al. (2018) developed a comprehensive model, in which magnesium ions were assumed 
to bind to caseins with identical association constants as calcium and by incorporating 
dissociable side groups of amino acids in casein proteins. In this thesis, the proposed model 
described in Chapter 3 was applied to milk to calculate ion equilibria between the aqueous 
and micellar phases of milk by including dissociable amino acids of both phases. Further, the 
model was used to predict dynamic changes due to supersaturation in milk. 
5.2 Description of the model 
The proposed model, which was fully described in Chapter 3, was used to determine ion 
speciation in milk. The model was applied to various systems and gave reasonable results 
under various conditions. The major constituents of aqueous and micellar phases of milk that 
were included in the model are calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium, hydrogen, citrate, 
inorganic phosphate, carbonate, sulphate, phosphate esters, chloride, carboxylate, and 
hydroxide. In this chapter, the model is extended to include the amino acids of αs1–, αs2–, β–, 
κ–casein and β–lactoglobulin, α–lactalbumin, and bovine serum albumin. 
Some of the amino acids in proteins have a dissociable side chain in their structures that is 
either basic or acidic depending on their dissociation constants. Only dissociable side groups 
of particular amino acid were used in the model. E.g., alanine is a non–polar and uncharged 
side chain, which is unlikely to affect pH of the solution, whereas aspartic acid with one 
dissociable side group acts as an acid (Belitz and Grosch, 1999). The chemical structure of all 
amino acids with either charged or uncharged side groups are listed in Appendix 7. Table 5.1 
gives the dissociable side groups of amino acids with their dissociation constants. 
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Table 5.1 The dissociation of the amino acids side groups of the milk proteins (Belitz and Grosch, 1999; Mercadé-Prieto et al., 2007). 
Amino acid Side group The equilibrium Kd of the side group 
Arginine –CH2CH2CH2NHCNHNH2 (–RNH2) Arg + H







Aspartic acid –CH2COOH (–RCOOH) Asp

































Lysine –CH2CH2CH2CH2NH2 (–RNH2) Lys + H






























Note: the formula written in the parentheses represent the abbreviated form of the side groups.
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Each protein molecule has many different residues with potential hydrogen ion equilibria. 
Dissociable acidic and basic side groups are bound covalently to a higher degree to hydrogen 
ions and to a lesser degree to other cations (Kuehner et al., 1999). The affinity between other 
cations and amino acids was not ignored despite being small. At any pH given, these residues 
will be in various protonation states depending on their individual ion dissociation constant, 
i.e. Kd often expressed as pKd. Thus, the protein will have a net charge, which varies with pH. 
With knowledge of all the individual pKd values of all the possible hydrogen ion and other 
cations ion–pairs found in a protein, it is possible to calculate the absolute net electric charge 
of a protein as a function of pH. 
Each amino acid was treated as an anion with either negative or neutral charge depending on 
their acidic or basic side groups. Consider arginine in a protein. The H2N–CH–COOH head 
has been condensed as a part of the protein group –CH2CH2CH2NHCNHNH2 abbreviated 
here as −RNH2. In acid conditions leaving the side, this will carry an extra proton and be 
−RNH3+, dissociation constant of which was shown in Table 5.1. The forms will be designated 
as Arg and ArgH+ (–RNH3+). The other side groups in milk proteins with the same behaviour 
are lysine and histidine, and the NH2 terminal group. –RCOOH is the side group for aspartic 
acid, which dissociates to –RCOO–. The forms will be designated as Asp– and AspH. 
Dissociation of other acidic amino acids will be the same as aspartic acid such as cysteine, 
glutamic acid, serine, threonine, and tyrosine. 
5.2.1 Net charge of a protein 
Physico–chemical properties of a protein are highly affected by the parameter ‘net electric 
charge’ of the medium that implies the solution but the charge is of the protein. The pH at 
which the electric repulsion between proteins is minimised and near to zero, is called 
‘isoelectric point (IEP)’ (Ninham and Lo Nostro, 2010). Hence, the net electric charge of the 
molecule is zero at the IEP, i.e. positive and negative charge numbers of a zwitterion become 
equal (Sørensen et al., 1927). 
Net electric charge was calculated by three different methods, all of which should give 





5.2.1.1 Approach 1 for net charge calculation 
Cameselle et al. (1986) defined the net electric charge as the total number of charges (z) 
divided by the total number of molecules (n, see Equation (5.6)). The degree of ionisation (𝛼𝛼) 
determines instant charge of a particular group due to the continuous fluctuating values. 






The degree of ionisation is identical to the time fraction of an acid–base molecule for 
dissociated groups, while the degree of non–dissociation (1 − 𝛼𝛼) is attributed to the time 
fraction for undissociated ones. The net charge should be equal to the sum over all the side 
groups in a protein: 
 Net charge = �𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑𝛼𝛼 + 𝑧𝑧𝐻𝐻(1− 𝛼𝛼) (5.2) 
where 𝑧𝑧𝑑𝑑 and 𝑧𝑧𝐻𝐻 are charge numbers of dissociated and undissociated groups, respectively. 
The Henderson–Hasselbach (Equation (5.3)) can be rearranged as a function of degree of 












Substituting in Equation (5.2) gives: 







Hence, the overall net electric charge can be obtained for a molecule: 












Here 𝑛𝑛 is the number of amino acid side groups. 
5.2.1.2 Approach 2 for net charge calculation 
Salis et al. (2011) proposed a formula for calculation of bovine serum albumin surface charge 
at various pH values based on the potentiometric titrations, but Equation (5.7) can be also 
applicable to other proteins: 




𝐶𝐶HCl and 𝐶𝐶NaOH are molar concentrations of HCl and NaOH, [mol L–1] that are required to 
achieve a net zero surface charge; 𝑚𝑚protein is mass of protein, [g L–1]; 𝑀𝑀𝑊𝑊protein is the molar 
mass of protein, [g mol–1]. 
5.2.1.3 Approach 3 for net charge calculation 
Another method was used to calculate the net charge of a protein molecule as a function of 
the molar concentration and charge number of each amino acid and their corresponding ion–






The subscript 𝑖𝑖  represents the species. This approach is originated from the net charge 
definition, which is used as the main method for this study.  
However, all these methods assume no interaction between amino acid residues. Li et al. 
(2005) outlined a more rigorous method that takes into account these interactions. 
5.2.2 Initial concentration of each amino acid 
The molar concentration of each protein in milk should be determined to be able to obtain the 
concentration of each amino acid that was required for the simulation. The concentration of 
each dissociable amino acid was calculated from concentration of each protein in milk and 
the number of each dissociable amino acid per protein as shown in Table 5.2.  
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Table 5.2 Dissociable amino acid concentration in bovine milk and per protein of milk (Walstra and Jenness, 1984; Walstra et al., 2006). 
 











































Arg 3 540 1 88 23 144 6 2813 6 640 4 1605 5 898 
Asp 10 1800 9 789 42 262 7 3282 4 427 4 1605 4 718 
Cys 5 900 8 701 35 219 0 0 2 213 0 0 2 359 
Glu 16 2880 8 701 62 387 25 11723 25 2666 18 7224 13 2334 
His 2 360 3 263 17 106 5 2345 3 320 5 2007 3 539 
Lys 15 2700 12 1051 60 375 14 6565 24 2560 11 4415 9 1616 
Ser 7 1260 7 613 28 175 16 7502 17 1813 16 6422 13 2334 
Thr 8 1440 7 613 34 212 5 2345 15 1600 9 3612 14 2513 
Tyr 4 720 4 350 19 119 10 4689 12 1280 4 1605 9 1616 
*AA abbreviated for amino acid.
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Table 5.3 gives the molar concentrations of β–lactoglobulin, α–lactalbumin, bovine serum 
albumin, αs1–, αs2–, β–, and κ–casein in bovine milk. 
Table 5.3 Concentration of micellar and serum proteins of milk (Walstra and Jenness, 1984; Walstra 
et al., 2006). 
Protein Concentration, kg kg–1milk MW, kg mol–1 Concentration, μmol L–1milk 
β–lg 0.0032 18.40 180 
α–la 0.0012 14.18 88 
BSA 0.0004 66.27 6 
αs1–casein 0.0107 23.62 469 
αs2–casein 0.0026 25.23 107 
β–casein 0.0093 23.99 401 
κ–casein 0.0033 19.02 180 
 
5.3 Results and discussion 
5.3.1 Individual aqueous proteins 
Individual simulations were implemented by the proposed model for casein and serum 
proteins, among which more data are available for β–lactoglobulin net charge as a means of 
validation. Figure 5.1a shows the net electric charge of β–lactoglobulin in solution, for which 
neither NaOH nor HCl was added mathematically to see, what range of pH is covered with 
only dissociable side groups of the amino acids. pH was changed by changing the 
concentration of β–lactoglobulin in water. The pH values between about 5 to 7 were obtained 
showing negative net charge values. The curves from this study and Cameselle et al. (1986) 
were overlapped, so that they might be seen as one solid curve in Figure 5.1. The calculations 
of Figures 5.1 and 5.2 were based on the adjusted pKd values of amino acids to get IEP of 
about 5.2 for β–lactoglobulin solution. 
Figure 5.1b shows the net charge of solution when both HCl and NaOH were added to cover 
the acidic and basic parts with a predicted IEP of about 5.2 which is in good agreement with 
5.2 given by Walstra et al. (2006). The titration curve of this study was fitted effectively with 
those theoretically predicted by Cameselle et al. (1986) and Burrington (2017); however, the 
net charge values estimated by Meissner et al. (2015). Approach 2 (Section 5.2.1.2) did not 
match with the current study calculations. Cornell and Patterson (1989) claimed that the net 
charge of β–lactoglobulin is between 8 to 10 electron volts per molecule at pH 4.4. The current 




Figure 5.1 The net electric charge of β–lactoglobulin as a function of pH when a) neither NaOH nor 
HCl was used; b) both NaOH and HCl were used for the of β–lactoglobulin solution. IEP=5.20. The 
‘*’ symbol shows some of the simulated data from Meissner et al. (2015). 
At low pH, the overall net charge of protein is positive, leading to increasing repulsive forces 
in the solution (Ye, 2008) and hence the prevention of interaction between proteins even if 
they are heated (Burrington, 2017). Figure 5.2 depicts the contribution of each residue over 
the whole range of pH. At low values of pH the basic amino acids, such as arginine with 3 
residues per molecule, histidine to a lower extent with 2 residues and lysine to a higher degree 
with 15 side groups, contribute to the positive net charge. 
 
Figure 5.2 Contribution of each residue as a function of pH for a solution of β–lactoglobulin. 
Threonine residue is overlapped with serine. 
As the pH increases, the role of basic amino acids becomes insignificant and then the net 
charge is affected by the acidic residues mainly through the 16 glutamic acid and 10 aspartic 
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acid residues. As the charges of glutamic acid and aspartic acid become negative from pH 
above about 4, the net charge of protein starts to drop until about pH 6, from which glutamic 
acid and lysine partly neutralise the charge of each other up to pH 8. Hence, less drop in net 
charge as seen in Figure 5.1b in this range of pH that is mainly caused by aspartic acid. The 
influence of cysteine residues starts to grow and lysine residues begin to drop from pH 8, 
leading to a large decrease in the overall net charge. 
Consequently, lysine, aspartic acid, and glutamic acid are the major amino acids that control 
the β–lactoglobulin net charge. The net charge was also calculated using various dissociation 
constants given by literature as shown in Table 5.4. Dissociation constants of other residues 
remained unchanged from Table 5.1 for this comparison. 




Asp Glu Lys 
(Belitz and Grosch, 1999) 3.65 4.25 10.28 4.538 
(Fennema, 1996) 3.65 4.25 10.53 4.538 
(Walstra and Jenness, 1984) 3.90 4.30 10.60 4.634 
(Mercadé-Prieto et al., 2007) 4.0 4.0 10.95 4.467 
Adjustments in this study 4.70 4.79 10.20 5.203 
 
The IEP of solution is altered even by a slight change in dissociation constants between the 
amino acids and hydrogen. The pKd values of aspartic acid and glutamic acid should be 
slightly increased to increase the net charge to obtain a higher IEP, i.e. low dissociation 
constants will produce less hydrogen and hence will give higher pH and IEP.  
Aspartic acid and glutamic acid pKd values are effective for determination of IEP because 
their values are near the range of IEP of β–lactoglobulin protein. However, glutamic acid 
contains more residues than aspartic acid and hence influences the IEP greatly with a small 
change of dissociation constant as shown in Figure 5.3. Lysine pKd  is only able to alter net 




Figure 5.3 IEP change of β–lactoglobulin solution as a function of pKd when one was kept constant 
and the other one was changed. 
Similarly, α–lactalbumin solution was simulated as a function of pH with the residues, and 
side group numbers given in Table 5.2. Figure 5.4a shows the net charge per molecule of α–
lactalbumin, which was also calculated by Approaches 1 and 2. An effective matching was 
seen between the data calculated by this study and the Approach 1 (Cameselle et al., 1986), 
but the Approach 2 (Salis et al., 2011) did not fit well for low and high pH values. Similar to 
β–lactoglobulin, glutamic acid, aspartic acid, and lysine are key amino acids to determine net 
charge of the solution as shown in Figure 5.4b. The effect of aspartic and glutamic acids are 
less in α–lactalbumin than in β–lactoglobulin, due to smaller numbers of aspartic acid and 
glutamic residues (8 and 9) in α–lactalbumin than those in β–lactoglobulin (10 and 16). 
The IEP calculated by this study was about 4.35 which is in a good agreement with the 4.3 
value given by Walstra and Jenness (1984). The IEP of α–lactalbumin is lower than that of 
β–lactoglobulin, reflecting that α–lactalbumin carries less positive and more negative charges 
than β–lactoglobulin. This leads to weaker repulsive forces in β–lactoglobulin, and hence, α–
lactalbumin molecule is less likely to aggregate or precipitate at natural pH 
(Anandharamakrishnan et al., 2008). The calculated net charge of the protein was about –3 at 
pH of 6.7 which is in a reasonable agreement with the –3 IEP value presented by Al-Makhlafi 
et al. (1994). 

































Figure 5.4 a) Net charge per molecule of α–lactalbumin calculated by the approaches 1 (Cameselle 
et al., 1986) and 2 (Salis et al., 2011) with IEP of about 4.35; b) Net charge contributions of amino 
acids as a function of pH. The black and blue solid curves overlap in Figure 5.4a. 
5.3.2 Individual micellar proteins 
The casein proteins were simulated individually also in the same manner as the serum proteins 
of milk. These are αs1–, αs2–, β–, and κ–casein shown in Figure 5.5 with added NaOH and 
HCl to simulate the acidic and basic ranges. The predicted IEPs were in good agreements with 
those claimed by Walstra et al. (2006) that are reported 4.5 for αs1–casein, 5.0 for αs2–casein, 
4.8 for β–casein, and 5.6 for κ–casein. Similarly, the net charge calculation method proposed 
by Cameselle et al. (1986) was a good match with this study but the calculation approach 
claimed by Salis et al. (2011) did not fit well for pH below 4 and above 10 for αs1–casein as 
shown in Figure 5.5a. The net charge was also calculated by the Approaches 1 and 2 for other 
casein proteins giving similar results as for αs1–casein but these are not included in this 
document. 
αs1–casein variant B 8P (i.e., with 8 phosphorylated serine residues, SerP) is the more 
predominant isoform with relatively high negative charges over the natural pH range 
(Spuergin et al., 1996), than the less common isoform with 9 phosphate groups. The high 
negative charge at high pH and low charge at low pH are due to large quantities of glutamic 
acid and lysine residues as shown in Figure 5.5b. αs1–casein has a lower charge than αs2–
casein because αs1–casein contains 5 threonine residues and no cysteine while αs2–casein has 
15 threonine residues, although the numbers of aspartic acid residues in αs1–casein is higher 
than that of αs2–casein. 
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Figure 5.5 Net charge distribution of a) αs1–casein, b) αs1–, αs2–, β–, and κ–casein per molecule as a 
function of pH. IEPαs1−casein=4.51, IEPαs2−casein=5.09, IEPβ−casein=4.85, IEPκ−casein=5.62. 
αs2–casein is known to have 10 to 14 phosphorylated amino acids but the form with 11 
phosphorylated amino acids is the most common (Fang et al., 2017). Six of these are 
considered as the strong binding sites with a large and positive net charge due to 24 moles of 
lysine per molecule of protein. The overall net charge at the neutral pH of milk was estimated 
to be about –21 by Farrell et al. (2004) caused mainly by the 2 strong anionic clusters of 
phosphoserine residues that corresponds well to the same value at pH 6.7 in Figure 5.5b. αs2–
casein has the highest positive and negative charges over the pH because of large numbers of 
glutamic acid and lysine residues. 
β–casein has five phosphoserine residues (3 strong and 2 weak bonds) that occur more near 
the N–terminus head. These mostly determine the net charge of molecule which was 
calculated to be about –11 at milk pH by Farrell et al. (2004). That is more negative than that 
calculated in this study. The remaining 80% carries no charge and is quite hydrophobic 
(Cosman et al., 2005). κ–casein has no strong phosphorylated serine residues in its structure 
with a net charge of about –3.0 which is close to –3.6 as given by Bijl et al. (2018) at the 
natural pH of milk.  
Marchessau et al. (1997) measured higher IEPs for casein proteins and reported then as 5.1 
for αs1–casein, 5.3 for β–casein, and 5.4 for κ–casein. These are contradictory with those 
calculated in this study, although the values can be achieved by slightly altering dissociation 
constants between amino acids and hydrogen leading to a change in pH and hence net charge 
per each protein molecule. 
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Apart from pH, the protein net charge is dependent on the ionic strength of the solution 
(Kuehner et al., 1999), which is 0.08 M in this simulation; however, less data are available in 
literature to examine the net charge of protein solution at different ionic strengths. According 
to Kuehner et al. (1999), net charges increase for higher ionic strengths at low pH. 
Kuehner et al. (1999) simulated the net charge of hen–egg–white lysozyme over a range of 
pH values, for which the residues at the N– and C–terminuses were incorporated into their 
model. Similarly, arginine and tryptophan residues were assumed to attach to hydrogen and 
hydroxide ions at the head and tail of αs1–casein, the pKd values of which were 9.04 for 
arginine and 2.38 for tryptophan (Fennema, 1996).  
 
Figure 5.6 Net charge distribution of αs1–casein with arginine and tryptophan residues at the N– and 
C– terminuses of the molecule. 
Figure 5.6 indicates the net charge of αs1–casein protein, for which 1 residue of each C– and 
N– terminuses amino acids were used. This gives more negative net charge compared with 
the simulation without C– or N– terminuses, and hence lowered the IEP of the protein. Despite 
of potential accuracy of the calculations, the lower IEP would match with the IEP reported by 
literature with a slight difference. It is likely that greater accuracy could be obtained using 
more advanced methods such as the method by Li et al. (2005). 
5.3.3 Milk solutions 
In this section, milk proteins such as β–lactoglobulin, α–lactalbumin, blood serum albumin, 
αs1–casein, αs2–casein, β–casein, and κ–casein were included in the mathematical model with 
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their amino acid side groups. Concentration of each amino acid was assumed as the sum of 
each amino acid concentration in each protein. Additionally, milk salts were included in the 
mathematical model with total concentrations similar to milk i.e., citrate (9.5 mM), phosphate 
(20.6 mM), carbonate (0.4 mM), sulphate (1.2 mM), chloride (30.4 mM), phosphate esters 
(2.6 mM), and carboxylate (2.58 mM) as potential anions, and calcium (29 mM), magnesium 
(4.9 mM), sodium (22 mM), and potassium (38.3) as potential cations. 0.147 mol L–1 lactose 
(equivalent to 4.5%w/w) was included in the model. Intrinsic association constants between 
amino acids, anions, and cations were used from the previous sections and were remained 
unchanged. The calculation was implemented by the addition of HCl and NaOH enabling to 
cover almost all ranges of pH. Results of net protein charge are shown in Figure 5.7 with only   
proteins, and with proteins, salts, and 0.147 mol L–1 lactose. 
 
Figure 5.7 Net charge distribution as a function of pH for the solution containing only milk proteins 
in terms of dissociable amino acid side groups with IEP=4.63, and the solution containing both milk 
proteins, salts, and 0.147 mol L–1 lactose with IEP=4.49. 
The predicted net charge distribution for both solutions shows similar trends, however, a slight 
deviation was seen for low pH values indicating higher net charge for the solution containing 
only milk proteins than that of the solution with both proteins, minerals, and lactose. This is 
possibly because the small associations between calcium, magnesium, potassium, and amino 
acids were not included in the solution containing only proteins. Hence, the simulations did 
not result in the same IEP value for both solutions.  
At lower pH approaching the IEP, the charge reduces to zero and hence casein micelles 
aggregate and precipitate (Broyard and Gaucheron, 2015). The casein micelles are negatively 
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charged at natural pH and quite stable (Southward, 1998). It is not common to perform milk 
alkalinisation in dairy industry, but it has been studied to predict and understand salt 
partitioning of casein micelles at high pH values. The net charge of casein micelles becomes 
more negative leading to decrease opaqueness and whiteness of milk especially at pH higher 
than 9 (Broyard and Gaucheron, 2015). It seemed necessary to theoretically predict ion 
speciation over the pH range for the milk solution. 
Figure 5.8 shows the simulated prediction of the main component speciation over the pH 
range for the milk solution with dissociable amino acid side groups of casein and serum 
proteins. Negative–charged glutamic acid has a higher contribution than other residues with 
about 28 mM concentration at pH higher than 4, followed by aspartic acid with about 8 mM 
that are shown in Figure 5.8a. Glutamic and aspartic acids followed by the cysteine and serine 
residues mainly determine the net charge at high pH values as shown by Figure 5.8b. But, 
hydrogen lysine (LysH+), hydrogen histidine (HisH+), and hydrogen arginine (ArgH+), which 
are all positive charged species determine the net charge for pH lower than 4 as shown in 
Figure 5.8c. The other amino acid side groups are neutral at low pH and do not contribute to 
the net charge. The ion–pairs formed by the amino acids and other cations are likely to be at 
low concentrations, so the net charge are unlikely be affected by them. This assumption was 
ignored in the study by Bijl et al. (2018). 
H2Cit– was the most abundant citrate species across the pH range 2–4, after which CaCit– 
became the most plentiful because of large association between free calcium and citrate ions 
that was shown in Figure 5.8d. The Cit3– concentration started to increase when hydrogen 
citrate deprotonated and release one hydrogen and citrate ion above pH about 6. Figure 5.8e 
depicts the calcium relative concentrations, among which free calcium remained at the level 
of about 75% until pH 8.5, after which it started to drop, coinciding with CaPO4– formation 
as the most plentiful species at pH about 9 because of high affinity between free calcium and 






Figure 5.8 a) Simulated concentration and b) relative concentration of dissociable amino acids side 
groups as anion; c) as ion–pairs. Simulated distribution of d) citrate; e) calcium; and f) phosphate; 
species as a function of pH in a milk solution containing 29 mM calcium, 4.9 mM magnesium, 22 
mM sodium, 38.3 mM potassium, 20.6 mM phosphate, 9.5 mM citrate, 4 mM carbonate, 1.2 mM 
sulphate, 30.4 mM chloride, 2.6 mM phosphate esters, and 2.58 mM carboxylate. 

































































































































































































Similarly, dihydrogen phosphate is at the highest level at low pH value among the other 
phosphates, following by the hydrogen phosphate at pH between 6 to 8 that was shown in 
Figure 5.8f. CaH2PO4+ had the lowest content due to its low intrinsic association constant 
between free calcium and dihydrogen phosphate.  
 5.3.4 Calcium phosphate nanoclusters in the milk simulation 
The interaction between the caseins and amorphous calcium phosphate mainly occurs through 
a few phosphorylated residues known as ‘phosphate centres’. The sequestration of amorphous 
calcium phosphate forms CPN with the phosphate centres (Holt et al., 1986; Follows et al., 
2011). In other words, the phosphate centres are a group of at least two phosphorylated amino 
acids, especially phosphoserine (SerP) that act together as the core of a calcium phosphate 
nanocluster (Holt, 2004). A bovine casein micelle has about 800 calcium phosphate 
nanoclusters, each of which has a 60 kDa molecular weight and a radius of 2.4 nm (Bijl et al., 
2018).   
Holt (2011) determined that the structure of CPN is: 
 [Ca13.2(HPO4)6.5Mg1.0Cit1.3Casein1.0(SerP)4]49 (5.9) 
but this seems to require 49 casein molecules to be involved, each with 4 SerP. Bijl et al. 
(2018) seemed to have refined this to (SerP)4 and (SerP)3. They proposed that at least one 
strong divalent cation should present in the sequestering caseins. Given that (SerP)3 was 
considered in each casein protein for the milk simulation, Casein1.0 can be ignored. Therefore, 
another representation could be: 
 �Ca13.2(HPO4)6.5Mg1.0Cit1.3(SerP)group�49 (5.10)  
Here SerPgroup means a group of three phosphorylated serines. For the model, there is no need 
to consider 49 repeats. Hence the IAP might be: 
 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = [Ca2+]13.2[HPO42−]6.5[Mg2+][Cit3−]1.3[SerP3] (5.11)  
Without evidence, an arbitrary choice will be made to use the ions as shown and to obtain a 
Ka value that gives a suitable equilibrium with milk. Table 5.5 shows the estimation of CPN 
concentration in casein which was assumed to have a concentration of 0.026 kg kgmilk–1. 0.9 
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was chosen for the fraction of SerP groups occupied at natural pH. By choosing a value less 
than 1.0 to determine the Ka, it is then possible for other conditions to increase the fraction.  
Having these in mind, the Ka value for CPN could be guessed according to IAP and total of 
Ca in CPN. A reasonable value was found and adjusted to be 9.2×10–62 μmol22 L–22. That gave 
a total concentration of Ca as CPN in the casein micelles of 18 mM which corresponds to the 
value of 18.8 mM given by Holt (2004). 
Table 5.5 CPN estimation in each casein proteins (Walstra and Jenness, 1984; Bijl et al., 2018). 
Casein 







Ca in CPN, 
mM 
αs1–casein 0.37 0.43 2 0.86 10.23 
αs2–casein 0.103 0.12 2 0.24 2.85 
β–casein 0.372 0.41 1 0.41 4.93 
κ–casein 0.156 0.22 0 0.00 0.00 
Total 1.00  – 1.52 18.00 
 
5.3.4.1 Simulation of milk at equilibrium 
The proposed model in Chapter 3 was applied to this system by considering all of the principal 
cations and anions in milk including calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium, hydrogen, 
citrate, phosphate, carbonate, sulphate, phosphate esters, carboxylate, chloride as well as 
(SerP)3 and phosphoserine (SerP). Bijl et al. (2018) determined an affinity between different  
types of (SerP)3 and phosphoserine (SerP) as anions and cations with their association 
constants according to Table 5.6. The dissociable side groups of amino acids were 
incorporated into the simulation for the calculation of ion equilibria in milk including Arg, 
Asp, Cys, Glu, His, Lys, Ser, Thr, and Tyr in both casein and whey proteins. The saturations 
of potential calcium salts were calculated from their solubility products. 0.147 mol L–1 lactose 
(equivalent to 4.5%w/w) was included in the model as a non–electrolyte. The MATLAB 




Table 5.6 Association constants between the (SerP)3, SerP, and principal cations in milk (Bijl et al., 2018).   




















((SerP)3H2)–4 ((SerP)3H2Ca)–2 380 ((SerP)3H2Mg)
–2 100 ((SerP)3H2Na)–3 1 ((SerP)3H2K)–3 1 ((SerP)3H3)–3 7.94×105 
((SerP)3H)–5 ((SerP)3CaH)–3a 380 ((SerP)3HMg)
–3 100 ((SerP)3HNa)–4 1 ((SerP)3HK)–4 1 ((SerP)3H2)–4a 7.94×105 
((SerP)3)–6 ((SerP)3Ca)–4a 3000 ((SerP)3Mg)
–4 3000 ((SerP)3Na)–5 1 ((SerP)3K)–5 1 ((SerP)3H)–5a 1.0×107 
((SerP)3Ca2)–2b ((SerP)3Ca3) 380 ((SerP)3Ca2Mg) 100 ((SerP)3Ca2Na)
–1 1 ((SerP)3Ca2K)–1 1 ((SerP)3Ca2H)–1a,b 7.85×105 
((SerP)3CaH)–3b ((SerP)3Ca2H)
–1 380 ((SerP)3CaHMg)–1 100 ((SerP)3CaHNa)–2 1 ((SerP)3CaHK)–2 1 ((SerP)3H2Ca)–2a,b 7.94×105 
((SerP)3Ca)–4b ((SerP)3Ca2)–2a 380 ((SerP)3CaMg)
–2 100 ((SerP)3CaNa)–3 1 ((SerP)3CaK)–3 1 ((SerP)3CaH)–3a,b 7.94×105 
PSerH– PSerHCa+ 10 PSerHCa+ 10 PSerHNa 1 PSerHK 1 PSerH2 200 
PSer2– PSerCa 10 PSerCa 10 PSerNa– 1 PSerK– 1 PSerH–a 7.94×105 
a Duplicate components. b Duplicate equilibria with H+. 








It was also assumed that the activity coefficient of CPN and (SerP)3 are independent of the 
conditions, so unity was used arbitrarily for both components. 1.52 and 0.1 mM were the 
initial values for (SerP)3 and SerP concentrations corresponding to the total Ser in milk. The 
CPN charge was calculated from the Equation (5.11) to be –1 if there are no other amino acids 
involved. When there is one positive charge from another amino acid, the CPN will be neutral, 
but there is no need in the model for neutrality. The charge of CPN was set to –1 in the 
simulation. 
Similar to previous simulations, the calculations were performed both at equilibrium and 
dynamically. No adjustments were made to the association constants of species. Duplicate 
components were dropped from the set of ions as shown in Table 5.6. Three duplicate 
equilibria were removed due to being equivalent to the product of two other equilibria. For 
example, Equation (5.12) gives similar products as the Equation (5.13), so only Equation 
(5.12) was incorporated into the model and Equation (5.13) was removed from the set of 
equations.  
 (SerP)3Ca2H ↔ Ca2+ + (SerP)3CaH (5.12)  
 (SerP)3Ca2H ↔ H+ + (SerP)3Ca2 (5.13)  
Figure 5.9a shows the concentration of CPN and the total of (SerP)3 over the pH range for the 
milk solution at equilibrium. The CPN concentration starts to increase from pH about 4.3, 
reaching to 1.5 mM at pH between 6 and 9, then it drops to zero at pH 11. For pH values 
between 4 to 9, where the CPN has its highest value, (SerP)3 reaches to almost zero, implying 
that CPN is produced by using up (SerP)3 components.  
The saturations of potential milk salts are shown in Figure 5.9b, in which DCPD is the most 
insoluble calcium phosphate salt formed in milk, following by the DCPA and OCP to a lower 
extent at pH about 6.7. But this does not necessarily mean that DCPD is the dominant calcium 
phosphate over the entire pH range. For example, the CDA and OCP seem to be the main 
calcium phosphate salt at high pH values, while TCCT is the dominant calcium citrate at low 






Figure 5.9 The simulated distribution of a) CPN concentration, b) saturation of potential solid 
phases, c) net charge, d) (SerP)3 relative concentration over the pH in milk solution. 
Figure 5.9c shows the trend of milk net charge over the pH estimating IEP of about 4.61 that 
is in a good agreement with the 4.60 value reported in Walstra et al. (2006). The precipitation 
of milk starts from below 5.0 because of instability of casein micelles. At pH of 6.7, about 
10% of the (SerP)3 is included in CPN. The relative concentration of the remaining (SerP)3 
species is shown in Figure 5.9d. (SerP)3H3 is the most abundant phosphoserine species up to 
pH 5. (SerP)3Ca becomes the most plentiful between pH 6 to 9, where CPN is formed and 
uses up (SerP)3Ca. Therefore, (SerP)3Ca relative concentration is not very high. 
Consequently, this model is capable of predicting the ion speciation, saturation, and net charge 
in the milk including all casein and whey proteins. The model is flexible enough to test a wide 
range of milk components under different concentrations, and in all cases, it could obtain 
feasible solution. This implies that there is no limitation for the number of components 












































































































included in the model, and thus it can simulate milk as a good and complex example 
constituting a large number of ions, sugar, and proteins. Hence, it seems very likely that other 
dairy liquids can be simulated accordingly. 
5.3.4.2 Simulation of concentrated milk 
Milk was concentrated up to 4 times by using the proposed model applied to all initial 
concentrations of milk components including proteins. Therefore, a concentration ratio was 
defined for concentrating from the range 1 to 4, at which no precipitation is yet expected to 
be seen in milk. Figure 5.10a and b show the pH changes and saturations of DCPD, DCPA, 
and OCP as the potential dominant calcium salts. 
  
Figure 5.10 a) Simulated pH, and b) DCPD, DCPA, and OCP saturations when milk concentrated 
up to 4 times of its normal concentration. 
The natural pH of milk solutions starts to increase significantly from 6.67 to about 8.4 as milk 
gets concentrated up to twice of its normal concentration. This is because, milk is getting more 
supersaturated with respect to the calcium phosphate leading to producing less hydrogen ions 
and increasing pH values. The trend becomes slow due to the releasing less hydrogen ions as 
the concentration factors increases compared to the less concentrated milk. Figure 5.10b 
confirms that DCPD is the main potential calcium salt with a relatively high saturation, 
following by the DCPA, and OCP to a lesser extent. Other potential solid phases were not 
included in the graphs as they remain at low saturation. The IEP point of each individual 
concentrated solution was estimated to be between 4.6 to 4.7 as long as there can be a positive 
net charge calculated. However, for concentrated solutions with concentration factor higher 





























than 2.5, no IEP could be calculated because the proteins have a negative charge throughout 
the pH range which is unexpected. 
5.3.4.2 Dynamic simulation of milk  
The dynamic simulation of milk was also carried out with a solution at normal concentration 
containing calcium (30 mM), magnesium (4.9 mM), sodium (22 mM), and potassium (38.7 
mM) as cations, citrate (9 mM), phosphate (20.04 mM), carbonate (0.4 mM), sulphate (1.205 
mM), chloride (30.4 mM), RCOO (3 mM), and phosphate esters (2.5 mM) as anions as well 
as (SerP)3, phosphoserine, and amino acids of both serum and casein proteins. Similarly, CPN 
and lactose with 0.147 mol L–1 were included in the model. The precipitation and dissolution 
of potential solid phases were calculated using rate constants given in Appendix 6. The CPN 
association constant was adjusted to 7.0×10–50 μmol22 L–22 to get reasonable decreasing trend 
for pH. 
 Figure 5.11 indicates the dynamic simulated responses for the milk solution containing 
almost all components. The initial pH was predicted to be 6.67, which is very close to the 
natural pH. However, it is predicted to decrease to a pH value of about 6 after 1000 minutes. 
The initial CPN concentrations is predicted 1.55 mM, which is in the reasonable range, but it 
reaches to zero after about 750 minutes (Figure 5.11b). Here, t0 represents the time when all 
the milk components was brought together in the simulation. 
The saturations of potential solid phases of milk solution are shown in Figure 5.11c. As 
expected, DCPD following by OCP and DCPA are the dominant calcium salts that are formed 
in the solution as shown in Figure 5.11d. However, DCPA kinetics are predicted to be faster 
than OCP remaining longer in the solution and dissolves after 800 minutes. The DCPD 
concentration is predicted to remain about 3 mM roughly which is in a good agreement with 









Figure 5.11 The simulated a) pH, b) CPN concentration, c) saturations of potential solid phases, and 
d) DCPD, OCP, and DCPA concentrations over time for milk solution with an adjustment 
of CPN Ka value from 9.0×10–62 to 7.0×10–50 μmol22 L–22. 
Nonetheless, no precipitation should be observed in skim milk despite the prediction of 
calcium phosphate precipitation over time. It is known that both milk serum and milk itself 
are supersaturated with respect to calcium phosphate salts (Lenton et al., 2015). If milk was 
not supersaturated, the saturations of calcium solid phases should have been calculated less 
than unity to represent lack of precipitation. Thus, the solution is in a metastable state or there 
are other components not included in the model, which lower the IAPs of possible precipitates. 
Hence, despite of robustness of model, it is not yet able to show all the mechanisms of 
stabilisation in milk. 
5.4 Conclusions 
The proposed model gave satisfactory results for different milk solutions by assuming 
dissociable side groups of amino acids either individually or in the mixed state. The net charge 




























































































of each protein was calculated as a means of validation due to lack of complex experimental 
data in literature. The IEP of each protein was used as another method of validation. Lysine, 
glutamic acid, and aspartic acid had the greatest contributions to charge among the amino 
acids in the simulated solutions.  
For the milk solution containing all ions, proteins, and CPN, the model could predict the ions 
speciation, saturations, and potential solid phase concentrations. CPN concentrations were 
predicted within a reasonable range. However, more investigations seem required for 
considering a metastable phase to be able to show supersaturation of milk–like solutions in 

















6 Overall Discussion 
 
As mentioned in the previous chapters, several investigations have been extensively done on 
the ion equilibria of milk and milk–like solutions at different conditions. However, a 
comprehensive model seemed essential that could incorporate all the components of milk with 
their ions activities, activity coefficients, and solubilities of potential solid salts for a broad 
range of concentrations. The results of the proposed model in Chapter 3 show the 
effectiveness of the different aspects of a robust method for the salt partitioning prediction in 
various systems. 
The first step of doing the research was to find an effective activity coefficient model enabling 
the distinction of electrolytes and non–electrolytes activity coefficients with sufficient 
complexity as well as the capability of activity coefficient calculation for high concentration 
systems. There are a vast number of models available in literature that can be used for activity 
coefficient prediction based on either the ion–pair or free–ion approach including ePC–SAFT 
(Held et al., 2014), which was applied to biochemical systems, but testing multiple models 
may have led to getting far from the scope of thesis. Although the ePC–SAFT model is quite 
strong for this purpose, it has its own drawbacks. For example, the model requires numerical 
determination of some parameters such as kij which is unlikely available for all ions in a 
complex solution like milk with about 180 free ions and ion–pairs. Hence, Debye–Hückel and 
Davies are the main models discussed in this thesis, which are most used models in literature 
for prediction of activity coefficient. Meanwhile, a model was required to be complex enough 
to be able to predict activity coefficient of ions in milk by incorporating the role of non–
electrolytes with zero charge number. On the other hand, a suitable model required the most 
of its numerical parameters could be found in literature. 
The non–primitive mean spherical approximation (NPMSA) theory, which was proposed by 
Blum and Wei (1987), was seen to offer rigorousness that is able to calculate activity 
coefficient species for solutions with the ionic strengths larger than 0.3 M (van Boekel, 
1996). Unfortunately, it was very difficult to implement due to undefined units and several 
typographical errors (Section 2.2.6.2). Even with the best guess of a consistent set of 
equations, the resulting set of equations was ill–conditioned and they did not yield reliable 
values of activity coefficients.  
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Having this in mind, the MSA theory was used for the activity coefficient calculation of free–
ions and ion–pairs in different systems. The hard sphere contribution allows the activity 
coefficient of individual electrolytes and non–electrolytes, such as lactose, to be determined 
by incorporating a size variable into the formula. Davies and other activity coefficient models 
are unable to calculate activity coefficient of non–electrolytes, and the electrolytes for 
concentrated solutions. The MSA formula for activity coefficient calculation requires the 
dielectric constant of the solution and the prediction was improved by using a concentration 
dependent value, and not the value for water (Valisko and Boda, 2015). It would be possible 
to further improve the calculation of the dielectric constant used in the simulation by obtaining 
more correlations for a range of electrolytes. Hence, the MSA theory stood up well by 
applying it to various milk solutions, and it seems suitable for any liquid dairy system. 
Another feature of this work was the use of Newton’s method as an appropriate mathematical 
approach used for conducting the ion equilibria in milk solutions. All of the past studies found 
seem to have used purpose-written iterative schemes. The mathematical calculation was not 
specified in the model developed by Holt et al. (1981), while Mekmene, Le Graet, et al. (2009) 
used a series of iterative loops as the computational method for calculation of ion equilibria 
in milk. Gao, van Halsema, et al. (2010) specified the ‘AESolve’ software package as the 
computational method used to calculate ion equilibria in SMUF. 
Newton’s method was effective and enabled extensions of the model to be made with ease. 
Solutions were obtained within about 30 seconds. It seemed to work well for a broad range of 
initial concentrations. Two key factors led to the success of this method. Firstly, equations 
and variables were scaled so that terms in the equations and the variables were closer to one 
and hence the Jacobian matrix was less likely to be singular. Hence the unit of concentration 
was set to µmol L–1. The scaling of the equations was manual, but opportunities exit to find 
better systematic scaling procedures. Secondly, values at each iteration of Newton’s method 
were bounded with upper and lower values. Attempted violation of the bounds were reported, 
enabling convergence problems to be identified easily. Normally the initial guesses of the 
system components were set to the maximum possible value based on the specified 
composition, though, in some cases, attempted violation of the bounds indicated the variables 
for which better initial guesses were required. To avoid divergence during the first few steps, 
a fractional step (relaxation) was used for a few initial steps.  
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The dynamic calculation of ion equilibria in milk solutions has not been studied so far, thus 
few experimental data were found for validation with the simulated results given by the 
proposed method in Chapter 3. To validate the method, the simulated data given by Kazadi 
Mbamba (2016) of calcium carbonate precipitation were used. Arifuzzaman and Rohani 
(2004) and Mekmene, Quillard, et al. (2009) investigated experimentally the dynamics of 
calcium phosphate solutions that were used as a means of validation for the simulation given 
in this study. 
The proposed model in Chapter 3 was applied to several systems including the binary 
solutions of calcium chloride and sodium chloride, the buffer solutions of citrate and 
phosphate, solid phase systems such as calcium phosphate and calcium citrate, milk serum, 
milk with proteins, and CPN. They all gave reasonable and satisfactory results that were 
matched to the available experimental and simulated data in literature implying the success 
of the model. Hence, it is expected that this model can be applied to other liquid dairy 
solutions with a variety of components for any concentration. 
Due to lack of sufficient data for the dynamics of calcium phosphate solution, precipitation 
of calcium phosphate was studied experimentally in Chapter 4. However, the simulation of 
the results was not possible, as the structure of precipitate was not known. The prediction of 
nanoparticles formed in the presence of lactose seems significant because it allows the 
understanding of solubility and kinetics of calcium phosphate solution. This area of research 
is quite fascinating and needs further investigations. 
In Chapter 5, the model was extended to whey and casein proteins, for which the protein net 
charge was calculated and compared with the corresponding data in literature. Mekmene et 
al. (2010) specified the pH of milk for simulation and adjusted the concentration of a counter–
ion (typically Cl–) to achieve electroneutrality In the current study, the pH was one of the 
variables determined from the composition of the mixture.  
The proposed model was successfully extended to include components of the casein micelles 
such as the addition of CPN, for which free calcium, free magnesium, hydrogen phosphate, 
aqueous citrate, and a group of three phosphoserine residues were incorporated into the ion 
association equation. The roles of casein carboxyl groups and citrate were ignored in the CPN 
ion activity product by Gao (2010). The casein carboxyl groups were automatically included 
in the current model by considering the dissociable side groups of amino acids in whey and 
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casein proteins. These side groups were free to associate with any counter-ion given the 
appropriate association constants. 
The results of the dynamic solution of milk with proteins and CPN was clearly incorrect. This 
was either because the metastability of supersaturated components of milk was not included 
in the model, or because the model over-estimates the activity of these components. When 
milk was concentrated in the simulations the pH increased sharply for the double concentrated 
milk, and then slightly for higher concentration ratios. Despite this research, more 
investigations need to be carried out especially on the possible experiments that can determine 
the behaviour of supersaturated milk salts at various concentrations. 
There are a large number of parameters in each simulation that vary significantly in each 
literature such as association constant for each equilibrium, solubility product for potential 
solid phase equilibrium, and initial concentration of each ingredient. Therefore, the 
uncertainty of variables were not involved in this thesis. However, the uncertainty of the 
association constants in citrate buffer solution was stated as the sensitivity of pH to 𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎 values 
in Chapter 3, Section 3.6.1.2. With reliable data, this approach could be extended to find the 
uncertainty of many other parameters used in the model, but without such data an analysis of 












7 Conclusions and Future work 
 
7.1 Conclusions 
The objective of this study was to deeply understand the ion partitioning in milk and milk–
like solutions at various concentration either time–dependently or at equilibrium. Therefore, 
an ion speciation model was proposed to comprehensively include milk components such as 
calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium, and hydrogen as the principal cations, and citrate, 
phosphate, carbonate, sulphate, chloride, phosphate esters, carboxylate, and hydroxide as the 
main anions in aqueous phase of milk, as described in detail in Chapter 3. The model 
successfully determined the ion compositions in milk–like solutions and milk serum either at 
equilibrium over a wide range of pH values or dynamically over time.  
Equilibrium calculation of the simulation required theoretical addition of HCl and NaOH to 
cover a wide range of pH values. The ion equilibria, conservation, and electroneutrality 
equations, which were applied to various systems, were scaled and then solved using 
Newton’s method. The initial concentrations of species and scaling of equilibrium functions 
were significant parameters to lead convergence of the simulations. 
Solid precipitates were incorporated into the simulation using the ion activity product (IAP) 
and solubility product (Ksp) of the solid phase, which were mostly available in literature. 
Differential equations were formulated for the precipitation equations and these were solved 
with Euler’s method. The Euler’s method was used in almost all dynamic simulations because 
it gives good results, which were in a good agreement with either the experimental or the 
simulated results available in literature. Dynamic calcium carbonate simulation was the only 
exception that did not give good matching with the experimental results. Therefore, the 
Euler’s method was replaced with Runge–Kutta to get better fitting. 
Ion–pair and free–ion approaches for activity coefficient calculations were defined based on 
the full and partial dissociation of electrolytes in solution, respectively. The ion–pair approach 
is thought to be an inaccurate description of dissociation, but it was used to obtain the mean 
activity coefficients and hence water activity of previous studied solutions. The Gibbs–
Duhem relationship was applied to both approaches for the calculation of water activity as a 
means of validation. The results gave a satisfactory fitting between simulated and 
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experimental values given by Robinson and Stokes (1959) for water activity of CaCl2, NaCl, 
and H2SO4 up to six molal electrolyte concentration. 
The Mean Spherical Approximation (MSA) theory was used to accurately calculate free ion 
molar activity coefficients of any species regardless of its charge quantity in multicomponent 
solutions. This enabled incorporation of zero–charged species such as lactose in the 
calculation, while previous models such as Davies and Extended Debye–Hückel were not able 
to take into account the effects of zero–charged species. The size parameter is the factor that 
enables the calculation of unique activity coefficients for each ion, ion–pair, or non–
electrolyte. This was shown by employing the MSA theory and afore–mentioned theories to 
citrate buffer solutions containing zero, 4.5%w/w, and 25%w/w lactose. Addition of lactose 
did not significantly influence the ion equilibria of citrate species, but notably affected the 
free–ion activity coefficients of citrate ions calculated by the MSA theory at different lactose 
contents. 
Furthermore, the MSA allows the prediction of free–ion activity coefficient of species at high 
concentration of electrolyte. This was shown by comparing free–ion activity coefficient 
obtained by the Davies, Extended Debye–Hückel, and the MSA theories in calcium chloride 
and sodium chloride solutions individually by both ion–pair and free–ion approaches in 
Chapter 3. Hence, the effectiveness of MSA theory for free–ion activity coefficient 
calculation is because of the hard sphere contribution in the formula. 
The model was applied to the citrate and phosphate buffer solutions individually, the results 
of which were in a good agreement with the literature data. However, the intrinsic association 
constants of citrate ions were slightly changed to get better fitting with experimental data. 
Phosphate association constants remained unchanged throughout the calculation. 
The ion speciation of calcium carbonate system was also studied. The dynamic simulation of 
this gave close agreement to previous experimental data.  
Calcium phosphate as the main insoluble milk component was investigated both steady state 
and dynamically. The simulated results showed reasonable pH at equilibrium and also over 
the time. H2PO4– was found to be the most abundant species at low pH values, following by 
the formations of HPO42– and PO43– at neutral and high pH. CaPO4– was the most plentiful 
species among the calcium and phosphate component because of high association between 
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calcium and phosphate ion indicating potential formation of precipitate in the solution with 
respect to DCPD. A dynamic study of calcium phosphate either with or without addition of 
NaOH indicated that DCPA precipitated first but then dissolved while DCPD precipitated. 
Addition of lactose did not significantly influence pH over the time but affected the activity 
coefficient of species. 
Calcium citrate as another potential solid phase system was studied using the proposed model. 
TCCT was found to have a higher saturation than TCCH. Additions of citrate and lactate to 
phosphate system altered the speciation of solution leading to a decrease in the saturation of 
calcium phosphate due to the formation of CaCit– ion–pairs. 
Milk serum was investigated at equilibrium when lactose was added to the solution. The 
results showed that lactose significantly affected the saturation of solid phase salts particularly 
DCPD and DCPA. Dynamic simulation of milk serum indicated high saturation values of 
DCPD, OCP, and DCPA among the other assumed salts, although DCPA might dissolve in 
the solution. The calcium composition was calculated after 500 minutes predicting that 3 mM 
of the solid precipitates out of 10 mM total calcium in milk serum. This time scale is quite 
fast, but Howell (1998) investigated the effect of time on the fouling of whey permeate 
showing that the fouling changed with a time scale of days due to apparent precipitation within 
the whey. 
In Chapter 4, calcium phosphate precipitation was studied experimentally at various 
concentrations under varied and controlled pH values. The experimental results clearly 
showed the formation of a 1 nm nanoparticle in solutions of lactose, calcium and phosphate 
ions. Lactose was found to prevent or slow down the precipitation of calcium phosphate, 
probably as calcium dihydrogen phosphate. The structure of the nanoparticle is not known 
and, based on current research in this area, might be difficult to determine. The effects of 
many of the conditions such as concentration, ion ratios, pH, lactose concentration, and time 
need to be tested. 
The effects of lactose in this ideal system indicate that it might have a role for the stabilisation 
of calcium phosphate in milk that might add to the stabilisation produced by the casein 
micelles. 
In Chapter 5, dissociable side groups of casein and serum proteins amino acids were 
incorporated as individual components in the simulation. Glutamic and aspartic acids 
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following by cysteine determined the negative contribution of net charge, while lysine and 
histidine were dominant amino acids contributing the positive net charge at low pH. The 
simulation of individual milk proteins gave satisfactory net charges over a pH range. A 
comparison was made between simulations with and without addition of minerals to milk 
proteins, resulting in relatively similar trend of net charge over pH but a slight difference in 
IEP possibly due to low affinity between principal cations and amino acids. 
CPN was incorporated into the milk simulation and was estimated to be at about 1.5 mM 
concentration between the pH values 4–9, at which the (SerP)3 concentration reached to 10%. 
Out of this range, the CPN concentration was predicted to be zero. DCPD, DCPA, and OCP 
were predicted to be the most dominant potential solid phases at natural pH, while TCCT was 
estimated to be the main calcium salt at low pH values.  
The proposed model has strengths and limitations that need to be addressed: 
- The matching between the simulated results obtained and experimental data in 
literature implies that the assumptions and adjustments were made accurately.  
- The model can be applied to any dairy liquids up to high concentration even if one or 
more of species are zero–charged components.  
- The distinction of different milk proteins are another feature of the model allowing 
addition of other proteins such as lactoferrin.  
- Prediction of ion speciation was studied dynamically on different aqueous systems 
successfully.    
However, the model was unable to determine the ion speciation at other temperatures other 
than 20–25 ˚C, e.g. during milk or cheese heat treatments. The model requires equations to 
describe the change of association and solubility constants with temperature. These might be 
difficult to obtain. 
7.2 Future work 
Some recommendations are suggested to enhance effectively the understanding of the milk 
partitioning at various conditions: 
1. The proposed model in Chapter 3 could be made as a user–friendly software package 
for the prediction of ion speciation for any milk and milk–like solutions. 
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2. The model could be applied to different products such as milk protein concentrate 
(MPC) for prediction of solubility, as to be able to get acceptable appearance of 
product when it dissolves in water.    
3. Further experimental studies could be performed on the different Ca/P ratios and pH 
with and without lactose in respect to calcium phosphate precipitation to find out at 
what condition nanoparticles form. 
4. Other analytical tests could be implemented such as small angle x–ray scattering 
(SAXS) and synchrotron based extended x–ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) to 
identify the structure in comparison with known crystalline compounds. 
5. It would be interesting to test the calcium phosphate precipitation experimentation 
with other sugars such as sucrose and maltose to see if the nanoparticles are formed in 
presence of only lactose or not. 
6. Experimental data is needed for validation of milk system simulation in the case of 
precipitation. It would be interesting to propose a comprehensive recipe for a model 
milk solution that could produce repeatable precipitation of minerals. 
7. There are some relationships available for temperature effects of association constants 
in literature, but not much data is present. Hence, it might be a good idea to follow 
whey or whey permeate evaporation to be able to incorporate the effect of temperature 
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Appendix 1: MATLAB scripts for the NPMSA parameters 
The following is a comparison between the NPMSA parameters (Γ, B10, and b2) calculated 




% The aim of writing this code is to see if the NPMSA parameters are fitted with 
% the data from Wei and Blum, 1987. 
% Written by Pariya Noeparvar on 12/08/2016 and updated on 30/08/2016. 
% Last updated on 04/10/2018. 
% The values started with upper case symbols represent Greek capital letters. 
% References: Liu, 1998; Wei and Blum, 1987. 
%============================================================== 
% Initial guess of three variable to solve for validation with the 
% literature data 
close all 
% Initial guesses for the NPMSA parameters 
Gamma=0.45;   %  1/nm 
B10=0.02;  % nm² 
b2=2;  % dimensionless 
x0=[Gamma; B10; b2];  % Newton initial guess 
niter=8000;   % Number of iterations 
tolerance=1e-6;   % Tolerance 
i=1; 
param(1)=[i]; 
NaCl=logspace(-5, 0.465, 20); %Concentrations of NaCl solution, mol/L 
param(2)=1e-3; 
for j=1: length(NaCl) 
if j>1 
x0=[Gamma(j-1); B10(j-1); b2(j-1)]; 
end 
param(2)=NaCl(j); 




fprintf('NaCl = %5.3g, Gamma = %5.10g, B10 = %5.10g, b2 = %5.10g \n', NaCl(j), Gamma(j), 
B10(j), b2(j)) 
% calc act coeff 
% call function 
lnf_x=CalcActCoeff(Gamma(j), B10(j), b2(j), param);   % return a vector of activity 
coefficients for all ions. 
fprintf('ln(f_i) %10.4f  %10.4f  %10.4f \n', lnf_x) 
end 
% Literature values from Wei and Blum, 1987. 




B10_Wei=[  0  0.3   0.4    0.5    0.6    0.7    0.75]; 






xlabel('NaCl concentration, mol/L', 'fontsize',13) 













xlabel('NaCl concentration, mol/L','fontsize',13) 
ylabel('b_2, [-]','fontsize',13) 




function f=NewtonEquns(x, param, flag) 
% Call Newton's method 
[f, lnf_x]=FreeIonActCoeffNonPrimitive(x, param, flag); 
End 
 
function lnf_x=CalcActCoeff(Gamma, B10, b2, param) 
% Activity coefficient calculation 
flag='Act'; 
x=[Gamma; B10;b2]; 
[f, lnf_x]=FreeIonActCoeffNonPrimitive(x, param, flag); 
End 
 
function [f, lnf_x]= FreeIonActCoeffNonPrimitive(x, param, flag) 
%================================================================ 
% This function will solve free–ion activity coefficient by the NPMSA method. 
%================================================================ 
Scale=1e7;      % scale to convert cm to nm 
i=param(1); 
NaCl=param(2); 
sigma=Scale*[0.19e-7; 0.365e-7; 0.52e-7];   % Wei and Blum 1987 
sigma_d=Scale*0.265e-7;   %  Ion size parameter of water,nm  % Wei and Blum 1987 
z=[1; -1; 0];         % charge numbers of Na+, Cl- and NaCl° 
N_AV=6.022e23;    % Avogadro's number, mol^-1 
Na=NaCl;      % Concentrations of Na+ solution, mol/L 
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Cl=NaCl;     % Concentrations of Cl- solution, mol/L 
NaCl_0=1e-16;  %Concentrations of NaCl° solution, mol/L 
rho=(1/Scale^3)*(N_AV*1e-3).*[Na(i); Cl(i); NaCl_0(i)];  % Number of particle per cm³ or nm³ 
rho_water=(1/Scale^3)*WaterConc(NaCl(i),25).*N_AV.*1e-3;     % Number of particle per cm³ 
or nm³ 
density=NaClDensityMolar(NaCl(i), 25)/1000;   % Density of the solution, kg/L 
M=[0.0229898;  0.035453;  0.0229898+0.035453];   % Molar mass, kg/mol 
% Molality of each species 
m_NaCl=convertCtoM(NaCl(i),M(3,:),density);  %molality, mol/kg_water 
m_Na=convertCtoM(Na(i),M(1,:),density);  %molality, mol/kg_water 
m_Cl=convertCtoM(Cl(i),M(2,:),density);  %molality, mol/kg_water 
m_NaCl_0=convertCtoM(NaCl_0(i),M(3,:),density);  %molality, mol/kg_water 






k_B=Scale^2*1.38064852e-23*1e7;   % Boltzmann constant, nm².g.s^-2,K^-1 
T=25+273.15;    % Absolute temperature, K 
e=Scale^1.5*4.80320427e-10;    % electron charge, statC=g^0.5 cm^1.5.s^-1 
% All variables are first defined to be able to solve three non-linear equations by Newton's 
method. 
beta=1/(k_B*T); 
d_0=sqrt(4*pi*beta*e^2);   % nm 
mu=Scale^2.5*2.21e-18;    %Dipole moment of water,1Debye=1e-18 StatCoulomb.cm 
d_2=sqrt((4*pi*beta*mu.^2)/3);  % nm³ 








































% 1 - rho_n k_nm11 
% Three equations which should be solved by Newton's method, are presented here. 
f=zeros(3,1); 
f(1)=  (sum(rho.*a_0.^2)+rho_water*a_nI^2-d_0^2); 
f(2) =(-sum(rho.*a_0.*k_n10)+a_nI*one_rho_k_nm11-d_0*d_2); 
f(3)=one_rho_k_nm11^2+rho_water*sum(rho.*k_n10.^2)-(y1^2+rho_water*d_2^2); 
if strcmp(flag, 'converged') 
dummy=1; 
end 
if strcmp(flag, 'maxiterations') 
dummy=1; 
end 





(((xi_2*sigma./xi_3).^3)*(2*log(Delta)+xi_3*(1+Delta)/Delta));   % dimensionless 
Beta_Mu_MSA=(z.*(d_0^2.*N-d_0*d_2*rho_water*m))/(4*pi);  %dimensionless 
Beta_Mu_ex=Beta_Mu_MSA+Beta_Mu_hs; 
% The actual equation is Ln f_x=exp(beta[µ(xi)-µ(xi to 0)], in which 
% f_x is free ion activity coeffcient based on mole fraction scale. 






function water=WaterConc(MolarConc, T_C) 
% Concentration of water in the solution. 
MW_NaCl=58.44;   % g/mol 
MW_water=18.01528;   % g/mol 
water=(1000-((MolarConc.*MW_NaCl)./(NaClDensityMolar(MolarConc,T_C)/1000))) ... 





function density=NaClDensityMolar(MolarConc, T_C) 
% Calculation of density (kg/m3) of a NaCl solution given molar concentration 
% T_C is temperature in ˚C  based on 25 ˚C 
% mole conc in mol/L of NaCl 





% From Kell JCED 1975 p97 
density = (999.83952 + 16.945176 * T_C - 0.0079870401 * T_C ^ 2 - 0.000046170461 * T_C ^ 3 
+ 0.00000010556302 * T_C ^ 4 - 2.8054253E-10 * T_C ^ 5) / (1 + 0.01687985 * T_C); 
End 
 
function m=convertCtoM(C,M, density) 
% convert concentrations from molar to molal 
% C is a vector of all the species (could be ions) in the solution in mol/L 
% M is a vector of the corresponding molecular masses of the species kg/mol 
% density input is kg/L 





% convert concentrations from molal to mole fraction 
% m is a vector of all the species (could be ions) in the solution in mol/kgwater 
% MWwater is molecular masses of the water kg/mol 













Appendix 2: Density of sodium chloride solution 
 
 
The following is the density calculation of sodium chloride solution as a function of molar 
concentration of sodium chloride. 
Generally, density of a solution is calculated from the weighted mass fraction (𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖, [−]) and 
density (𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 , �
kg
m3









 (A.2.1)  
Kell (1975) explored an equation for the water density (𝜌𝜌, �kg
m3
�) depending on the temperature 




  (A.2.2)  
Potter II and Brown (1977) complied the density of sodium chloride solution as a function of 
various weighted mass fraction at different temperature as indicated by Table A.2.1. 
Then, relative density ([−]) was obtained for different mass fraction values for a particular 
temperature (Webb et al., 1980) as: 
 Relative density =
𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖
𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
 (A.2.3)  





 (A.2.4)  
Here 𝑀𝑀𝑤𝑤 is the molecular weight (kg mol−1) of the salt which is sodium chloride in this case.  
Figure A.2.1 shows the relative density in terms of the molar concentration of NaCl at 25 ˚C 




 Density of NaCl solution = −6.44 × 10−4𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 + 4.04 × 10−2𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 + 1.00 (A.2.5)  
Table A.2.1 Density of NaCl solution in terms of different mass fraction and temperature (Potter II 







0, [℃] 25, [℃] 50, [℃] 75, [℃] 100, [℃] 
0 0.99984 0.99704 0.98803 0.97485 0.95836 
0.01 1.00755 1.00411 0.99480 0.98160 0.96300 
0.03 1.02283 1.01823 1.00850 0.99520 0.97900 
0.05 1.03814 1.03247 1.02220 1.00900 0.99300 
0.07 1.05354 1.04688 1.03620 1.02290 1.00700 
0.09 1.06908 1.06146 1.05030 1.03720 1.02100 
0.11 1.08476 1.07624 1.06470 1.05160 1.03500 
0.13 1.10060 1.09122 1.07930 1.06630 1.04900 
0.15 1.11660 1.10639 1.09420 1.08130 1.06300 
0.17 1.13276 1.12176 1.10930 1.09650 1.07800 
0.19 1.14906 1.13732 1.12470 1.11190 1.09300 
0.21 1.16551 1.15307 1.14030 1.12770 1.10900 
0.23 1.18210 1.16900 1.15610 1.14360 1.12500 
0.25 1.19880 1.18509 1.17220 1.15980 1.14200 
 
 
Figure A.2.1 Relative density of NaCl solution vs NaCl molar concentration. 

























Appendix 3: Milk components sizes 
 
The following section shows the estimated sizes of milk components used in the MSA theory. The anions and ion–pairs formed by the H+ 
interactions sizes were assumed larger than other ion–pairs. 
Table A.3 Numerical values of size for each component in milk. 
 Ca
2+, 0.8 nm Mg2+, 0.4 nm Na+, 0.365 nm K+, 0.45 nm H+, 0.226 nm 








Ion–pair Size, nm Ion–pair 
Size, 
nm 
H2Cit–  0.65 CaH2Cit+ 0.4 MgH2Cit+ 0.5 NaH2Cit 0.25 KH2Cit 0.3 H3Cit 0.55 
HCit2– 0.75 CaHCit 0.4 MgHCit 0.5 NaHCit– 0.25 KHCit– 0.3 H2Cit– 0.55 
Cit3– 0.65 CaCit– 0.4 MgCit– 0.5 NaCit2– 0.25 KCit2– 0.3 HCit2– 0.55 
H2PO4– 0.69 CaH2PO4+ 0.4 MgH2PO4+ 0.5 NaH2PO4 0.25 KH2PO4 0.3 H3PO4 0.55 
HPO42– 0.35 CaHPO4 0.4 MgHPO4 0.5 NaHPO4– 0.25 KHPO4– 0.3 H2PO4– 0.55 
PO43– 0.65 CaPO4– 0.4 MgPO4– 0.5 NaPO42– 0.25 KPO42– 0.3 HPO42– 0.55 
HCO3– 0.6 CaHCO3+ 0.4 MgHCO3+ 0.5 NaHCO3 0.25 KHCO3 0.3 H2CO3 0.55 
CO32– 0.6 CaCO3 0.4 MgCO3 0.5 NaCO3– 0.25 KCO3– 0.3 HCO3– 0.55 
HSO4– 0.6 CaHSO4+ 0.4 MgHSO4+ 0.5 NaHSO4 0.25 KHSO4 0.3 H2SO4 0.55 
SO42– 0.6 CaSO4 0.4 MgSO4 0.5 NaSO4– 0.25 KSO4– 0.3 HSO4– 0.55 
Glc–1–PH– 0.6 CaGlc–1–PH+ 0.4 MgGlc–1–PH+ 0.5 NaGlc–1–PH 0.25 KGlc–1–PH 0.3 Glc–1–PH2 0.55 
Glc–1–P2– 0.6 CaGlc–1–P 0.4 MgGlc–1–P 0.5 NaGlc–1–P– 0.25 KGlc–1–P– 0.3 Glc–1–PH– 0.55 
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Cl– 0.365 CaCl+ 0.5 MgCl+ 0.5 NaCl 0.36 KCl 0.3 HCl 0.4 
RCOO– 0.6 CaRCOO+ 0.4 MgRCOO+ 0.5 NaRCOO 0.25 KRCOO 0.3 RCOOH 0.55 
Arg 0.6 CaArg2+ 0.4 MgArg2+ 0.5 NaArg+ 0.25 KArg+ 0.3 ArgH+ 0.55 
Asp– 0.6 CaAsp+ 0.4 MgAsp+ 0.5 NaAsp 0.25 KAsp 0.3 AspH 0.55 
Cys 0.6 CaCys+ 0.4 MgCys+ 0.5 NaCys 0.25 KCys 0.3 CysH 0.55 
Glu– 0.6 CaGlu+ 0.4 MgGlu+ 0.5 NaGlu 0.25 KGlu 0.3 GluH 0.55 
His 0.6 CaHis2+ 0.4 MgHis2+ 0.5 NaHis+ 0.25 KHis+ 0.3 HisH+ 0.55 
Lys 0.6 CaLys2+ 0.4 MgLys2+ 0.5 NaLys+ 0.25 KLys+ 0.3 LysH+ 0.55 
Ser– 0.6 CaSer+ 0.4 MgSer+ 0.5 NaSer 0.25 KSer 0.3 SerH 0.55 
Thr– 0.6 CaThr+ 0.4 MgThr+ 0.5 NaThr 0.25 KThr 0.3 ThrH 0.55 
Tyr– 0.6 CaTyr+ 0.4 MgTyr+ 0.5 NaTyr 0.25 KTyr 0.3 TyrH 0.55 
((SerP)3H2)–4 0.45 ((SerP)3H2Ca)–2 0.5 ((SerP)3H2Mg)
–2 0.5 ((SerP)3H2Na)–3 0.25 ((SerP)3H2K)–3 0.3 ((SerP)3H3)–3 0.55 
((SerP)3H)–5 0.45 ((SerP)3CaH)–3 0.5 ((SerP)3HMg)–3 0.5 ((SerP)3HNa)
–4 0.25 ((SerP)3HK)–4 0.3 ((SerP)3H2)–4 0.55 
((SerP)3)–6 0.45 ((SerP)3Ca)–4 0.5 ((SerP)3Mg)
–4 0.5 ((SerP)3Na)–5 0.25 ((SerP)3K)–5 0.3 ((SerP)3H)–5 0.55 
((SerP)3Ca2)–2 0.35 ((SerP)3Ca3) 0.5 ((SerP)3Ca2Mg) 0.5 ((SerP)3Ca2Na)
–1 0.25 ((SerP)3Ca2K)–1 0.3 ((SerP)3Ca2H)–1 0.55 
((SerP)3CaH)–3 0.35 ((SerP)3Ca2H)
–1 0.5 ((SerP)3CaHMg)–1 0.5 ((SerP)3CaHNa)–2 0.25 ((SerP)3CaHK)–2 0.3 ((SerP)3H2Ca)–2 0.55 
((SerP)3Ca)–4 0.45 ((SerP)3Ca2)–2 0.5 ((SerP)3CaMg)–2 0.5 ((SerP)3CaNa)–3 0.25 ((SerP)3CaK)–3 0.3 ((SerP)3CaH)–3 0.55 
PSerH– 0.65 PSerHCa+ 0.5 PSerHCa+ 0.5 PSerHNa 0.25 PSerHK 0.3 PSerH2 0.55 
PSer2– 0.65 PSerCa 0.5 PSerCa 0.5 PSerNa– 0.25 PSerK– 0.3 PSerH–a 0.55 
OH– 0.28 CaOH+ 0.5 MgOH+ 0.5 NaOH 0.25 KOH 0.3 H2O 0.55 
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Appendix 4: MATLAB scripts for Newton’s and Jacobian functions 
 
The following section is a MATLAB script for Newton’s and Jacobian methods to calculate 
ion equilibria non–linearly for any dairy liquids. 
function x=MyNewton(func,x,maxits,tol, lb, ub, flag) 
%================================================================ 
% solves a set of equations given by the function func using Newton's method 
% Inputs: func file handle for function that gives f(y) 
% x0: initial guess of vector x, same dimension as f 
% tol: convergence tolerance     
% Outputs: x: solution vector 
%================================================================ 
if strcmp(flag, 'start') 
relaxation=0.5;     
else 











if normx<tol && normf < tol 
convergence=true; 












function J=jacobian(func, x) 
%================================================================ 
% Jacobian function generates a numerical Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives  
% Call: J=jacobian(func, x) 
% Inputs: func - function handle for function to return column  
% Vector f=f(x), dimension m 
% x: vector of values at which to evaluate the Jacobian dimension n 
% Outputs: f: column vector for f(x) 
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% J: matrix of partial derivatives m rows by n columns 
% Written by Ken Morison, 7 July 2004, and modified slightly  
% by John Hannah, 11 August 2006 
% Get unperturbed f(x) 
%================================================================ 
n=max(size(x));         % find the maximum dimension  of x 
f0=func(x);       % evaluate function with unperturbed x 
transposef=0; 
if size(f0,2)>size(f0,1)    % a row vector. Give warning and transpose 
disp('Warning from Jacobian.m. Your function should return f(x) as a column vector. 
Transpose your result') 
f0=f0'; 
transposef=1; 
end     
for i=1:n   % x(i) 
deltax=x(i)*1e-7; 
x0=x(i); 




f=func(x);   % perturbed function 
if transposef==1     % f needs to be transposed   
f=f';            % transpose f 
end     
J(:,i)=(f-f0)./deltax; 
x(i)=x0;   % return to original value 
end 



























Appendix 5: MATLAB scripts for sodium chloride solution 
 
The following section is a MATLAB script for the calculation of sodium chloride solution by 




% This function will solve the ion equilibria of sodium chloride (NaCl) solution for free–ion 
approach. 
% Written by Pariya Noeparvar. 





NaCl=1*[logspace(-1,0,100) logspace(0.01, 6.6,100)];     %  total amount of NaCl added, µmol/L   
tol=1e-10;    
maxits=1000; 
for i=1 : length(NaCl) 
if i==1 
% Initial guess 
          %Cl           OH               Na          H              NaCl°              NaOH         HCl, µmol/L 
x=[NaCl(i); 0.40*NaCl(i); NaCl(i); 0.1*100; 0.5*NaCl(i); 0.5*NaCl(i);0.4*NaCl(i)]; 
end 




ub(2)=1e6;    % i.e. 1 mol/L  pH 14 
ub(4)=1e6;     % pH 0 
fanon=@(x) MyEquations(x, NaCl(i)); 
x=MyNewton(fanon,x0,maxits, tol, lb, ub); 
xsol(:,i)=x;      % record last solution 
pH(i)=-log10(xsol(4,i)/1e6); 
Na(i)=xsol(3,i)/1e6;  % free sodium concentration, mol/L 
Cl(i)=xsol(1,i)/1e6;   %  free chloride concentration, mol/L 
y_Na(i)=y(3);   % Molar activity coefficient of free sodium 
y_Cl(i)=y(1);    % Molar activity coefficient of free chloride 
fprintf(' NaCl   pH  %5.2g  %5.2f  \n', NaCl(i), pH) 
IM(i)=0.5*sum((xsol(:,i)/1e6).*z.^2);   % Molar ionic strength, mol/L 
y_davies=Davies(z, IM);   % Activity coefficient by Davies theory 
y_DH=DH(z,IM);    % Activity coefficient by Debye-Hückel theory 
DH_Na=y_DH(3,:);   % Activity coefficient of free sodium by Debye-Hückel theory     
end 
Exp_Na=[0 -0.1 -0.13    -0.27   -0.33 -0.4  -0.5  -0.48   -0.3  -0.1 0.1];  % Activity coefficient of free 
sodium from Wilczek-Vera et al., 2004 




Exp_Cl=[ 0   -0.1  -0.13  -0.3   -0.42  -0.5  -0.58  -0.62 -0.57 -0.49  -0.40 ];  % Activity coefficient of 
free chloride from Wilczek-Vera et al., 2004 
plot(sqrt(NaCl/1e6), log(y_Na),'k') 
hold on 
xlabel('\surd NaCl concentration, (mol/L)^{1/2}') 





plot(sqrt(NaCl/1e6), log(DH_Na), 'k.-') 
legend('MSA theory, Na^+', 'MSA theory, Cl^-', 'Wilczek-Vera et al., 2004; Na^+','Wilczek-Vera 





function f=MyEquations(x, NaCl_initial) 
global z 
global y 
global sigma  
% Intrinsic association constant from Holt et al., 1981 
Ka1=0.9/1e6;   % Na+ Cl- NaCl° 
Ka2=0.2/1e6;   % Na+ OH- NaOH° 
Ka3=10^-9.3/1e6;   % H+ Cl- HCl° 
% Cl-  OH- Na+ H+ NaCl°NaOH° HCl° 
z=[ -1; -1; 1; 1; 0; 0; 0];  % Charge number of ions 
sigma=1e-9*[ 0.44;  0.28; 0.51; 0.226; 0.40;  0.4; 0.4];  % The effective size parameter, m 
T=25+273.15;  % Temperature, K 
logKw=-4787.3/T-7.1332*log10(T)-0.010365*T+22.801;    % Natural logarithm of the intrinsic 
association constant of water, Harned and Cook 1937 
Kw=10^logKw;  % (mol/L)^2 








Na_t=NaCl_initial;  % Total concentration of Na, µmol/L 
Cl_t=NaCl_initial;    % Total concentration of Cl, µmol/L 
Density_soln=NaClDensityMolar((NaCl_initial)/1e6, 25);         % kg/m3   
MW_NaCl=58.4/1000;  %  Molar mass of NaCl, kg/mol 
MW_water=0.01802;   %Molar mass of water, kg/mol 
C_H2O=(Density_soln-NaCl_initial*1e3/1e6*MW_NaCl)/MW_water*1e6/1000;       % mol/m3 
converted to µmol/L 
f=zeros(7,1);  % the function values 
N_A=6.022e23;       % Avogadro's number, 1/mol 




y=FreeIonMolarActCoeff(z, sigma, rho, (Na+Cl)/1e6); 
a=y.*x(1:7);  % Molar activity of the species, µmol/L 
f(1)=(Ka1*a(3)*a(1)-a(5))/1e3;       % Na+, Cl-, NaCl° 
f(2)=(Ka2*a(3)*a(2)-a(6))/1e3;       % Na+, OH-, NaOH° 
f(3)=(Ka3*a(1)*a(4)-a(7))/1e3;     % H+, Cl-, HCl° 
f(4)=(Kw1*a(2)*a(4)-C_H2O)/1e9;   % Water equilibrium 
f(5)=sum(z.*x(1:7))/sum(x(1:7))/1;  % Electroneutrality 
f(6)=(Na_t-(Na+NaCl_0+NaOH))/1e0;    % Total sodium 
f(7)=(Cl_t-(Cl+HCl+NaCl_0))/1e0;   % Total chloride 
end 
 
function y=FreeIonMolarActCoeff(z, sigma, rho, C_s)   % with considering epsilon_r as function 
of Conc 
% Mean Spherical aprroximation method: Elecrostatic+hard sphere contributions 
% Ref: Van Boekel, 2008 
% z in species charge 
% sigma is species diameter in m. 
% rho is number density,mol/m³ 
e_0=1.6e-19;    %Electron charge, Coulomb 
epsilon_r=78.65-15.45*C_s +3.76*C_s^1.5; % Dielectric constant,[-] 
KB=1.38e-23;      % Boltzmann constant, m².kg/s-²K^-1 
epsilon_0=8.85e-12;   %Vacuum permitivitty, Farads/m 
T=25+273.15;    % Absolute temperature, K 





Delta=1-(pi/6*sum(sum(rho.*sigma3)));     
Omega=1+((pi/2*Delta)*sum((rho.*sigma3)./(1+Gamma*sigma))); 
xi=(pi/(2*Omega*Delta))*sum((rho.*sigma.*z)./(1+Gamma*sigma)); 












% Hard sphere contribution 
y_hs=exp(-log(1-X_3)+sigma.*F1+sigma.^2.*F2+sigma.^3.*F3); 






Appendix 6: Precipitation and dissolution rate constants 
 
Following are the numerical values of precipitation and dissolution rate constants of potential 
milk solid phases such as DCPD, DCPA, OCP, WH, HAP, CDA, Mg3(PO4)2, CaCO3, TCCT, 
and TCCH, for which lack of sufficient data was found in literature except for CaCO3. These 
values are required for the dynamic calculation of salt equilibria in milk or milk–like 
solutions. 
Table A.6.1 Precipitation and dissolution rate constant of milk solid phases. 
 Precipitation rate constant, min–1 Dissolution rate constant, min–1 
DCPD 0.25 0.0001 
DCPA 0.9 5 
OCP 20 0.1a 
WH 3 0.1a 
HAP 4 0.01 
CDA 5 0.001 
Mg3(PO4)2 1 0.01a 
CaCO3 0.0025 (Kazadi Mbamba, 2016) 0.1 
TCCT 0.01 0.0004a 
TCCH 0.2 0.5a 
a these components had the saturation below 1 and had dissolution. 












Appendix 7: Chemical structure of amino acids  
 
The following is the amino acids exist in milk proteins regardless of dissociation state with 
the corresponding dissociation constants on both C– and N–terminuses heads. 
Table A.8.1 Chemical structure of milk protein amino acids with the dissociation constants (Fennema, 
1996; Belitz and Grosch, 1999; Mercadé-Prieto et al., 2007). 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix 8: MATLAB scripts for milk solution with CPN  
 
The following is the MATLAB scripts for the milk solution including CPN and saturations of 
the potential solid salts at equilibrium. 
function SolveMILKCPNSaturation 
%========================================================== 
% This function will solve the ion equilibria of milk and CPN. 
% Written by Pariya Noeparvar, 16 October 2018 







HCl=[logspace(-6, -1.0, nlog) zeros(1, nlog)]*1e6;    % µmol/L 
NaOH=[zeros(1, nlog) logspace(-6, -1.0, nlog)]*1e6; 
% There are 32 anions and 5 cations 
n_A=32; 
n_C=5; 
% Association constant 
[K_eq]=AssocConstants;     
tol=1e-10;  % Tolerance  
maxits=100;  % Max iteration 
for j=1 :  length(HCl) 





%   Arg  Asp Cys Glu His Lys Ser Thr Tyr  SerP3 
AAperBLG=[3   10    5    16    2   15    7      8    4      0];   % Amino acid side groups per 
molecule of BLG 
AAperALA=[1     9    8     8      3    12   7      7    4      0 ];   % Amino acid side groups per 
molecule of ALA 
AAperBld=[  23  42  35   62   17  60   28  34    19  0];   % Amino acid side groups per molecule 
of Bld    
AAperAs1=[6  7   0   25      5  14   16  5    10           2 ];   % Amino acid side groups per 
molecule of As1Cas 
AAperAs2=[6  4   2   25      3  24   17  15    12        2];   % Amino acid side groups per molecule 
of As2Cas 
AAperBCas=[4  4       0   18   5  11   16  9    4          1];   % Amino acid side groups per molecule 
of BCas 
AAperkCas=[5  4        2   13   3  9   13  14    9        0];   % Amino acid side groups per molecule 
of kCas 
% Conc_BLG in milk: 0.0032 kg/kg  accroding to Wasltra Jenness 1984 
% Can be 0.003 kg/kg according to Elofsson et al., 1997 
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% Density of BLG=1.035 kg/L 
% MW_BLG=18.4 kg/mol   According to Meissner et al., 2015 and Walstra and Jenness 1984 
 
Conc_BLG_milk=0.0032*1.035*1e6/18.4;   % Concentration BLG in milk ,µmol/L 
Conc_ALA_milk=0.0012*1.035*1e6/14.176;   % Concentration ALA in milk ,µmol/L 
Conc_Bld_milk=0.0004*1.035*1e6/66.267;   % Concentration Bld in milk ,µmol/L 
Conc_as1cas_milk=0.0107*1.035*1e6/23.618;   % Concentration as1_cas in milk ,µmol/L 
Conc_as2cas_milk=0.0026*1.035*1e6/25.23;   % Concentration as2_cas in milk ,µmol/L 
Conc_Bcas_milk=0.0093*1.035*1e6/23.983;   % Concentration Bcas in milk ,µmol/L   
Conc_kcas_milk=0.0033*1.035*1e6/19.025;   % Concentration kcas in milk ,µmol/L 
BLG=ConcRatio*Conc_BLG_milk;    % BLG conc, µmol/L 
ALA=ConcRatio*Conc_ALA_milk;    % ALA conc, µmol/L 
Bld=ConcRatio*Conc_Bld_milk;    % Bld conc, µmol/L 
As1_Cas=ConcRatio*Conc_as1cas_milk;    % As1_Cas conc, µmol/L 
As2_Cas=ConcRatio*Conc_as2cas_milk;    % As2_Cas conc, µmol/L 
B_Cas=ConcRatio*Conc_Bcas_milk;    % B_Cas conc, µmol/L 
k_Cas=ConcRatio*Conc_kcas_milk;    % k_Cas conc, µmol/L 
























% Phosphoserines initial concentrations, µmol/L 
SerP3_initial=1559; 
SerP_initial=100; 
% Cit ,  PO4, CO3, SO4, Cl, Phosphate esters, Carboxylate, µmol/L 
Cit_initial=9500*ConcRatio;    
PO4_initial=20600*ConcRatio;    
CO3_initial=400*ConcRatio;   
SO4_initial=1200*ConcRatio;   
Cl_initial=30.4e3*ConcRatio;   
Esters_initial=2600*ConcRatio;   
RCOO_initial=3100*ConcRatio;   
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Na_initial+NaOH(j)+K_initial; % all components concentration, µmol/L 
% 32 anions for initial guesses 
C_A=ConcRatio*[Cit_initial*[0.0001; 0.01; 0.1]; PO4_initial*[0.2;0.1; 0.0001];... 





Ser_initial*ones(1,1)/2; Thr_initial*ones(1,1)/2; Tyr_initial*ones(1,1)/3;... 
SerP3_initial*0.001*ones(6,1); SerP_initial*ones(2,1); ... 
0.1/10]; 
% Initial guess for 5 cations 
C_C=ConcRatio*[Ca_initial; Mg_initial; NaOH(j)+Na_initial; K_initial; 0.1*100];   % Ca Mg Na 
K H 




C_CA_initial=[xx(1:24); xx(27:28); xx(30:129); xx(132); xx(135); xx(137); xx(139);  
xx(141:152); xx(158)]; 
if j==1 
%  Anions (32), Cation (5), ionpairs (180), CPN  TCCT DCPD DCPA  HAP, Lactose 
µmol/L, 
x0=[C_A; C_C; C_CA_initial;0.01; 0.1; 0.1; 0.1; 0.1; 0.1 ];    
x=x0; 





x0=x ;      % use previous solution 
lb=zeros(length(x),1); 
ub=All_components(j)*ones(length(x),1); 
ub(32)=1e6;    % OH- ie 1 mol/L   
ub(37)=1e6;     % H+   
fanon=@(x) MyEquations(x, All_components(j), Cit_initial, ... 
PO4_initial, CO3_initial, SO4_initial, Esters_initial, HCl(j)+Cl_initial,... 
RCOO_initial, Arg_initial, Asp_initial, Cys_initial, Glu_initial, His_initial, Lys_initial,  ... 
Ser_initial, Thr_initial, Tyr_initial, SerP3_initial, SerP_initial, ... 
Ca_initial, Mg_initial, Na_initial+NaOH(j), K_initial, Lactose); 





x00=x;  % retain solution for neutral condition for 2nd half with NaOH 
end 
xsol(:,i)=x;      % record last solution µmol/L 
ysol(:,i)=y;    % Activity coefficient 
pH(i)=-log10(xsol(37,i)/1e6); 
Sat_TCCT(i)=x(182);         % saturation of tri calcium citrate tetrahydrate 
Sat_DCPD(i)=x(183);   % saturation of DCPD 
Sat_DCPA(i)=x(184); 
Sat_HAP(i)=x(185); 
a=y(1:181).*x(1:181)/1e6;   % activities in mol/L 
pKsp_OCP=72.5; 
pKsp_WH=81.7;  % Whitlockite 
pKsp_CDA=85.1;  % calcium def HAP 
Sat_OCP(i)=a(33)^(8/14)*a(5)^(2/14)*a(6)^(4/14)/(10^-(pKsp_OCP/14));  % Ca(8) HPO4(2) 
PO4(4) % 8+2+4=14 
Sat_WH(i)=(a(33)^10*a(5)*a(6)^6/(10^-pKsp_WH))^(1/17);  % Ca(10) HPO4 PO4(6) 
Sat_CDA(i)=(a(33)^9*a(5)*a(6)^5*a(32)/(10^-pKsp_CDA))^(1/16);  % Ca(9) HPO4 PO4(5) OH 
fprintf(' HCl conc, µmol/L     pH          %5.6f     %5.2f  \n', HCl(, pH(i)) 
% for debugging 
C_Asol=xsol(15:31,i)';   % the first nine amino acids 
C_Casol=xsol(52:65,i)';  % the ions pairs corresponding to amino acids(Ca) 
C_Mgsol=xsol(81:97,i)';  % the ions pairs corresponding to amino acids(Mg) 
C_Nasol=xsol(113:129,i)';  % the ions pairs corresponding to amino acids(Na) 
C_Ksol=xsol(145:161,i)';  % the ions pairs corresponding to amino acids(K) 
C_Hsol=xsol(170:180,i)';  % the ions pairs corresponding to amino acids(H) 
% General method of net charge of the molecule 









































txt= ['   \leftarrow IEP=', num2str(pH(PI_index))]; 

































function f=MyEquations(x, All_components, Cit_initial, PO4_initial, ... 
CO3_initial, SO4_initial, Esters_initial, Cl_initial, RCOO_initial, Arg_initial,... 
Asp_initial, Cys_initial, Glu_initial, His_initial,Lys_initial, Ser_initial, Thr_initial,... 





% Ref:Fennema and Mercado, 2015 
[Ka]=1e-6*AssocConstants;    %L/µmol 
Ka_CPN=9e-62;  % (µmol/L)^-22   
Ksp_TCCT=2.29e-18*(1e6)^5;     % (µmol/L)^5    Gao et al., 2010   
Ksp_DCPD= 2.09e-7*(1e6)^2;    %  (µmol/L)^2  Mekmene et al., 2012 
Ksp_DCPA=4.0e-7*(1e6)^2; 
Ksp_HAP=1.58e-117*(1e6)^18; 
z_A=[ -1 -2 -3 -1 -2 -3 -1 -2 -1 -2 -1 -2 -1 -1    0  -1   -1  -1    0     0    -1     -1  -1 -4 -5  -6 -2 -3 -4 -1 -2 -1]; 
z_C=[2  2 1   1  1];      %  Ca Mg  Na    K  H 
z=[z_A z_C ... 
1 0 -1 1 0 -1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1      2 1 1  1  2 2 1 1 1   -2 0 -1 1  0 1 ... 
1 0 -1 1 0 -1    1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1      2 1 1  1  2 2 1 1 1   -2 -3 -4 0 -1 -2 1 0 1 ... 
0 -1 -2 0 -1 -2 0 -1 0 -1 0 -1 0 0  1 0 0  0  1 1 0 0 0   -3 -4 -5 -1 -2 -3 0 -1 0 ... 
0 -1 -2 0 -1 -2 0 -1 0 -1 0 -1 0 0  1 0 0  0  1 1 0 0 0   -3 -4 -5 -1 -2 -3 0 -1 0 ... 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0  1 0 0  0  1 1 0 0 0 -3 0 -4 0]'; 
sigma=1e-9*[0.65 0.75 0.65 0.69 0.35 0.65 0.6*ones(1,17) 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.35 0.35 0.45 0.65 0.65 
0.35  ... 
0.65  0.4 0.45 0.45  0.33... 






























































































































































































































Density_soln=MilkDensityMolar((All_components)/1e6, 25);         % kg/m3 
MW_Milk=0.150;            % MW of milk components 18 Oct 2018.xlsx 
MW_water=0.01802; 
MW_Cl=35.46;     % g/mol 
MW_NaOH=40/1000; 
C_H2O=(Density_soln-All_components*(1e3/1e6)*MW_Milk)/MW_water*1e6/1000;       % 
mol/m3 converted to µmol/L 
f=zeros(182,1); 
N_A=6.022e23;       % Avogadro's number 
rho=[x(1:181)]/1e6*N_A*1000;  % mol base    
y=FreeIonMolarActCoeff(z, sigma, rho, (SerP3)/1e6); 






















































































































































































3*SerP3CaK+3*SerP3H3+CPN))/1e5;  % total SerP3 
f(160)=(SerP_t-
(PSerCa+PSerHCa+PSerMg+PSerHMg+PSerHNa+PSerNa+PSerH+PSer+PSerH2+PSerHK+PSerK))/1e5;  
% Total PSer 
















ArgK+AspK+CysK+GluK+HisK+LysK+SerK+ThrK+TyrK))/1e6; % K total 
f(166)=(Cit_t-(H2Cit+HCit+Cit+CaH2Cit+CaHCit+CaCit+MgH2Cit+MgHCit+MgCit+... 
NaH2Cit+NaHCit+NaCit+KH2Cit+KHCit+KCit+H3Cit+1.3*CPN))/1e5;  % total Cit 
 
f(167)=(Cl_t-(Cl+HCl+NaCl+CaCl+KCl+MgCl))/1e5;  % total Cl 
f(168)=(PO4_t-(H2PO4+HPO4+PO4+CaH2PO4+CaHPO4+CaPO4+MgH2PO4+MgHPO4+MgPO4+... 
NaH2PO4+NaHPO4+NaPO4+KH2PO4+KHPO4+KPO4+H3PO4+6.5*CPN))/scale;  % Total PO4 
f(169)=(SO4_t-(HSO4+SO4+CaHSO4+CaSO4+MgHSO4+MgSO4+... 
NaHSO4+NaSO4+KHSO4+KSO4+H2SO4))/scale;  % Total SO4 
f(170)=(CO3_t-(HCO3+CO3+CaHCO3+CaCO3+MgHCO3+MgCO3+... 
NaHCO3+NaCO3+KHCO3+KCO3+H2CO3))/scale;  % total CO3 
f(171)=(Esters_t-(H_ester+Ester_1+Ester_2+Ca_Ester_1+Ca_Ester_2+... 
Mg_Ester_1+Mg_Ester_2+Na_Ester_1+Na_Ester_2+K_Ester_1+K_Ester_2))/scale;  % total Esters 
f(172)=(Arg_t-(Arg+ArgH+ArgCa+ArgMg+ArgNa+ArgK))/1e5;  % total Arg 
f(173)=(Asp_t-(Asp_+Asp+AspCa+AspMg+AspNa+AspK))/1e5;  % total Asp 
f(174)=(Cys_t-(Cys_+Cys+CysCa+CysMg+CysNa+CysK))/1e5;  % total Cys 
f(175)=(Glu_t-(Glu_+Glu+GluCa+GluMg+GluNa+GluK))/1e5;  % total Glu 
f(176)=(His_t-(His+HisH+HisCa+HisMg+HisNa+HisK))/1e5;  % total His 
f(177)=(Lys_t-(Lys+LysH+LysCa+LysMg+LysNa+LysK))/1e5;  % total Lys 
f(178)=(Ser_t-(Ser_+Ser+SerCa+SerMg+SerNa+SerK))/1e5;  % total Ser 
f(179)=(Thr_t-(Thr_+Thr+ThrCa+ThrMg+ThrNa+ThrK))/1e5;  % total Thr 
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f(180)=(Tyr_t-(Tyr_+Tyr+TyrCa+TyrMg+TyrNa+TyrK))/1e5;  % total Tyr 
f(181)=(Ka_CPN*a(33)^13.2*a(3)^1.3*a(5)^6.5*a(34)*SerP3-CPN)/1e0;  % here we are assuming 









%  25 °C 
% L/mol 
T=25+273.15; 
logKw=-4787.3/T-7.1332*log10(T)-0.010365*T+22.801;    % Harned and Cook 1937 
Kw=10^logKw;  % mol/L 
Kw1=55.5/Kw;    % 55.5 mol/L/1e-14  in normal association constant form 
% Ca        Mg       Na        K       H 
K_eq=[28          15           1           1          1380;   % H2Cit 
876         402        10        10        6e4;       % HCit 
1.65e5   1.11e5  20        16        2.57e6;   % Cit 
11              12         1           1            200;     % H2PO4 
642         838         17      13        2.87e7;   %HPO4 
2.88e6  8.35e4  100      100     2.47e12;  % PO4 
23             19          1         1              2.25e6;    % H2CO3 
1.4e3     758       10       10            2.13e10;   % HCO3 
10            10         1          1              10^-8;       % H2SO4 
204         170       5          7               98;             % HSO4 
10            10        1           1              10^-10;      % GlcPH 
316         295      7           5              3.19e6;        % GlcP 
9.4            5.6     0.9         1             10^-9.3;        % HCl 
15            19        0.7       0.7           5.71e4;        % RCOO 
0.1            0.1      0.1      0.1             1/10^(-12.52);   % Arg 
0.1           0.1      0.1      0.1             1/10^(-3.6);     % Asp 
0.1           0.1      0.1      0.1             1/10^(-8.50);     % Cys 
0.1           0.1      0.1      0.1             1/10^(-4.0);     % Glu 
0.1           0.1      0.1      0.1             1/10^(-6.00);     % His 
0.1           0.1      0.1      0.1             1/10^(-10.95);  % Lys 
0.1           0.1      0.1      0.1             1/10^(-13.22);  % Ser 
0.1           0.1      0.1      0.1             1/10^(-13.22);  % Thr 
0.1           0.1      0.1      0.1             1/10^(-9.60);      % Tyr 
380        100          1           1          7.94e5;  %SerP3H2 
380        100          1           1          7.94e5;  %SerP3H 
3000    3000         1           1          1e7;   % SerP3 
380        100          1           1          7.85e5;  %SerP3Ca2 
380        100          1           1          7.94e5;  %SerP3CaH 
380        100          1           1          7.94e5;  %SerP3Ca 
10           10            1           1            200;   % HPSer 
380         380    16.9       16.9      7.94e5;   % PSer 
25.11    162.18  0.2        0.2       Kw1];                 % OH 
end 
 
